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Chapter 1 Introduction 
The introduction of new types of electronic media for education and 
training has had ramifications on the instructional development process. The 
increase in the number and variety of activities and personnel required to 
produce electronic media is a challenge to the project manager. For these 
reasons, it is essential that the interpersonal communication between the 
participants is clear from the beginning through to the end of the process. The 
development of electronic media uses the same principles from Instructional 
Systems Development and Project Management as those used in the 
development of other educational and training media. 
Instructional Systems Development 
Projects in education and training settings are often developed and 
managed using the Instructional Systems Development or "ISD" process 
(Hoban, 1974). ISD, in addition to being a process for the systematic design of 
instruction, is a specialized kind of project management similar to that used in 
business and industry (Gouse and Stickney, 1988). Instructional Systems 
Development includes the entire process of analysis of the learning goal and 
the development of a delivery system to meet the needs of the learners (Briggs, 
1977, 1991). ISD involves specific skills and techniques to analyze, produce, 
implement and assess instruction with attention to both a systematic procedure 
and a specificity for treating details within the plan (Kemp, 1985). The terms 
"Instructional Systems Development and "Instructional Systems Design" are 
often used interchangeably. 
Project management, a relatively well developed management 
discipline, is the application of a collection of tools and techniques to direct the 
use of diverse resources towards the accomplishment of a unique, complex, 
one-time task within time, cost and quality constraints (Morris and Hough, 1987; 
Randolph and Posner, 1988b). An increasingly prevalent organizational design 
strategy, project management is primarily known for its responsiveness to the 
problems of information overload which arise under traditional organizational 2 
structures. This overload is due to increased complexity of organizational 
missions, rapidly changing technologies, and increased competitive/environ­
mental pressures. 
The length of time that it takes for completion of a project is known as the 
"project life cycle." The activities leading to project completion in the cycle can 
be divided into five basic phases: conceptual, definition, production, 
operational and divestment (see Figure 1.1). The concept of "project life cycle" 
is important as it helps to clarify the reasons why different factors may be more 
important to project success at different times. While progressing through the 
project life cycle, many issues arise which are common to all kinds of projects, 
some of which are procedural, technical and others personal (Thamhain and 
Wilemon, 1975). Regardless of the type of industry or project, the size, cost or 
duration, conflict is inevitable. Problems can occur because either people make 
them occur or they don't take action to prevent them from occurring. Two 
premises which address the "human side" of project management are: (1) 
people are the cause of a project's problems and (2) a project's problems can 
only be solved by people (Dinsmore, 1990). 
Over the life cycle of a project, the intensity of conflict areas such as 
scheduling and budgeting often varies. Personality conflicts, however, are 
relatively constant during all phases of the project life cycle. Even though they 
aren't as intense as some of the other conflicts, they are still problematical 
(Hill, 1977; Rahim, 1990). 
Roles of Instructional Systems Developer 
The nature of the instructional development process makes the 
developer dependent on others to complete the project. The development and 
production of any media project using the ISD process utilizes the project team, 
a group of individuals working toward the achievement of a specific goal 
(Kerzner, 1992). An ISD project team may be as few as two people (the ID and 
the client) or may include multiple specialists, scriptwriters, producers, 
technicians, and evaluators. w O. 
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Frequently more than one client is involved in a project. The more people 
involved the greater the complexity of the relationships, "so that even more care 
needs to be exercised than when one has a one-to-one relationship" (Davies, 
1975, 353). The assumptions, styles and expectations become so varied that it 
is often difficult to reconcile the many forces at play. 
Differences in perspectives emerge during the project design and 
development phases, so it is critical to understand the changing relationship 
among the participants in this process (Morrison, 1988). 
Much of instructional development is concerned with the giving and 
taking of advice. How the developer helps others is as important as the 
technical procedures used to resolve the instructional problems (Schwenn, 
Leitzman, Misanchuck, Foshay and Heitland, 1984). The development and 
nurturing of these relationships requires specific skills which often come only as 
a result of experience. 
Biomedical Communications 
In a health care setting, such as a hospital, medical center, private clinic 
or university medical school, the development of instruction is often done by 
an instructional systems design team commonly associated with Biomedical 
Communications. Biomedical Communications, the facilitating of information 
transfer to improve health care (Battles, Kirk, Dowell and Frank, 1989) evolved 
from the separate and often isolated activities of medical illustration, graphic 
design, medical photography, medical television, and libraries.  Instructional 
development and evaluation, teaching laboratories, printing, biomedical 
communications training, educational development, and computer-graphics 
were added. These activities were merged into biomedical communication 
centers in the late 1960's and 1970's. 
Instructional Developers in the Biomedical Communications field are 
primarily internal employees in medical education institutions, public and 
private, hospitals and clinics. Developers in biomedical positions most often 
have advanced training in the areas of education, instructional development, 
production and utilization of electronic media and management. Many 
biomedical communicators have masters degrees and frequently doctoral 
degrees in areas of education, communication and psychology. Tessmer 
(1988) generalized that the problems of interaction between instructional 5 
developers and subject specialists are "formidable." Biomedical communi­
cators work with highly educated medical professionals: doctors, nurses, and 
other allied health professionals. Medical professionals have a unique "culture" 
which affects their communication. The functional "culture" which results from 
academic medical training often clashes with other "cultures" in a team 
situation. Cali (1991) maintained that physicians must communicate as they do, 
because their communication is controlled by a decorum of control that is 
necessary to enable them to manage the stresses of trying to sustain lives. 
Instructional Systems Design in Medical Settings 
Current economic conditions largely dealing with reimbursement 
systems leave hospitals in a short fall. Hospitals are downsizing, merging and 
restructuring. However, even though there is a reduction in personnel, there is 
also a national shortage of nurses, lab technicians, and radiology technicians 
(Finnegan, 1991). 
Increased competition necessitates attention to the provision of quality 
care. Diminishing resources mean a greater work and patient load for the staff 
maximizing the need for productivity and performance. The responsibility for 
improving performance is shared by not only the clinical departments but by the 
support staff as well. Even with fewer resources people still need knowledge 
and skills to perform, feedback from supervisors, and adequate practice with 
procedures and tools to be able to act independently with confidence. 
The health care instructional developer, given the constraints, must 
be able to: (a) analyze performance problems, (b) determine relative value 
of the problem, and (c) determine the causes of the problem. Analyzing 
the performance will provide the diagnostic information to assist in focusing 
on improvement which results in effective and efficient intervention 
(Finnegan, 1991). 
Interpersonal Communication Conflicts 
The functioning of an organization is dependent on the "behavioral" 
interactions among its members (Watson, 1982) and conflict is a component of 
interpersonal communication (Rahim, 1986, 1992). 6 
To work, manage, and live in an organization is to be in conflict. 
People in organizations conflict about vague assignments, the 
refusal to accept feedback, unfair distribution of work, incompatible 
goals, downgrading co-workers, and personalities (Tjosvold, 
1990,15). 
According to R. E. Hill (1977), project managers found personality 
conflicts particularly difficult to handle, often spending more time trying to 
reduce conflict than finding and dealing with the causes (Rahim, 1992). Small 
and infrequent interpersonal communication conflicts can be more disruptive 
and detrimental to overall effectiveness than intense conflict over non personal 
issues. Surveys of practicing managers revealed that they spent more than 
20% of their time dealing with this issue or its aftermath. This wastes human 
resources that could better be directed to other activities, some of which are the 
primary work of the organization (Baron, 1990). The quality of the product and 
the on-going relationships are also at risk of being among the costs of conflict. 
When there is controversy, people try to persuade, inform, convince, and in 
other ways influence each other (Tjosvold, 1986). Conflict, although often 
producing negative effects, is recognized as possibly yielding benefits as well. 
It can often uncover persistent problems, serve as an impetus for change and 
contribute to increased communication (Baron, 1990). 
Statement of the Purpose 
The purpose of this study was to investigate interpersonal communication 
factors in the management of biomedical communications instructional 
development projects that utilized electronic media from the perspective of the 
primary project members, Instructional Developer (ID), Client or Subject Matter 
Expert (SME) and Video Producer (VP). As the data collection plan to be used 
in this study progressed, three general questions evolved which helped 
organize the myriad of data collected during the site visits. The following 
questions eventually served as organizers for this dissertation: 
1. What interpersonal communication factors emerged in an ISD project 
management in the biomedical setting? 
2. What was the perspective of the ID, SME, Client and Video Producer 
with regards to these factors ? 7 
3. What was the potential impact of the factors on the ISD project? 
Assumptions of the Study 
This study was based on the following assumption: 
Some of the interpersonal communication issues that exist in biomedical 
ISD projects will also exist in ISD projects in other subject areas/disciplines 
such as in project management in engineering, industry and business. 
Delimitations 
This study was delimited to: 
1.  Projects in medical settings that had been developed using an 
ISD process which had beginning and end points; single, self-contained 
development events. 
2.  Instructional development projects that involved electronic media. 
3. Projects that involved different individuals in the primary roles of 
Instructional Systems Developer, Subject Matter Expert, and Video Producer. 
4. An examination of interpersonal communication factors. 
Limitations of the Study 
The limitations of this study included: 
1. The Instructional Systems Developers participating in this study were 
all employed in ISD positions within a health care organization. The expe­
riences of an ISD who works as an external consultant may not be similar to 
those that are employees of an organization. 
2. This study is based on self reported data that reflects participants' 
perceptions in the five projects used as case studies. 8 
Definition of Terms 
The major terms used in this study are defined below: 
Biomedical Communications: A field that evolved in the late 1950's and 
early 1960's, from the separate and often isolated activities of medical 
illustration, graphic design, medical photography, medical television, and 
libraries.  Instructional design and evaluation, teaching laboratories, printing, 
biomedical communications training, educational development, and computer-
graphics were added. These activities were merged into biomedical 
communication centers in the late 1960's and 1970's to facilitate information 
transfer as an attempt to improve health care (Battles, et al, 1989). 
Client: The person(s) who "owns" the project; could be managers, 
administrators, funding sources (Johnson and Foa, 1989) or sponsor (Greer, 
1992a). For purposes of this study the "client" will be referred to as Subject 
Matter Expert - SME, unless another owner is mentioned. 
Design: The second of the five major phases of an Instructional Systems 
Development process. 
Development: The third phase of the Instructional Systems Development 
process in which instructional strategies are formulated for SME and learner 
requirements (Ritchey, 1986).  Often the production of materials and process 
descriptions occur during this phase (Gagne, 1987b). 
Electronic Media: The projects used in this study included two forms of 
electronic media, linear video and interactive video disc/CD-ROM. 
Front End Analysis: The first of the five major phases of an ISD process. 
This phase involves the systematic study of a problem or innovation in order to 
make effective decisions or recommendations about training and non-training 
solutions, who within the organizations should receive training, and content of 
training (Rossett, 1987). 
Instructional Designer/Developer: often used synonymously; one who is 
involved in the systematic design and development of instruction. 9 
Instructional Systems Development (ISD): The entire process of analysis 
of the learning goal and the development of a delivery system to meet the 
needs of the learners (Briggs, 1977). The use of specific skills and techniques 
to analyze, produce, implement and assess instruction with attention to both a 
systematic procedure and a specificity for treating details within the plan (Kemp, 
1985). This process is also referred to as Instructional Systems Design. 
Interpersonal Communication Factors: Rahim (1992) defines interpersonal 
conflict as the manifestation of incompatibility, disagreement, or difference between 
two or more interacting individuals. Factors, are said to be the conditions or causes 
that bring about a result. 
Organizational Culture/Climate: Corporate culture refers to the rules and 
procedures of human behavior, often unwritten, within an organization (Deal 
and Kennedy, 1982; Schein, 1990). Organizational climate, according to Poole 
and McPhee (1983) is an "an array of dimensions that depict an organization's 
atmosphere" (195). Climate is distinguished from organizational structure and 
pertains to general qualities of the organization, for the members, that are a 
relatively enduring part of the total environment (Poole and McPhee, 1983). 
Organizational Communications: Communication within a particular 
social system composed of interdependent groups attempting to achieve 
commonly recognized goals; can be both formal and informal, internal or 
external (Frey, Botan, Friedman and Kreps, 1991). 
Project Management: The application of tools and techniques to direct 
the use of diverse resources towards the accomplishment of a unique, complex, 
one-time task within time, cost and quality constraints (Morris and Hough, 
1987). "Project management is the application of the systems approach to the 
management of technologically complex tasks or projects whose objectives are 
explicitly stated in terms of time, cost, and performance parameters" (Gouse and 
Stickney, 1988, 870). 
Project Team: A group of individuals working toward the achievement of 
a specific goal (Kerzner, 1992). A team may have as few as two people and 
usually not more than 15-20. 10 
Project Team: A group of individuals working toward the achievement of 
a specific goal (Kerzner, 1992). A team may have as few as two people and 
usually not more than 15-20. 
Subject Matter Expert (SME): A person qualified to provide information 
about content and resources relating to the topic for which instruction is to 
be designed; responsible for checking accuracy of content in instructional 
programs (Kemp, 1985). In this study "SME" will be used synonymously 
with "Client." 
System: A set of components or elements interacting together towards a 
common goal (Romiszowski, 1970; 1981). 
Systematic Design: An orderly, logical method of identifying, developing 
and evaluating a set of strategies aimed at attaining a particular instructional 
goal (Kemp, 1985). 
Significance of the Study 
The purpose of this study was to investigate the professional interaction 
and interpersonal communication factors in biomedical instructional develop­
ment projects which involved the use of electronic media. Reference is made 
repeatedly in instructional development literature to the need to include 
interpersonal communication skills in the education and training of present and 
future instructional developers. Tessmer (1988) suggested that subject special­
ist consultation is one of the most vital instructional design skills. Wallington 
(1980) suggested consultation as a necessary and critical skill for instructional 
developers, however, this skill may not be taught in educational and training 
programs. But before specific skills can be identified and included in the profes­
sional preparation of ISDs, it is necessary to determine what the communication 
factors are, as well as exactly where and when interpersonal communication 
conflicts occur within the ISD process. To provide relevancy, these issues need 
to be linked to actual occurrences in actual settings. This study provides insight 
into actual roles, relationships and interpersonal communication factors in the 
context within which they occurred. 11 
Chapter 2 
Review of the Literature 
As long as organizations are networks of people engaging in 
achieving some common goals, there will be various kinds of 
processes occurring between them. Therefore, the more we 
understand about how to diagnose and improve such processes, 
the greater will be our chances of finding solutions to the more 
technical problems and of ensuring that such solutions will be 
accepted and used by members of the organizations (Schein, 
1988a, 2). 
This chapter reviews the literature of the major areas that were involved 
in this study.  It is a compilation of themes from Instructional Systems 
Development (ISD), Project Management, Organizational and Interpersonal 
Communication, Organizational (Corporate) Culture, and Healthcare 
culture/Biomedical Communications. Each area will be presented using 
representative sources and specific research findings. Some of the major 
concepts will be featured in tables. The review assisted the researcher in 
identifying possible interview questions for the study and in framing thematic 
conclusions as a result of what was collected during the life of this project. 
Instructional Systems Design/Development 
Instructional Systems Design 
Instructional Systems Design (ISD) is the systematic process of planning 
and developing instruction that makes use of research and learning theory and 
employs empirical testing as a means for improving instruction (Branson and 
Grow, 1987; GagnO, Briggs and Wager, 1988, 1992; Seels and Glasgow, 1990; 
Shrock, 1991). The process is complex, being composed of many interrelated 
parts and functions, operating in a coherent manner to achieve success. The 
goal is to devise a procedure which enhances learning while remembering that 
there is no single "best" way to design instruction (Kemp, 1985). ISD provides 
guidelines for the organization and presentation of all instruction by making 
educators and trainers more conscious of their instructional decisions and 12 
helping them to focus their instructional expectations (Johnson and Foa, 1989; 
Hoban, 1968). 
The theoretical basis for ISD is General Systems Theory (GST) which is 
also the basis for Project Management (Logan, 1982). GST is an 
interdisciplinary theory that consists of a set of concepts, constructs, facts, and 
terms which describe and explain the characteristics and phenomena 
associated with any system (Salisbury, 1990). Systems can be dynamic, 
continually responding and reorganizing themselves with the use of feedback. 
Feedback, which comes from the output of the system, can be both negative 
and positive and becomes the adjustment for the system. Systems can be 
broken into subsystems and subsystems into subsets. Regardless of the 
number of subsets, when "properly organized and managed, the overall system 
acts in a way that is greater than the sum of its parts" (Morris, 1983, 4). 
The planning of instruction, using the systems approach, is done in a 
highly systematic manner with attention to consistency and compatibility of the 
technical knowledge at each point. The plan includes goals and prospective 
outcomes that can be checked at each stage (Gagne, Wager, and Briggs, 1988) 
in relation to each other and to the whole system in an orderly sequence 
(Briggs, 1977; Kemp, 1985). Systematic refers to the orderly, logical method of 
identifying, developing and evaluating a set of strategies aimed at attaining a 
particular instructional goal. The method that this process is based on is 
scientific inquiry (Kemp, 1985). 
The use of the "systems approach" began in the late 1920's and 1930's. 
During this time, biologists were taking note of the similarities in the way that 
organisms interacted and controlled their environments. The systems approach 
is an application of the Gestalt concept that states that the whole is more than 
just a simple summation of the parts (Katz and Kahn, 1978; Kemp, 1985). 
Systems, the systems approach and related systems concepts were 
utilized and refined during World War II as part of the research into problem 
solving and efficient analysis needed for the development of complex man-
machine systems. Examples of systems use, representing this time period, are 
usually those related to weapons systems such as aircraft. Out of these 
development efforts came, "a new method of planning and development in 
which designers learned that they first had to identify the purpose and 
performance expectations of the systems before they could develop the parts" 
(Banathy, 1968, 3). Since WW II, the use of systems, as a developmental 13 
process, has expanded from military settings into industry, business, 
communication, space technology and others. Banathy (1968) suggested that 
the systems concept could also be used to deal with complex problems and 
their changing relationships. 
During the mid 1960's, the systems approach was influential in the 
development of curriculum materials by providing a structure and strategies for 
making curriculum decisions (Branson, 1978). At that time, Banathy's view of 
the system's role in education (1968) was similar to that expressed by 
Romisowski, 
although, at the present time, the systems approach may quite 
validly be considered in most of its applications as simply an 
upgrading of programmed instruction, it is likely in the long run 
to become the backbone of change in education (Romisowki, 
1970, 20). 
Theoretical Foundations 
The basic belief of both ISD and GST is that useful results can be 
obtained by combining and synthesizing contributions from many fields. For the 
purpose of improving instruction, ISD attempts to combine knowledge from 
cognitive psychology, behavioral psychology, management theory, instructional 
design theory, media research and computer technology. 
Instructional design is an evolving discipline, becoming both a body of 
knowledge about learning and learners and a process for organizing and 
managing the development of complex instructional programs (Richey, 1986; 
Johnson and Foa, 1989; Hoban, 1968); a combination of "pure" science and 
practical application (Hannafin, 1986; Johnson and Foa, 1989). However, 
according to Diamond (1980), instructional development hasn't been a well-
defined field of study or discipline. 
Settings 
Rapid advancements of technology will affect the delivery of education and 
training in business and industry in the 1990's. Continued long-term success of 
business will depend on the ability to cultivate improvements in employee 
performance (Rothwell and Kazanas, 1992). Instructional professionals will be 
affected by the implementation of these innovations (Bohn, 1991) with 14 
increased demand for education and training programs for vocational and 
professional personnel. This type of training, that traditionally took place in 
formal schooling, is now found on the job. The majority of work-related 
instruction covers direct job training and deals with processes and procedures 
as well as interpersonal skills, leadership abilities, technical skills, and 
product knowledge. 
In 1980, seeing the growing awareness of the potential market in adult 
and continuing education, Diamond (1980) predicted that an increasing 
proportion of future instructional development efforts would be in non-traditional 
settings or programs such as short courses, workshops, and external degree 
programs (Branson, 1986). Also increasing would be short applied instructional 
sequences in industry. 
Roles of Instructional Developers 
Throughout the literature, various functional titles and roles have been 
added to the list of perceptions about the activities of Instructional Developers. 
Eight of the most common roles are summarized below: 
1). Advice Giver - The giving of advice is really the fundamental role of 
the ID. Although the analysis of advice is absent from the literature, " the giving 
of advice is one of the oldest and most problematic of human activities" (Davies, 
1975, 353). A basic function of ISD is really, "nothing more than a strategy 
concerned with increasing the effectiveness of an instructional system" (352). 
What is accomplished often depends on the quality of the developer-client 
relationship and the expectations. 
2). Change Agent - In the 1970's, instructional developers were often 
thought of as "Change Agents". Savage (1975) suggested that this was 
because the introduction of innovation into existing instructional systems was a 
prime function of the ID. His research sought to determine what elements were 
likely to have influence on the success of the ID introducing change. The 
conclusion was that success with clients was dependent on an empathetic 
relationship of the ID with the client. The clients must accept the change agent 
before they are willing to accept the innovation he promotes. 15 
3). Consultancy  Consulting is, "a complex array of skills that must be 
appropriately matched to a given problem setting for certain desired outcomes 
to be achieved" (Rutt 1979). The ID is often placed in the role of professional 
helper or consultant providing assistance to the client or SME. For both the ID 
and SME, the relationship is voluntary and temporary (at least psychologically). 
The SME often doesn't view the ID as part of his/her professional field even 
though the ID may be employed by the same system (Bratton, 1979; Coldeway 
and Rasmussen, 1984). 
4). Servant / Master - Many ID's have been and are in the role of servant 
or "an extra pair of hands", as in a servant/ master relationship (Block, 1981). In 
this situation, the organization (master) would have already decided on a 
solution to a problem and is looking to the ID (servant) to be the person to 
deliver the solution. 
5). Promoter and Disseminator  Promoting and disseminating the use of 
instructional design processes and products also is a function of an ID. Part of 
this role, Reiser (1987) pointed out, stems from a major problem with the 
instructional design user who often doesn't understand the ID product, how it 
was developed, or how it should be used. This problem can often be more 
attributable to the designer than to the client, who probably has little or no 
formal training or has not been given adequate instructions from the designer 
(Wildman and Burton, 1981). 
6). Expert The instructional designer is frequently seen as a media 
specialist who is on the leading edge of their profession by being an expert on 
the latest audiovisual technical device. The client's interest in the ISD process, 
in this situation, usually stems from a need for media production assistance and 
advice dealing with the cost and length of the media format (Mellon, 1982; 
Shrock, 1985; Tessmer, 1988; Wedman and Tessmer, 1993). Unfortunately, 
ISD's as AV experts aren't seen as having much more to contribute outside of 
that area. Frequently they aren't involved in the system as a whole, just 
individual projects (Brown and Kennedy, 1988). 
7). Researcher or functioning as a Practitioner The ISD in the 
researcher's role is to systematically develop the steps for the design and 16 
development of instruction. The ISD researcher is usually more concerned with 
a part of the ID process, such as analysis or evaluation, as opposed to the 
whole. The ID in this role operates as a specialist (Miles, 1983). 
8). Project Manager - The aspects of an ID as a project manager are not 
well defined, although project management affects all phases of the ID process 
(Seels and Glasgow, 1990; Greer, 1992a). Instructional design project 
management is similar to that of other management positions with 
responsibility, for example, of completing projects on time and within budget. 
However, there can be conflict between good instructional design principles 
and the "bottom-line" constraints of fast, cost-effective training. 
For years there has been a debate about whether the ID or SME should 
be the project manager. Increasingly more funded projects are using the ID in 
the PM role, as it seems that the ID presumably, has no vested interest in the 
specific content. This can be especially helpful on a project that uses more than 
one SME (Branson and Grow, 1987). 
ID's in Leadership Roles  Research 
Based on the literature, which suggested that the leadership behaviors of 
ID's in higher education and industry were different, Willis (1983) conducted a 
survey of developers in the two settings which explored the concept of 
leadership in terms of task and relationship behavior. Willis defined a task 
behavior as that: 
which leaders are likely to organize and define the roles of the 
members of the group to explain what activities each is to do and 
when, where, and how tasks are to be accomplished (Willis, 
1983, 2). 
And a relationship behavior as: 
the extent to which leaders are likely to maintain personal 
relationships between themselves and members of their group by 
providing socio-emotional support, "psychological strokes," and 
facilitating behavior (Willis, 1983, 2). 
The sixty respondents were selected from instructional development 
divisions in higher education and training departments in industry. The results 17 
indicated that the ID's in industry reported significantly more high task behaviors 
and significantly low task behaviors than the ID's in higher education. Willis 
stated that this was in keeping with literature that suggests that ID's in 
educational settings emphasize relationship building as a major component in 
dealing with clients while those in industry setting stress the need for task 
accomplishment and productivity. The educational ID is concerned with 
learning and individual growth, which industry views as a costly process and 
expects a significant return of investment in terms of either dollars or increased 
revenue (Willis, 1983). 
The author concluded that although differences may exist, the functional 
gap between instructional development in these two settings is not as great as 
was once thought. However, even though there is a clearer picture of the 
specific competencies required of developers in these settings, an 
understanding of the social/interpersonal component of the development 
process, of which leadership is but one important dimension, is more elusive. 
By gaining an increased awareness of leadership behavior and other 
social/task dimensions of the development process, instructional developers 
will be better prepared to make instructional development a viable activity, 
whether the context is industry or higher education (Willis, 1983). 
ID's in Project Management 
The previous section introduced a variety of perceptions of the ID role. 
This section deals with the typical members of the project team and their 
relationships to the instructional developer as introduced in Chapter 1. The 
majority of the literature reviewed dealt with the relationship of the ID and the 
Subject Matter Expert/Content Specialist. However, it is important to remember 
that the client, content expert, or SME are often one in the same. "Quality 
relationships with clients are prerequisite to effective intervention" (Coscarelli 
and Stonewater, 1979, 16). 
An instructional design project team often includes an Instructional 
Developer who performs project management and development activities; the 
Client or Sponsor who requested the project and may be paying for it; a 
Subject Matter Expert (SME) who takes responsibility for accuracy of the facts, 
concepts and other content to be presented (Greer, 1988a) and resources 
relating to all aspects of the topics for which instruction is to be designed (Kemp, 18 
1985); and a Technical/Production Coordinator who transforms the draft 
materials into master materials suitable for reproduction (there may be a 
coordinator for each type of media involved such as print, audio, video, etc.) 
(Greer, 1988b; Morrison, 1988). 
The roles on an ISD project team may be filled separately by an 
individual or combined; for example, the client/ sponsor may also be in the SME 
role (Greer, 1988a). There might also be more than one client involved in a 
project. Including more people, increases the complexity of the character and 
the nature of relationships, 
so that even more care needs to be exercised than when one has 
a one-to-one relationship. The assumptions, styles and 
expectations become so much more various that it is often difficult, 
if not impossible, to reconcile the many forces at play (Davies, 
1975, 353). 
Almost all instructional design projects are initiated by someone other 
than the instructional designer. The difference in perception of what is needed 
and the expectations of how best to achieve the results needs careful attention 
as perceptions and expectations can directly affect the success of a project 
(Kemp, 1985). 
The relationship between the client and developer is dynamic and so are 
the assumptions of the situation. Davies (1975) presented three sets of 
assumptions that individually or in combination underlie the ID-client 
relationship: product-oriented, prescription-oriented, and product-process 
oriented.  In a product-oriented process the client has a problem and is 
"purchasing" either help or information. Often this results in the purchase of a 
package of materials with possibly some associated hardware. In this situation, 
the client may see his role as a customer in which a need is perceived, a 
supplier chosen, an explanation provided, a selection made from alternatives 
and an agreement achieved regarding cost and delivery. The developer has 
the sole responsibility for coming up with the end-product while the client goes 
about his/her daily routine. In this situation there is no guarantee that the client 
will like or use the final product. In each of Davies' orientations, which are 
similar to Schein's consulting relationship models, the character of the 
relationship and the expectations are different. 19 
Kemp (1985) also suggested three approaches to the client  instructional 
designer relationship.  In the designer directed approach, the designer makes 
most of the decisions and takes the lead with delegating tasks and schedules. 
The client would provide input as requested. A client directed approach would 
be reverse of the previous relationship with the designer being mainly a 
technician and not acting as a professional colleague. A cooperative approach 
is more of a joint endeavor in which responsibilities and participation are equal 
with each person's knowledge and abilities. 
Working with the Subject Matter Expert 
Instructional designers need to develop and consciously manage 
a special relationship with their client.  If overlooked or 
undervalued, these relationships can threaten, undermine and 
even nullify the accomplishment of the task itself. Creating and 
nurturing relationships takes a great deal of time and effort but, the 
investment is considered to yield a high return, in the form of 
goodwill, cooperation and general feelings of satisfaction (Davies, 
1975, 352). 
The concept of instructional developers working with SMEs was first 
presented (Faris, 1968) in a "futuristic" job description. Less than ten years 
later, the interaction between ID and SME became accepted as a means of 
improving instruction and training (Bratton, 1983). However, access to and 
cooperation from the subject-area specialists can be one of the major obstacles 
that impedes the production of effective materials (Ruggiero, 1985; 
Wedman, 1989). 
In business and industry the role of the client often goes beyond that of 
the subject specialist-designer relationship. Often there is an additional 
financial or other management role. For instance, the designer usually 
contracts, either formally or informally, with a manager or supervisor of the 
target population (Bratton, 1981, 1991; Coldeway and Rasmussen, 1984). 
Part of the process involves knowing the characteristics of subject 
specialists in a given field and knowing how these characteristics affect the 
design process.  It is also important to know how to resolve problems when 
working with those specialists (Tessmer, 1988). 20 
The SME has a different priority, a different loyalty and even a 
different language, and even our own side has accused us of 
"speaking funny" at times. Neither person's role is clearly defined 
in most instructional development projects" (Thiagarajan,1973, 2). 
The SME may not know the most about the topic but is able to make 
judgment calls when disputes concern details. Most often, the SME represents 
the source of "official" approved content (Greer, 1988a). As stated earlier, 
having more than one SME on a project can cause conflict (Branson and Grow, 
1987). An alternative, however, is to have one ISD to one SME. However, if 
only one SME is used, it can cause a problem with content validity when there 
is not another source to verify the content or process (Seels and Glasgow, 
1990). Characteristics shared by most subject specialists are their lack of 
knowledge and understanding about the instructional design process (Mellon, 
1982; Shrock, 1985; Tessmer, 1988). The design process is frequently seen as 
being superfluous (Locatis, Weisberg, and Toothman, 1984). 
Subject specialists represent a wide range of cognitive frameworks, 
values, and psychological styles (Coscarelli and Stonewater, 1979). Working 
with subject specialists with varied backgrounds and perspectives can be 
interesting for the designer but also can add the challenge of understanding 
people with varied backgrounds. Often these experts have either been 
assigned to the project by their managers or have volunteered. This often can 
lead to conflicting priorities if this is an added responsibility for the SME, in 
addition to their regular job. An optimal situation would be to have access to 
SME as a full time resource or whenever needed (Davidore, 1993). In this 
situation, a person with special expertise, or the company's top performer, often 
has the role of the subject specialist serving as a consultant to the design team 
with no responsibillity for the delivery of the training (Weman, 1987; Morrison, 
1988).  According to Bratton (1983), the subject specialist's responsibility in 
business and industry, is to provide accurate content as opposed to supervising 
the learner's achievement. The responsibility of the manager or supervisor of 
the target population is usually with job performance. The instructor's 
responsibility is usually limited to the instructional environment. 
For the designer, the focus is the improvement of instruction through the 
development process, first by defining the problem and content, then the 
delivery. The delivery is often the most important problem to the subject 
specialist. This difference in perspectives can be the source of constant 21 
struggle between the two for the course of the project (Wedman, 1987; 
Morrison, 1988). This split in roles of the client, subject specialist, and instructor 
is a contributing factor to the instructional designer being placed in the role of 
project leader with responsibility for both the design and management of the 
project (Morrison, 1988). More and more funded projects are using the ID as 
the manager, as it seems that the ID presumably has no vested interest in the 
specific content (Branson and Grow, 1987). 
Instructional design in higher education has its own unique problems 
and processes. In higher education, the subject specialist is often an 
experienced instructor with their own ideas about instruction and instructional 
development, in other words, "designers in their own right" (Dick, 1988; 
Tessmer, 1988; Wedman and Tessmer, 1991). This multi-faceted role of client 
and user can create personal interaction and project management problems 
(Tessmer, 1988). In this situation, the subject specialist can argue against the 
designer's recommendation on the basis that the specialist is the initiator and 
"co-manager" of the project, the user that has to live with the results and a 
teacher who has academic freedom. College and university subject specialists 
have more independence and project authority than is found in other fields of 
instructional design practice. The academic department chair to whom the 
subject specialist is responsible may have little awareness or involvement in the 
project. 
These roles are almost reversed in business and industry in that the 
designer may become the decision maker and the consultant to the subject 
specialist (Dick, 1988; Tessmer, 1988; Wedman and Tessmer, 1991). However, 
"directly or indirectly the problem is how to work effectively with a subject 
specialist, regardless of the setting in which the work is to be accomplished" 
(Dick, 1988). 
ISD and Project Management - Research 
In 1992, Greer (Halprin and Greer, 1993) published a survey in 
Performance & Instruction for the purpose of collecting data to see if there was 
a possible correlation of project success with the use of project management 
factors. Part One of the survey dealt with project background and Part Two with 
activities that happened during the project. Fifty-one team activities were 
divided into 11 categories for this inventory. The results were published in 22 
1993, also in Performance and Instruction. The respondents represented a 
variety of roles on projects such as project managers, IDs, sponsors, training 
consultants and instructors. 
Clear communication plans for the team and between the team and its 
sponsors was one of the four factors identified in Phase One as contributing to 
project success. Inadequate project planning skills by the project manager and 
underestimation of the scope and complexity of the project were among the 
factors seen as obstacles to project success. 
In Phase Two, among the project management actions that were viewed 
as contributing most to project success were excellent subject matter experts, 
dedicated and highly motivated instructional designers, use of a systematic ID 
process and well defined outcomes of the project. Among factors viewed as 
obstacles in the instructional development phase were, problems with SMEs, 
such as lack of availability, too many assigned and disagreement among the 
SMEs; personnel time changes including project managers and instructional 
designers and production problems. One of the most common practices of ID 
project management is the defining of roles and responsibilities for the project 
members. The participation of team members in initial data gathering strategy 
and debriefing was one of the least common practices but identified as one that 
was considered a key to project success. 
Conclusions from this study indicated that the most successful projects 
included the basic elements of project management and the instructional 
design process. Also required are a strong, experienced project manager and 
an organization that supports the efficacy of the project management process. 
Support of the top management and/or sponsors and dedication of a team were 
also reported as being required for success. 
In 1976, Price, as reported by Rutt (1979) and Bratton (1983), had 
conducted one of the only research studies dealing with the consulting process 
of instructional development. He examined the behavior of six instructional 
developers as they were with new clients. Their meetings were recorded, 
transcribed and the content analyzed. Three major categories and a number of 
sub-categories of verbal utterances were identified which related to consulting 
phrases, instructional design and substantive utterances and a category which 
included the comments that concerned the interaction between the developer 
and the client. The outstanding element of this study was that it was one of the 23 
few qualitative studies of this process, using interviews, instead of quantifiable 
surveys for data collection. 
Roles and Relationship Conclusion 
In summary, Arnn and Strickland (1975) suggested that the possibilities 
for failure or ineffectiveness of any systems approach are limitless if the 
involvement of the participants is not an integral system ingredient. That 
includes each party in the relationship having an accurate perception of his or 
her role and of the expectations. 
It may be predicted that, regardless of the setting, the greater the 
extent to which the subject specialist understands the total project 
and his or her role in it, the greater the probability that a successful 
relationship will exist between the specialist and the designer. An 
alternative result might be the termination of the relationship 
between the subject specialist and the designer. This may not 
necessarily be viewed as a negative outcome (Dick, 1988, 39). 
For the instructional designer, it is especially important that he/she have 
a feeling of confidence in their ID skills to successfully carry out a project, "This 
is not arrogance, but rather a perception of ability to succeed. How does the 
designer reach this state of quiet confidence in his or her ability to work with a 
subject specialist?" (Dick, 1988). 
Interpersonal Communication Skills and ISD 
Ever since my early days in the programmed instruction business, 
I have been trained to function as an instructional developer (ID) 
along with a subject matter expert (SME). The advantages of such 
team work have been repeatedly pointed out to me. But nobody 
warned me about the problems of working with all of those 
insecure and paranoid teammates. None of the programming 
workshops, courses, or other textbooks seem to have as an 
objective the improvement of interpersonal communication skills 
so vital for an SME and ID to work together (Thiagarajan, 1973,1). 
Instructional development in a vacuum would be fairly simple and 
mundane. However, development only makes sense in the context of people. 
"In an attempt to realize the task of instructional development, we sometimes 
tend to ignore the relationship side of the instructional situation" (Davies, 1975, 24 
354). The probability of rejection increases if a project is task oriented without 
being relationship oriented. How the relationship is viewed or thought of can 
have a significant impact upon the effectiveness of what is accomplished. 
The human skills required for this position range from an understanding 
of the politics of change, knowledge of system design, understanding and  use 
of instructional media and a thorough understanding and awareness of what ID 
can and cannot do (Diamond, 1980). Unfortunately, the current state-of-the-art 
in the ID field provides little clues to what skills an ID should posses in order to 
establish and maintain good consulting relationships with a client. This topic is 
noticeably absent from the literature and at professional meetings as are de­
scriptive and prescriptive reports, both theoretical and empirical (Bratton, 1983). 
"The job of an instructional designer is to bring objectivity and orderliness 
to the process of planning instruction so that the quality of instruction is assured" 
(Seels and Glasgow, 1990). Instructional design involves bringing together 
various people in decision making, including clients, subject matter experts and 
others affected by the design. Wallington (1981) referred to this as "the sum 
total of a complex series of human interrelationships" (30). Often times a debate 
develops and when an issue is resolved the decision reflects the different 
positions. The goal is to find a satisfying solution among the different points of 
view and the value systems (Banathy, 1987). 
In these situations, working with uncooperative subject-matter experts 
and unproductive teams, it quickly becomes apparent that what is needed are 
competencies that involve skills that are not part of a typical academic program 
in instructional development (Kemp, 1985; Schiffman, 1986; Curtis and Nestor, 
1987).  There has been extensive professional preparation in media and 
design skills, but minimal education has been provided in interpersonal 
relationships especially regarding effective communication (Rosenberg, 1978) 
or "people skills" to cultivate on-going relationships (Bratton, 1979, 1983; 
Coldeway and Rasmussen, 1984; Morrison, 1985; Curtis and Nestor, 1987). 
Positive interaction with clients and colleagues is a vital element 
for the success of any development project. Whether it is 
contained in one course, a series of courses, seminars, 
workshops, or individual counseling sessions, interpersonal 
awareness and skill building are essential components of a 
curriculum that prepares professionals for careers in instructional 
development (Curtis and Nestor, 1987, 59). 25 
Although management, leadership and interpersonal communication 
skills are often thought to overlap, they can be distinguished in that 
interpersonal skills establish the conditions for communication and 
management skills are useful in clarifying the tasks and organization to be used 
on the project. 
Skills essential for project management, which complement the design 
process are interpersonal communication, group process and problem solving 
skills (Gagne, 1987a; Morrison, 1988; Seels and Glasgow, 1990).  When 
serving in the role of consultant, the ID needs certain identified consultancy 
skills. These skills are generally in three categories: (a) knowledge-based,  (b) 
interpersonal communication-based and (3) process-based (Block, 1981). Also 
crucial to consultancy are oral and written language facility, listening,  empathy, 
and the numerous other skills that are required to establish and  maintain a 
relationship (Wallington 1981; Brown and Kennedy, 1988; Davidore, 1993). 
Interpersonal Communication Skills 
Davies (1975) referred to the first contact with the client in defining the 
problem as the "locus of profound conflict and misunderstanding, " meaning that 
the first problem that the ID is presented with oftentimes is not the real problem 
but a symptom of a more general problem. 
The function of interpreting data is not clearly formulated, and it 
can be viewed from entirely different points of view by different 
people. Interpretation depends upon the assumptions that are 
made: different sets of assumptions lead to different sets of 
interpretations.  It is not surprising, therefore, that it is in the 
interpretation of data that client and expert typically run foul of 
each other (Davies, 1975, 355). 
This often is a source of conflict, as the developer feels that he/she has 
professional skills to correctly interpret the data and the client also feels that 
their pragmatic perspective based on their daily knowledge and vast 
experience allow them to interpret their own situation. For developers, this 
means that their ideas and facts will be interpreted by their clients which may 
lead to the situation in which the people who would most welcome the ideas are 
often the ones who will interpret them in a way that was never intended by the 26 
developer (Davies, 1975). Discussing expectations early can avoid conflicts 
such as, 
there is almost always a discrepancy between client and 
developer assumptions and expectations, so that there is almost 
always bound to be some sort of disappointment even in the most 
successful of projects (Davies, 1975, 359). 
In the long run, improved client skills will, hopefully, assist the ID to 
develop a better understanding of the process and to function more easily in the 
role on future projects. "Many clients are naturally tempted to take a short-term 
view of the results that have been achieved, yet it is very much in the 
developer's interest to ensure that a long-term perspective is also taken" 
(Davies, 1975).  It is not unusual, though, for the developer to want to "attack" a 
pressing problem and not waste time establishing the relationship and defining 
the roles. A client that merely wants reassurance for something that has already 
been started; is looking for a "quick fix" to a superficial problem; is unwilling to 
commit resources to the project; is possibly using the developer for "political" 
purposes; doubts the skills of the developer... these may be warning signs that it 
may not be worth pursuing the project any further (Davies, 1975). 
Other general factors affecting the relationships may stem from 
misconceptions that are likely to arise when clients are not fully aware of the 
potential of the ID process. A bad experience for the client may result in  a 
negative attitude and expectations. A negative attitude may preclude the 
organization from being helped, may prevent further requests for help, may 
prevent the client from involving him/herself in the project, or may prompt the 
disregard of the advice. "A developers effectiveness, therefore, will tend to 
multiply to the extent that he begins to realize his client's objectives" (Davies, 
1975, 363). Although a certain amount of assertiveness is essential, it is 
recommended that the designer be able to adjust their level of assertiveness 
according to the magnitude of their role on the project, especially when working 
on a project with a SME who will be the user of the results (Coldeway and 
Rasmussen, 1984). 
Conversation skills are needed to promote understanding, trust and 
ensure quality. One-on-one skills can be helpful for content analysis when 
probing and reflecting are needed to help understand the subject specialist's 
cognitive framework. (Gallessich, 1982; Coldeway and Rasmussen, 1984; 27 
Bratton, 1981; Locatis, Weisberg and Toothman, 1984). Ice-breaking and 
tension reduction skills are part of the competent design consultant's repertoire 
(Bratton, 1979). Listening on multiple levels can be in helpful in understanding 
the clients' personalities, viewpoints, and explanations. Examples of these 
skills would be listening without interrupting, suggesting without dominating, 
and helping without threatening (Bratton, 1983; Coldeway and Rasmussen, 
1984; Brown and Kennedy, 1988). 
As previously mentioned, the giving of advice is really a fundamental role 
of the ID. Even though the ID is called in to help with a decision it is not really 
their function to make that decision. Offering advice in a constructive manner 
can have an objective standard.  It is not unusual for the expertise of the ID to be 
unconsciously viewed as a criticism of the client's competence which could 
become a destructive factor in the relationship.  In the decision process, the 
instructional designer is basically involved in three areas - problem analysis, 
interpretation of data, and the generation of alternatives (Davies, 1975). Davies 
raises another issue, the "not invented here" syndrome which  can be a problem 
in an ID-client relationship and is also seen with SMEs.  It happens if the client 
is not involved or doesn't participate in every stage of the project, especially in 
deciding which alternative is adopted (Davies, 1975). Confidentiality is 
recommended since during the course of a project, while gathering data, the ID 
is exposed to personal and professional information about the client, the 
employers, the learners/trainees and organization (Bratton, 1983). 
Group Skills 
Group process and interaction skills are essential, as the responsibility of 
team development often rests with the designer as the project leader. Among 
the recommended small group interaction skills are knowledge of planning and 
conducting efficient meetings, consensus building and conflict-resolution skills 
(Coldeway and Rasmussen, 1984; Morrison, 1988). 
Problem-Solving 
In the collaborative approach, in which the consultant and members of 
the organization combine their specialized knowledge, problem solving 
becomes a joint responsibility (Brown and Kennedy, 1988).  It is suggested that 28 
problems be addressed immediately, especially if they may go beyond the 
group and/or ultimately affect the outcome of the project (Morrison, 1988).  It is 
important not to overlook a certain tension inherent in the nature of the 
relationship between ID professionals and SMEs, "a tension which is almost 
always present, regardless of how well individuals are able to perform their 
roles" (Branson and Grow, 1987). There is often a shift of power in the process, 
that is when the ISD replaces the SME as the prime contractor or project 
director. Rarely do professionals relinquish turf voluntarily. 
Research in ISD Interpersonal Skills 
Tessmer (1988) suggested that subject specialist consultation remains 
one of the most vital instructional design skills.  In separate surveys conducted 
by ASTD in 1979 and Deden-Parker in 1979, interpersonal skills dealing with 
subject specialists was ranked as one of the three most important skills for 
professional competence for training and media developers. Development 
of interpersonal consulting skills, including interviewing was also listed  as 
one of the core competencies by the Task Force on ID Certification, 1981 
(Reiser, 1987). 
In 1979, Redfield and Dick (1984) conducted a survey of the Ph. D. 
graduates of the Florida State University Instructional Systems Program. The 
questionnaire contained a list of 22 competency domains. Respondents were 
asked to indicate whether or not, in their current jobs, they performed specific 
tasks and the frequency and the proportion of time necessary. Using rank 
order, the top two of the 22 competencies were (a) Project and Program 
Management and (b) Interpersonal Communication and Consulting Skills. 
Project and Program Management was reported as being used at least twice 
per week or more by 88% of the alumni and Interpersonal Communication and 
Consulting Skills twice a week or more by 84% of the Alumni (Redfield and 
Dick, 1984). 
In 1983, Coldeway and Rasmussen attempted, through an interview 
process, to explain why the instructional development process can be a difficult 
and demotivating experience for a subject matter expert. One of the main 
factors that can cause the SME to feel threatened by the instructional developer 
and/or the process is that of unrealistic expectations on the part of the SME. 
These unrealistic expectations by the SME may jeopardize the relationship. 29 
The authors suggested further research to determine precisely which 
expectations are likely to mismatch reality and what is the most efficient method 
of bringing expectations into line. 
Although it has been stated that interpersonal competency is a must for 
instructional development specialists it was not elaborated on as to why this 
competency was considered essential (Bratton, 1979, 1991; Coscarelli and 
Stonewater, 1979; Rutt, 1979). 
Much has been done in terms of developing models and theories 
and in extending work in other areas (e.g. organization 
development, consultation skills) to the area of instructional 
development consultation. Research on consultation processes is 
needed and is one of the next logical steps in the development of 
the field; however there is a need for further study derived from 
the personal experiences of IDs and SMEs engaged in the 
instructional development process. Moreover, while most writers 
have pointed out the need for IDs to develop interpersonal 
competence, few have provided details about why they feel so 
strongly about the matter (Coldeway and Rasmussen, 1984,12). 
If the state-of-the-art is to advance, we need greater insights into 
what occurs when a designer practices good consultation. The 
fact is that we know very little.  Instructional development can be 
compared to the medical profession 30 years ago, when 
physicians were bent on learning the content of medicine and 
practicing it.  Little, if any, attention was given to training doctors in 
the skills of rapport-building, interviewing, or interpersonal 
communications (Bratton, 1983, 16). 
Instructional Systems Design Research 
Sustained investigation of the IDS-SME relationship and the appropriate 
training of future designers will be a marked change in direction from the 
field's traditional preoccupation with ID models, instructional/training 
techniques, media, and management. It will signal, however, in this 
author's opinion, a major step toward the maturation of instructional 
development as an emerging professional specialty in education and 
training (Bratton, 1983, 16). 
Project Management 
Projects are systems, consisting of many interrelated and interconnected 
parts functioning together to make a "whole"(Stuckenbruck, 1988). This 
interrelationship and nonrepetitive nature causes task uncertainty which can 30 
make planning especially frustrating (House, 1988). Project integration is the 
process of ensuring that all elements of the project  tasks, subsystems, 
components, parts, and people fit together according to the plan 
(Stuckenbruck, 1988). "It makes little difference whether "the system" is a 
missile, a nuclear power plant, a petroleum refinery, or a transportation system, 
the principles of systems integration are applicable" (Stuckenbruck, 1981,154). 
Project management is a technique for helping executives internally 
manage corporate activities, with emphasis placed on looking internally rather 
than externally for solutions. "Almost all of today's executives agree that the 
solution to the majority of corporate problems involves obtaining better control 
and use of existing corporate resources" (Kerzner, 1992, 1). Because new 
products must be brought to the marketplace in less time, close cooperation 
between various company units is essential (Sprague and Greenwell, 1992). 
"The essence of project management is the capacity to react to and  manage 
change" and to deal with small-to-large projects that have life spans of months­
to-years (Dinsmore (1990). Formal project management is not for every 
organization's problems.  It is better used for large, complex or multi­
disciplinary problems (Stuckenbruck, 1981). 
What can go right? 
Project management at its best, and where it is really needed, will 
result in outstanding performance and profit.  If there is one 
outstanding characteristic of successful project management, it is 
its ability to get the job done on time, at lower cost, and with 
improved efficiency.  In addition, it can mean new life and viability 
for the organization that correctly utilizes it. The rewards also are 
great in terms of personal satisfaction and organizational 
accomplishment (Stuckenbruck, 1981, 11). 
It can also be said that excellence in project management is a continuous 
stream of successfully managed projects. "Any project can be driven to success 
through formal authority and strong executive meddling. But, in order for a 
continuous stream of successful projects to occur, there must exist a strong 
corporate commitment to project management, and this commitment must be 
visible" (Kerzner, 1992, 7). 31 
Historical Foundations 
Project management has its origins in the chemical industry, just prior to 
World War II, when its most frequent use was in the Department of Defense 
(Sprague and Greenwell, 1992). At that time, organizations were increasingly 
facing tasks that were interdisciplinary in nature. Interdisciplinary refers to a 
project that might have needed, for example, the expertise of several different 
disciplines, such as a systems analyst, a programmer, and a marketing 
specialist.  In the 1950's the Department of Defense, as well as petrochemical 
industries, were responsible for the further refinement of project management. 
In the defense industry, project management was established as a separate 
discipline in both the Atlas missile program of 1954 and the Polaris Program in 
1955 (Morris and Hough, 1987). By 1970 professional project management 
organizations had been established in the USA, Europe, Australia and Japan. 
Currently, degree courses are offered at universities throughout the world. 
Project Management Life Cycles 
As presented in Chapter 1, project life cycles, as defined by Cleland and 
King (1983), include the following phases: conceptual, the preliminary 
evaluation of an idea; definition, a refinement of the elements described in the 
conceptual phase; production, beginning of production, performance of final 
testing, development of plans to support the system during the operational 
phase; operational, use of the results by the intended user or customer; and 
divestment or termination, system phasedown (Dinsmore, 1990; Kerzner, 1992). 
While progressing through the life cycle of the project, many issues arise which 
are common to all kinds of projects, for example, leadership, organization, 
planning, control, financing, and the contracting of third parties (Schoof, 1988). 
These will be addressed further in the project management research section. 
Project Management  Roles/Relationships 
Projects succeed because of people. Companies don't do work, people 
do. Companies provide valuable support for people. Projects are not 
successful because of sophisticated control systems, but because of good 
people who use those control systems. Man responds most often, positively, to 32 
involvement, invited participation, and the feeling of not being powerless 
(Schoof, 1988). Some of the potential results from addressing and optimizing 
the human side of management are improved project quality, reduced costs, 
and maintaining project schedule. Synergistic effects are created when two or 
more people cooperate and exchange ideas that produce more significant 
results than they would individually. Establishing psychological contracts can 
result in mutual expectations. Eliminating organizational constraints can help 
people adapt more spontaneously. When a productive setting is created, client 
relations are improved (Dinsmore, 1990). 
Project Team 
Organizations are transforming the utilization of human  resources. Jobs 
are becoming more broadly defined with the current trend toward "flattening" 
organizations and broadening spans of control. The utilization of the "team 
structure" makes the group, rather than the individual, the accountable unit 
(Walton, 1987). However, these changes all create potential conflicts to be 
managed because: 
(1) they rely more on lateral coordination and less on hierarchical 
control, (2) they involve more mutual influence between persons at 
different hierarchical levels, (3) they deliberately design roles in 
which responsibility exceeds formal authority (4) they expand the 
bases of influence beyond the more traditional concept of 
positional authority to include more dynamic factors like 
information and expertise, and (5) they involve inherently more 
ambiguity (Walton, 1987, 8). 
"Group strength is essential in a project environment. The activities are 
numerous, time pressures are compelling and a concrete, achievable objective 
is the assignment" (Krishnaswami, 1984, 57). 
Two types of competencies are needed to be a competent team member: 
the necessary technical skills and abilities to achieve objectives and the 
personal characteristics required to achieve excellence while working with 
others. Working with others requires the knowledge to identify, address, and 
resolve issues (Larson and Lafasto, 1989). Each member of the team perceives 
the project in a distinctive way which may influence the course of events by 
bringing pressure to bear on the project manager. The interaction of the project 33 
manager and the ability to deal with these situations increases the probability of 
success (Thamhain, 1988; Dinsmore, 1990). Larson and LaFasto (1989) 
indicated that the most frequent explanation for team failure is that some other 
issue or focus became more important than the team performance. Something 
became a higher priority than the team's goal. 
Project Manager 
The success of project management is based on the simple concept that 
the sole authority for all phases of the project is vested in a single individual. 
This single-point authority and responsibility is the greatest strength of project 
management as well as its greatest weakness (Stuckenbruck, 1981, 1988). To 
manage the human side of projects, the manager needs cross-cultural 
awareness, negotiating abilities, interfacing techniques, experience managing 
people, and making decisions (Elmes and Wilemon, 1988; Dinsmore, 1990). 
Project managers report spending at least half their time talking to people. Of 
the positive actions that the project manager must take to assure that integration 
takes place, the most important is that of maintaining communication links within 
and outside the project. Communication in project management is principally 
by horizontal lines and work flow (Thamhain and Wilemon, 1975). 
Many good technical experts make poor project managers since 
managing projects means managing people, and they can't deal with the 
intangibility of people issues. This is especially difficult when working with 
people not of one's own choosing and those with different skills and interests 
(Rosenau, 1992). Pitts (1990) referred to the ability to work effectively with team 
members, functional managers, associates and senior management as the 
"science of influencing the behavior of others," which is viewed from the 
perspective of interpersonal power (21). Forcing decisions or dominating aren't 
really options for project managers as they rarely have the position power to 
"command" compliance. With the stress of schedules and deadlines, not 
dealing with conflicts is also not a viable option (Posner, 1986). 
Potential Conflict Issues 
"Who contributes to the profits, the line or the project manager?" is a 
commonly asked question that can destroy that relationship. They both are 34 
important becase both vertical and horizontal lines contribute to the profits. 
"These types of conflicts can destroy the entire project management structure. 
When the project management/line management relationship begins to 
deteriorate, the project almost always suffers" (Kerzner, 1992, 9).  In trying to 
meet the project goals, project managers often lack the formal authority over 
functional managers, client personnel and local officials whose cooperation is 
needed. This discrepancy in authority may be caused by company culture, lack 
of awareness or experience in a project-oriented culture (Thamhain and 
Wilemon, 1975; Dinsmore, 1990). 
Client 
Who is the Client? Clients are not always identifiable. The question of 
who the "real" client is can get more complicated over time, as it could be 
several individuals with different, conflicting goals.  In the situation where the 
project manager, or consultant, either internal or external, has been working 
within the organization for some time and with different departments or units, it 
is easy to forget who the real client is (Schein,1969, 1988a, b). Clients, as iden­
tified by Schein (1969, 1988a, b), can be grouped into four categories:  contact 
clients who approach the consultant initially; intermediate clients  involved in 
the early meetings or planning the next steps, (may be the agent of the "one" 
who has the need); primary clients-who "own" the problem and want help; and 
ultimate clients-who may or may not be directly involved with the consultant, but 
their interests must be considered in planning further interventions. 
Consultants 
Consultation, a broad term for a variety of relationships, is basically a 
two-way process of seeking, giving, and receiving help (Bell and Nadler, 1985). 
The "process of helping" can be just as important as the content of the help 
(Steele, 1982). Project managers are often in the role of consultants. Many 
professional and technical experts in organizations are finding themselves 
functioning as internal consultants in response to changes such as increased 
decentralization, participative management and individual accountability.  It is 
not uncommon for an internal consultant to find themselves in the position to 
influence fellow employees over whom they have no direct job responsibility. 35 
Consultants  External vs. Internal 
Whether or not the consultant can be an effective consultant within one's 
own organization is often a source of dispute. Bell and Nadler (1985) 
suggested that, regardless of the consultant being internal or external, he/she is 
always external to the problem or need, as he/she may not be directly related to 
the unit, group or individual who is in need of services (41). The current trend is 
for increased use of external consultants as organizations find it harder to build 
up internal resources. Many line managers are finding themselves doing 
consulting in addition to their other jobs (Steele, 1982). An external consultant 
is someone "usually trained in a special area who can assist a person or team 
to work on problems and/or to bring about planning, constructive change" 
(Merry and Allerhand, 1977, 393). The similarities of internal and external 
consultants are that neither have direct power or control and must depend on 
others. The internal consultant may have an advantage, having a higher 
awareness of the culture and politics of the client organization. A difference is 
that the external consultant usually has more freedom than the internal 
consultant. This independence may be beneficial, however, in providing 
"objective" influence. 
Regardless of whether internal or external, the attitude and philosophy 
that the consultant has, and exhibits in his behavior to the client, is more 
important than the focus of the activities (Schein, 1969, 1988b). Schein also 
indicated that many think the manager must know from the beginning of the 
project exactly what he wants from the consultant. In reality, he/she doesn't 
always know. Tilles stated in an analysis of the consultation process that unless 
the manager knows what he is looking for in a consulting relationship, he is 
likely to be sorely disappointed (Tilles, 1961; Schein, 1969, 1988b). 
Project Management Research 
Although over the last 20 to 30 years, there have been thousands of 
articles, books and seminar proceedings about project management, all of the 
scrutiny has neglected to look at how projects can better achieve the objectives 
originally intended (Morris and Hough, 1988). Why study conflict? "Project 
management has not addressed itself to the factors which often really cause 
projects to fail" (Morris and Hough, 1987, 267). Managers spend half their time 36 
managing differences (Posner, 1986, Randolph and Posner, 1988b, Schein, 
1988b). House (1988) suggested that the key to process success will result 
when project management research is combined with human relations 
research. After generating a list of problems on a project, the final result will 
show that at least fifty percent of the problems will be either totally or partially 
behavioral in nature. This is logical because "people are the  cause of 
everything that happens on projects" (Dinsmore, 1990, 2). 
There is agreement, however, that to achieve the intended objectives 
projects generally need: a) a specified, limited budget, b) a specified date for 
completion, c) a preordained performance goal or set of goals, and d) a series 
of complex or inter-related activities (Cleland and King, 1988). In addition, there 
is also agreement that projects need and possess a specialized set of critical 
success factors (Pinto and Prescott, 1988). Among the top five characteristics 
affecting perceived failure were inadequate project manager administrative, 
human and technical skills. Results of the study indicated that of the three skill 
areas, technical skills were the most important, followed by human skills and 
then administrative skills. These are all key factors that  are all within the control 
of the project manager and team (Baker, Murphy and Fisher, 1988). 
Project conflicts can be grouped into three categories: 1) intrapersonal, 
individual struggles internally, 2) interpersonal, between individuals, and 3) 
intergroup departments or groups (Dinsmore 1990)  .  "Few projects escape 
interpersonal conflict between members and management" (Pitts, 1990, 42). 
Personality conflict remains the most constant of all types of conflict common to 
project teams (Hill, 1977). To fully understand the complexity of the 
interpersonal network that is required in project management, Wilemon and 
Baker suggested further research (1988). 
Critical Success Factors 
The success factors and the stages of project life cycle have been two 
issues that have received much focus in current literature (Pinto and Prescott, 
1988). Project life cycle as a general construct, has appeared in organizational 
literature since 1962, with the majority of research issues having been directed 
at the relationships between project life cycle and behavioral issues.  During the 
1980's, Pinto conducted three studies examining critical success factors and 
project life cycle. The findings indicated that of the original set of ten 37 
hypothesized critical success factors, all were significantly related to project 
success, confirming that "critical factor importance is dependent upon the 
particular stage in which the project resides" (981). The results also 
demonstrated the effects of external factors on the internal workings of the 
project team and ultimate success or failure of the project (Pinto, 1986). 
Project Conflicts 
Thamhain and Wilemon (1975) identified and categorized seven 
potential conflict issues. These issues are project priorities, administrative 
procedures, technical opinions and performance tradeoffs, manpower 
resources, cost estimates, scheduling and sequencing of work, and personality 
conflict. Personality conflicts were relatively constant during all phases of the 
project life cycle and tended to be centered on interpersonal or ego-centered 
differences rather than on technical issues. Thamhain and Wilemon (1975), 
concluded that even though personality conflicts were not as intense as some 
other conflict issues, they were still problematical. 
Frequently, over the life of a project, conflict sources that have caused 
problems early in a project become less likely to produce severe conflicts later 
in the project's life. However, personality conflict which ranked lowest in the 
project formation stage, was second as the most important source of conflict in 
the phaseout stage.  It was noted that interpersonal relationships can become 
quite strained during this stage due to pressure to meet the schedule, budget 
and performance specifications. (Thamhain and Wilemon, 1975). Over the 
lifetime of the project, personality conflict ranked lowest in intensity while 
disagreements over schedules was ranked as the most intense. Although the 
intensity of personality conflicts may not be as high as some other sources of 
conflict, project mangers indicated that they were some of the most difficult to 
deal with effectively. Personal issues may be obscured by communication 
problems and technical issues. However, it is important to remember that, 
"Conflict can be beneficial when disagreements result in the development of 
new information which can enhance the decision-making process" (Thamhain 
and Wilemon, 1975, 49). 
In similar research, Posner (1986) surveyed project managers to identify 
the issues that were most likely to create conflict during a project and how the 
intensity of these disagreements varied over the life cycle of the project. His 38 
hypothesis was that a central measure of a project managers effectiveness is 
their ability to both recognize the sources of conflict and to manage the 
dynamics of conflict. The research results indicated that, as a project moves 
from the early phase to the carrying out phase (i.e. manufacturing the product), 
or "main program" phase, all of the areas of conflict are likely to increase in 
intensity. Difficulties related to procedural matters will continue to mount. 
Interpersonal and/or personality conflicts reach their highest level of intensity 
during this phase of the project. Although they appear to taper off toward 
the project's end, they are still felt more intensely than they were in the 
early phases. 
Organizing work by project teams, as previously discussed, inevitably 
involves conflict. Authority relationships are often informal and ambiguous with 
formal authority typically split between a project leader and a functional 
superior. Also, the task itself tends to be substantively complex, open-ended, 
and stress-inducing (Posner, 1986). Posner suggested that efforts to integrate, 
as early as possible, the various functional groups affected by the project, can 
help to minimize conflict. Conflict is not bad, unlike the prevaling view in the last 
decade, and is a dynamic process. (Posner, 1986). 
Success Factors and Project Life Cycle 
The results from studies examining organizational behavior and project 
management suggest that behavioral phenomena are contingent upon the 
phase of the project in which they are studied, thus helping to clarify why 
different factors may be more important to project success at different times 
(Pinto and Prescott, 1988). Pinto and Prescott conducted research in which 
participants were asked to think of a project in which they were involved or 
recently completed. This project was to be their frame of reference as was a 
specific stage of the project life cycle (Pinto and Prescott, 1988). Among the ten 
critical factors identified as being critical to project implementation success were 
"client consultation" and "communication." Client consultation includes 
communication, consultation, and listening and appeared to be critical during 
the Conceptual, Execution and Termination stages. Communication in this 
context refers to the provision of a network and necessary data to all key actors 
in the project (Pinto and Prescott, 1988). 39 
Cross-functional Project Teams 
Loehr (1990) used a case study analysis for the purpose of analyzing 
what functionally diverse team members do when dealing with the framing of 
problems, inter-group communication, negotiating and documenting their work. 
The case studied was a cross-functional project team used for a limited-term 
project in a small manufacturing firm. The primary source of data for this case 
study came from the texts of the participants' perceptions of cross-functional 
group work as expressed during meetings and in-depth interviews and selected 
project documents. The findings of this descriptive and analytical study 
highlighted three areas of concern in cross-functional project teams: equity as 
an evolving blueprint for project-team work; trust as the foundation for solid 
progress; and authority as the visible framework. "The findings suggest that the 
organizational structure of shared involvement through project-team work 
depends on team members' mutual abilities to acknowledge inappropriate 
levels of equity, authority, and trust" (Loehr, 1990, 155). 
Organizational and Interpersonal Communication 
"Human communication occurs when a person responds to a message 
and assigns meaning to it" (Kreps and Thornton, 1984, 35). Communication is 
influenced by the context or the environment in which communication takes 
place. The three important contexts of communication are time, setting and 
level. A communication system is an open system, interacting with its 
environment and typically using a variety of feedback loops for either self-
stabilization or control (Richey, 1986). 
Organizational Communication 
Human communication is hierarchical in nature. There are five levels 
built on one another and increase depending on the number of people 
involved. These five basic levels of human communication are: intrapersonal; 
interpersonal; group; organizational; and societal (Frey, Botan, Friedman and 
Kreps, 1991). The most complex level of human communication is 
organizational communication.  It can be defined as, "human communication 40 
within a particular social system composed of interdependent  groups attempting 
to achieve commonly recognized goals" (Kreps and Thornton, 1984, 17). 
Organizational communication includes both formal and informal channels of 
communication (Frey, Botan, Friedman and Kreps, 1991). An example of a 
formal communication channel would be an organizational chart. An informal 
channel is often called the office "grapevine." Organizational communication is 
concerned with both internal communication, as well as external 
communication and is possible because of the existence of prior levels of 
communication. Communication in organizations is influenced by the structure, 
and also the needs of the members and organization itself (Richey, 1986). 
Organizational communication has its foundations in interpretive and functional 
approaches to research. This is presented in more depth in the Research 
section. 
Group communication is referred to as, "communication among three or 
more people who are interacting to achieve commonly recognized goals.  It is 
important to study because there are "far more groups in this world than 
individuals" (Frey, Botan, Friedman and Kreps, 1991, 344). As the number of 
communicators within the group increases, so does the complexity of the 
communication (Kreps and Thornton, 1984). An aspect of group 
communication is group dynamics .  Group dynamics, different from 
interpersonal communication, has the potential for the development of sub­
groups and opposing coalitions within the group membership. This 
development complicates group communication and the relationships. The way 
in which groups dynamics develop can also impact the output of the small 
group (Frey, Botan, Friedman and Kreps, 1991). 
Interpersonal Communication 
Interpersonal communication is between two people (a dyad), either 
face-to-face or through media, public or private, can be characterized by mutual 
awareness of individuality. An important outcome of interpersonal 
communication is the development of human relationships which are used to 
elicit cooperation (Kreps and Thornton, 1984; Richey, 1986). From  a 
communication perspective, "conflict is an expressed struggle between at least 
two interdependent parties, who perceive incompatible goals, scarce rewards, 
and interference from the other party in achieving their goals" (Frost  and Wilmot, 41 
1978, 9). They are in a position of opposition in conjunction with cooperation 
(Muniz and Chasnoff, 1986). "Even if it were thought to be desirable, it would 
not be possible to create organizations free from interpersonal conflicts" 
(Walton, 1987, 3). Interpersonal conflicts, defined broadly, include both (1) 
substantive disagreements such as differences over objectives, structures, 
policies, and practices, and (2) the more personal and emotional differences 
that arise between human beings. In some cases in which the conflict was 
continual and had become embedded in the relationships, it also interfered with 
the performances of both the individual and the project team. 
Interpersonal relations are created by interdependencies that can make 
conflict inevitable. Some of the interdependencies that may cause conflict 
involve physical work flows, technical services, information, or advice. One's 
actions and performance are often controlled and evaluated by another person. 
"The central core of what we call conflict theory is not conflict at all, but rather 
power" (Frost and Wilmot, 1978, 47). There are misconceptions that harmony is 
normal and conflict is abnormal; that conflicts and disagreements are the same; 
and that conflict is pathological. Conflict is also thought to be the result of 
personality problems (Frost and Wilmot, 1978). Dealing with conflict is 
inevitable, dealing directly with the conflict is not. Often inhibition, risk, and lack 
of energy are reasons for not dealing directly with conflict (Frost and Wilmot, 
1978; Walton,1987). 
Interpersonal Communication-Related Research 
The study of social conflict, it's analysis and management is important in 
the study of organization theory and organizational behavior. During the first 
half of the century, organizational conflict dominated management thinking. The 
classical organization theorists didn't understand the role of conflict. Their view 
was limited to the assumption that conflict was detrimental to organizations. 
Their goal was to minimize conflict by altering the structural design of 
organizations (Rahim,1992). Rahim defines interpersonal conflict as the 
manifestation of incompatibility, disagreement, or difference between  two or 
more interacting individuals. Most of the studies on interpersonal conflict in 
organizations deal with the styles of handling conflict. Of those, the majority deal 
with superior-subordinate conflict (Rahim, 1992). 42 
Organizational conflict can be classified on the basis of sources or 
antecedent conditions: affective conflict; conflict of interest; conflict of values; 
cognitive conflict; substantive conflict; realistic vs. non realistic conflict; 
institutionalized vs. non institutionalized conflict; retributive conflict; mis­
attributed conflict; and displaced conflict. 
The management of organizational conflict involves the diagnosis 
of and intervention in conflict. A comprehensive diagnosis 
involves the measurement of the amount of conflict and the styles 
of handling interpersonal conflict; the sources of conflict; and 
individual, group, or organizational effectiveness. The data for the 
diagnosis should be collected through questionnaires, interviews, 
and observation (Rahim, 1992, 138). 
Rahim suggests a central theme in conflict management, "too little conflict 
may encourage stagnancy, mediocracy, and groupthink but too much conflict 
may lead to organizational disintegration" (Rahim, 1992, 10). A moderate 
amount of conflict, handled in a constructive manner, is essential for attaining 
and maintaining an optimum level of organizational effectiveness. 
Communication Competence 
Communication competence refers to the extent to which the interaction 
produces the intended effect and is the result of cumulative learning (Walker, 
1991). The primary objective of the competent communicator is the ability to 
understand another person's point of view or social perspective-taking. 
There are five dimensions for competence: affiliation/support; social 
relaxation; empathy; behavioral flexibility; and interaction management 
skills (Brammer, 1992). 
Research by Brammer (1992) focused on identifying communication 
behaviors perceived by employees be disruptive to the functioning of business. 
The purpose was to identify communication behaviors that were different than 
those previously identified as representing organizational communication 
competency. The development and evaluation of an instrument to assess 
disruptive behaviors were also part of the study. 43 
Organizational (Corporate) Culture 
Hospitals and universities, factories and government agencies, 
armies and political parties, although they share certain 
bureaucratic activities and norms, develop different and distinctive 
normative climates. An organization's climate reflects it's history of 
internal and external struggles, the types of people it attracts, 
methods of communication and how authority is exercised in the 
system (Katz and Kahn, 1978, 50). 
Organizations are social collectives where people develop 
ritualized patterns of communication, which constitutes the primary 
conditions for acceptance of members into the organization's 
culture. Organizational culture directs member's behaviors and 
perceptions of reality, because culture is that which gives 
substance and meaning to what would otherwise be mindless 
behavior (Kreps, 1983, 243). 
An organization's culture can be considered the broader framework 
within which feelings of membership are experienced. The collective norms 
and values that influence how members conduct themselves may be 
encouraging or also serve as a detriment to maximum effort or performance. 
(Blake and Mouton, 1985). Organizational climate, according to Poole and 
McPhee (1983) is an "an array of dimensions that depict an organization's 
atmosphere" (195). Climate is distinguished from organizational structure and 
pertains to general qualities of the organization for the members that are a 
relatively enduring part of the total environment (Poole and McPhee, 1983). 
Corporate culture refers to the rules and procedures of human behavior, often 
unwritten, within an organization (Deal and Kennedy, 1982; Schien, 1990).  It is 
the unwritten, feeling part of an organization that helps provide a sense of 
identity and motivation to the commitment of beliefs and values (Daft, 1992). 
Another function of corporate culture, suggested by Schein (1990), is that 
of providing alternative measures, rather than the traditional measures, of 
production output or technology. Culture can also tell you the type of 
management style being used in an organization. The definition of corporate 
culture could also be modified to include the influence of management. Due  to 
the structure necessary to operate, the ethics, practices and values of 
management are influential. Corporate culture is not only important to the 
organizations' members but to its suppliers, customers and its image in the 
community (Blake and Mouton, 1985). 44 
Organizational culture, as a concept, is fairly recent in its origin. 
"However, psychologists such as Lewin, Lipitt and White (1939) have been 
using concepts of "group norms" and "climate" for a long time. Only in the last 
few decades has "culture" as a concept been used" (Schein, 1990, 110).  The 
study of organizational culture came out of the intellectual and economic forces 
of the seventies in an effort to find meanings in organizations. There is some 
question as to whether this concept is just a fad and eventually will fade (Blake 
and Mouton, 1984). 
Organizational Culture Theory is similar to Human Relations Theory, in 
that the role of the individual is significant to the culture. The study of the culture 
provides the underlying "logics" of the participants. These logics are retro­
spective and prospective.  It doesn't matter if they are true or false. All that 
matters is that they reflect the perspective of the individuals in the organization 
(Kreps, 1986). 
Organizational culture provides influences on behaviors of an 
organization's members; is taught to new members; establishes norms for 
correct behavior; and helps to maintain social order. Social order is presented 
and maintained through organizational communication. These processes are 
important aspects of organizational behavior (Kreps, 1983; Daft, 1992). 
Conflict is another influencing factor within an organization. A group's 
history provides its members with continuity and stability. However, these 
contributions can also become a barrier to progress and effective resolution of 
conflicts.  History can also have counterproductive influences on members' 
perceptions, attitudes, and behaviors. Tradition and precedents often hold 
conflict in place (Blake and Mouton, 1984). 
Research on Organizational Culture/Climate 
Organizational communication research involves, culture, accounts and 
style. Pacanowsky suggests that the motive of culture is to understand how 
organizational life is accomplished communicatively. Communication is the 
best way to study organizational life. Bormann (1983) compares the study of 
organizational culture to the work of an anthropologist and suggests that culture 
be studied not so much as an artifact as a process using symbolic convergence 
theory. "Symbolic convergence theory concentrates on the way shared 
symbols build rather than reflect a general consensus about organizational 45 
reality" (Bormann, 1983, 99).  It also provides, "an explanation that accounts for 
consciousness creating, raising, and maintaining communication" (Bormann, 
1983, 101). 
From research on organizational climate, Poole and McPhee (1983), 
provided an interpretation of climate as a psychological attribute of individual 
members; a set of perceptions held by individuals about their organizational 
environment. Organizational climate is important to communication research 
because it "represents the members' generalized beliefs and attitudes about the 
organization" (Poole and McPhee, 1983, 196). In addition, it provides a firm, 
theoretical grounding which illustrates and demonstrates the value of the 
intersubjective approach which serves as a model for similar analysis of other 
organizational constructs. 
However, Schein (1990) countered that organizational climate is only "a 
surface manifestation of culture, and thus research on climate has not enabled 
us to delve into the deeper causal aspects of how organizations function" (109). 
Kreps (1983) and a research team conducted a descriptive study in 
which the goal was not to test any previously proposed hypothesis, but to 
discover through qualitative analysis the major substantive categories that 
made up the organizational folklore of RCA. A comparative analysis procedure 
was used to identify conceptual categories representing organizational 
experience that emerged from the data generated through this qualitative 
research. Interviews conducted on three separate site visits,  were designed, 
using open-ended questions, to elicit interviewee perceptions of their 
organization, explanations of the key characteristics and interesting 
experiences. Written documents and organizational artifacts were used in 
identifying constructs, symbols, and vocabulary. Documents were also 
examined for key organizational phrases, slogans, clichés and descriptions of 
the organization, goals, methods, and stories. Conceptual categories emerged 
from the data with recognized patterns, themes, and symbolic trends in the data. 
Research in communication is common as it leads to the outcome of 
human relationship development. 
An important goal for communication research is to explain not 
only how communication occurs within particular settings but also 
how communication differs across settings (Frey, Botan, Friedman 
and Kreps, 1991, 32). 46 
Healthcare Culture/Biomedical Communications 
Health care is a series of relationships among people, 
technologies, historical influences, and societal trends. Whether a 
brief encounter between strangers in a clinic or hospital 
emergency room, rotational visits with interns and residents in a 
teaching hospital, health care at its core is a face-to-face, person-
to-person interaction. This interaction takes place among 
individuals, but it would be misleading to reduce their meetings to 
the people directly involved (Todd, 1989, 2). 
Healthcare Culture 
"The organization of American medicine is reflected in medical 
encounters, which, in turn, can reinforce and influence broader societal 
attitudes and structures" (Todd, 1989, 3). Understanding the larger social 
contexts of the medical system is important to understanding this situation so as 
to avoid the risk of an overly simplistic analysis of the cultural influences. 
Modern medicine is an elaborate system of specialized knowledge, technical 
procedures, and rules of behavior (Starr, 1982). Medicine is also a world of 
power where some are more likely to receive rewards than others. In America, 
no one group has held so dominant a position as has the medical profession. 
Starr (1982) described this dominance as "professional sovereignty". Power, at 
the basic personal level, originates in dependence. Today, one reason that 
50the dependence on the profession is so distinctive is that "their interpretations 
often govern our understanding of the world and our own experience" (Starr, 
1982, 4). 
The medical profession, unlike the law and the clergy, has close bonds 
with modern science and has the privileged status in this hierarchy of belief. 
Medical practitioners are unique to other positions in the sciences in that they 
daily come into direct contact with people, acting as intermediaries between 
science and private experience. Based on the preoccupation with health and 
well-being in our society, "physicians exercise authority over patients, their 
fellow workers in health care, and even the public at large in matters within, and 
sometimes outside, their jurisdiction" (Starr, 1982, 4). 
A norm basic to medical settings is that one set of participants 
performs the other's dirty work, i.e., nurses, "bow and scrub" for 
doctors (Danziger, 1979, 518). 47 
The medical profession goes beyond the rational foundation of authority 
essential for the therapeutic process. The profession's autonomy has had 
material and psychological dimensions. Had doctors been under the control of 
insurance companies, hospitals, or other large medical organizations, their 
income would probably have suffered. The freedom to choose hours, clients, 
and field of specialization, the benefits of "being one's own boss," would also 
have been reduced (Starr, 1982). 
The continuing challenge has been to establish authority and control of 
the market, then to maintain it as large organizations and government threaten 
to intervene (Starr, 1982). Some of the criticism of American health care 
organizations that influences the doctor-patient relationship is the political 
economy of a health care system run for profit, a limited medical model, and 
definition of health, and medical education that reinforces this model (Todd, 
1989). The influence of the medical model resides at the level of culture and 
involves the ways of knowing and ways of seeing that are embodied in the 
model used in contemporary Western societies (Todd, 1989). The model 
influences how medical training educates doctors to think about patients, illness 
and health. 
Communication in the Healthcare Setting 
"Human communication is the singularly most important tool health 
professionals have in providing health care to their clients" (Kreps and 
Thornton, 1984, 2). Through their ability to communicate, health professionals 
offer their services, explain procedures, gather information and elicit 
cooperation among other health team members. Common communication 
problems arise from poor client compliance and cooperation, 
miscommunication, unrealistic expectations of both clients and professionals 
and perceived lack of sensitivity. The result of these problems can often be 
seen as dissatisfaction with health care services by both consumers and 
practitioners (Kreps and Thornton, 1984). Within the health care organization, 
communication usually falls within one of the following categories, 
informational, instructional, approval or disapproval (evaluation), problem-
solving, incidental (not related to actual operation or function) (Smith and Bass, 
1979). 48 
The use of appropriate communication techniques is important in 
the development and maintenance of a positive public image for 
both health care personnel and the institutions they represent. 
The patients' experiences determine in large measure the 
attitudes they hold toward the health professions and how willing 
they may be to utilize the services involved. Health care is 
communication centered (Smith and Bass, 1979, 8). 
Hospitals, aside from governmental agencies, are probably the largest 
organizations in health care. The size has increased not only because of 
increased utilization but also because of the trends of high patient turnover and 
increased specialization. This growth has contributed to the bureaucratic 
structure of hospitals (Smith and Bass, 1979). The hierarchical nature of the 
health care organization often leads to the development of bureaucratic 
structures. Double authority often exists for most health professionals as their 
basic authority is derived from outside the structure of the hospital or clinic. 
Physicians and nurses, for example, are licensed to practice by agencies 
separate from the medical service organization. This professional authority 
endows him/her with the right to act from the basis of the professional 
knowledge, skill and judgment relative to the needs of the patient in the specific 
situation, regardless of the organization's bureaucratic rules. However, there  is 
the responsibility to observe the organization's rules and regulations. 
Communication tends to flow in two types of channels: the formal 
channel as prescribed by the organizational chart which flows downward and 
the informal channel which flows upward and crosses organizational lines, 
commonly referred to as the "grapevine" (Smith and Bass, 1979). Commu­
nication/relationship of the doctor-patient relationship has epistemological 
underpinnings stemming form the medical model which assumes an 
interventionary treatment of biological disease, necessitating that people  enter 
the sick role for a cure. The prevailing view of patients is that they are sick and 
that they have lost some control over their lives... this control is transferred to the 
doctor (Todd, 1989). "To explore the dynamics of medical relationships, 
sociolinguistic methods are used to study the ways doctors communicate, or 
rather, all too often miscommunicate" (Todd, 1989, 5). The doctor - patient 
interview can also reveal information about the relationship. Research of 
transcribed doctor-patient interaction (Todd, 1989), suggested that the 
interviews are dominated by the doctor's medical language and perspective. 49 
Recently some medical schools are including courses in interviewing and
 
communication skills with video practice.
 
Painfully, almost unbelievably, we physicians are even less 
prepared to deal with our mistakes than the average lay person is. 
The climate of medical school and residency training, for instance, 
makes it nearly impossible to confront the emotional 
consequences of mistakes;  it is an environment in which precision 
seems to predominate. In the large centers where doctors are 
training, teams of physicians discuss the smallest details of cases; 
teaching is usually conducted to make it seem "obvious" what 
decision should have been made. And when a physician does 
make an important mistake, it is first whispered about in the halls, 
as if it were a sin (Hilfiker, 1984, 121). 
The training environment of physicians does not encourage them to talk 
about their mistakes or about their emotional responses to them. Once in 
practice, errors are rarely admitted or discussed. The prevailing atmosphere is 
one of denial: the "good physician" doesn't make mistakes (Hilfiker, 1984). 
The medical profession simply seems to have no place for its 
mistakes. There is no permission given to talk about errors, no 
way of venting emotional responses. Indeed, one would almost 
think that mistakes are in the same category as sins:  it is 
permissible to talk about them only when they happen to other 
people (Hilfiker, 1984, 121). 
Another common situation in the medical area is patient education and 
training. Teaching people how to be patients may sound like a joke to the 
uninitiated but patient teaching is a major problem. Post surgical patients will 
have to be taught how to care for themselves. Colostomy patients, for example, 
must be taught to keep the area around the stoma clean, to protect the skin from 
infection and to change the bag (Smith and Bass, 1979). 
Interpersonal communication conflict is based on substantive issues, 
such as policies and practices, and antagonism stemming on personal and 
emotional differences that arise between interdependent human beings. Both 
forms are evident in a health care setting. Antagonisms, for example, would 
seem to be more prevalent given the high emotional level evident in a hospital 
setting, for example. However, there were no studies found that related 
frequency, severity or source of interpersonal conflict in hospitals or other health 
care settings (Kreps and Thornton, 1984; Kreps, 1988). 50 
Roles of Biomedical Communicators 
As part of the health care team, the Biomedical Instructional Designer
 
can recognize the "cultural" differences and to facilitate intercultural harmony
 
(Cali, 1991).
 
The health sciences communicator serves as a designer and 
deliverer of communications and often is an intermediary between 
the message sender and the message receiver, helping to shape 
the message and to improve its means of delivery.  If the major 
role of the health sciences communicator is to facilitate the 
communication of process and to shape the messages, part of that 
role is to help refocus the message senders. Faculty 
development, therefore, should be a major responsibility within 
our profession (Battles et al, 1989, 2). 
Believing that health sciences communicators are the professionals 
most prepared to undertake faculty development, a combination of the 
Delphi and Nominal Group Technique was used to design a program at the 
University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center at Dallas for primary care 
specialists. The result of the process was a curriculum which addressed the 
core teaching competencies similar to those generated by using other methods 
(Battles et al., 1989). 
Instructional Designers in Health Science Settings 
Instructional designers in health sciences settings are similar to IDs in 
other settings, in that their backgrounds and skills span a broad range of 
disciplines (Jessup, 1992). Biomedical communicator's can no longer confine 
their work to two-dimensional, static surfaces and maintain their share of the 
market. Visual communications and training is becoming increasingly three-
dimensional, computer-based, portable and interactive (Sevel, 1987). 
Research in Biomedical Communications 
In the 1970's, a significant increase of students in medical schools in the 
United States highlighted the need for the development of educational/media 
centers to support and facilitate instruction. Federal funds were available to 
establish biomedical communication centers to develop, produce, and distribute 51 
medical education materials (Glickman and Eicholzer, 1987). In 1973, the 
Association of American Medical Colleges (AAMC) addressed the feasibility of 
establishing a national biomedical communications network that could serve as 
a contributing force in medical education activities. A next step was to develop 
standards and evaluation procedures for monitoring the effectiveness of these 
departments. The AAMC was concerned that development and use of 
expensive educational and technological materials could be justified only if the 
materials were utilized in educating health professionals at all levels of 
biomedical education. In 1976, the group of center directors, which have met 
annually since 1970, incorporated in to the Association of Biomedical 
Communications Directors, Inc. (ABCD). In 1978, ABCD established a 
committee to develop a criteria for objectively evaluating biomedical centers in 
academic health science institutions. An extensive Profile/Evaluation 
Instrument was developed and validated. 
During the next six years several surveys were conducted of the ABCD 
membership, investigating the quantitative relationships between size of 
departments, salaries, equipment, facilities, budgets and services. The ABCD 
continues an annual survey in which participation is required for continuing 
membership in the organization. The "ABCD Profile/Evaluation Instrument" 
provides directors of biomedical communications centers with  a way to measure 
their own progress and provides guidelines for review similar to the clinical and 
basic medical science departments' review. The instrument can also be used to 
review new areas within departments such as matching biomedical 
communications job requirements and training criteria. 
The "ABCD Profile/Evaluation Instrument" establishes a concrete 
reference for external review by outside agencies and internal 
review by administration or the department directors themselves. 
It offers a continuing body of information that provides the basis for 
future planning in the field of biomedical communications 
(Glickman and Eicholzer 1984, 9). 
In 1985, the HeSCA (Health Sciences Communications Association) 
Education committee conducted a Delphi study regarding the core 
competencies of an ideal health sciences communicator. A three-round 
iterative questionnaire was circulated to 35 HeSCA Board of Directors 
representing various specialties among the organization's general 
membership. Twenty-seven (77%) were returned (Battles and Mandle, 1986). 52 
General communication competencies: verbal abilities, interpersonal 
skill, visual literacy and consulting, were determined to be the most important of 
the seventy-five competencies identified and classified in terms of relative 
importance. Abilities related to the health sciences communications field 
ranked second, management competencies third and knowledge of the health 
sciences ranked fourth. 
Less important than the above, but still somewhat important, is the 
understanding of the roles played by other health science 
professionals and of bioscience subject matter. To become ideal 
health sciences communicators they must become skilled 
"problem solvers" and commit themselves to a lifelong learning 
process (Battles and Mandle, 1986, 27). 
Summary 
The review of the literature covered the themes of Instructional Systems 
Development (ISD), Project Management, Organizational and Interpersonal 
Communication, Organizational Culture, and Biomedical Communications. 
Each of these themes aided in the selection of sites and projects to serve as 
interview sites for the balance of this study. 53 
Chapter Three 
Research Design and Methodology 
Research done on organizations by people who do not get close 
to organizational processes, has, to me, a kind of unreal quality 
about it; unreal because in focusing on concepts that are so far 
removed from the immediate experiences of members of the 
organization, one does not know what to generalize from the 
results. On the other hand, the kind of diagnosis that occurs when 
one conducts a series of interviews or observes groups in action 
brings organizational phenomena to life (Schein, 1990, 111). 
What qualitative research does best and most essentially is to 
describe key incidents in functionally relevant descriptive terms 
and place them in some relation to the wider social context, using 
the key incident as a concrete instance of the workings of abstract 
principles of social organization (Erickson, 1986, 162). 
Introduction 
The purpose of this study was to investigate interpersonal communication 
factors in the management of biomedical communications instructional 
development projects from the perspective of the primary project members, 
Instructional Developer (ID), Subject Matter Expert (SME) and Video Producer 
(VP). In the first chapter, a relationship was established between the project 
management process used in business and industry and instructional systems 
development used in education and training.  In Chapter One, the purpose of 
the study was identified, assumptions, delimitations and limitations were stated, 
and major terms to be used in this study were defined. In Chapter Two, the 
related literature was systematically reviewed and presented to outline the 
major findings which provided insight into the potential interpersonal commu­
nication factors.  In Appendix A is a chart outlining the action steps taken to 
complete the study. 
This chapter describes the qualitative, multi-case study design method 
which was used for the study of the relationships of interest within the study. 
The format was suggested by Peshkin (1993). The essential attributes of 
naturalistic inquiry, which are present in this study are: a. the absence of an 
advance hypothesis and intervention strategy; b. the use of the researcher as 
the primary instrument of data collection; c. data not limited to numbers, and the 54 
d. examination of perspectives other than the researcher's (Shrock, 1990), 
including triangulation with documents related to the project. 
The case study approach was chosen because it utilizes a variety of data 
sources and tools;  it is also problem-oriented. The basic rationale for a case 
study is that there are processes and interactions such as aspects of social 
functioning and personality which cannot be studied effectively except as they 
interact and function within the entity itself. Thus, if we learn how these 
processes interact in one person or organization, we will know more about the 
processes as factors in themselves and perhaps apply there learning to other 
similar type persons or organizations. The "systematic collection of unbiased 
data and drawing valid conclusions are conditions for considering the case 
study as a scientific endeavor" (Lang and Heiss, 1984, 84). The results of a 
case study may not be applicable to another similar unit, but may 
provide clues. 
Case studies differ from surveys or other types of experimental research 
by being primarily concerned with interpreting the context (Cronbach, 1975, 
123). Yin defined a case study as, 
an empirical inquiry that: investigates a contemporary 
phenomenon within its real-life contest; when the boundaries 
between phenomenon and context are not clearly evident; and in 
which multiple sources of evidence are used (1989, 23). 
Validity 
A constant challenge to the researcher is always being aware of one's 
own biases of the situation. An observer's reaction to the setting may contribute 
to distortion of data (Merriam, 1988). In qualitative research, the measuring 
instrument is the individual. Since the researcher intentionally  uses his or her 
"feelings, hunches, and intuition to understand a setting results  may differ 
between researchers of the same situation or different method" (Dooley, 
1990, 299). 
In situations where motives, attitudes, beliefs, and values direct 
much  ,  if not most of human activity, the most sophisticated 
instrumentation we posses is still the careful observer-the human 
being who can watch, see, listen...question, probe, and finally 
analyze and organize his direct experience (Lincoln and Guba, 
1981, 213). 55 
"Validity refers to the appropriateness of inferences from various forms of 
assessment" (APA, 1974, 25). Or in other words, how useful is the measure as 
an indicator of some other variable as a predictor of behavior. Validity, in field 
research, is the confidence in the researcher's analysis. Does the reported data 
accurately represent the field? 
There are four types of validity. The first, ecological validity is the degree 
to which the world described by the researcher matches the world of the 
members. Was the natural setting relatively undisturbed by the researcher's 
presence of procedures? Would the events have happened without the 
researcher's presence? Next, natural history validity pertains to the test of 
having outsiders see and accept the site and the researcher's actions. Then, 
member validity which is when the results are taken back to members who 
judge adequacy. Member validation may be limited by the conflicting perspec­
tives in the setting. Members may not recognize the description if it isn't their 
perspective or doesn't fit their purpose. Finally, competent insider performance 
validity refers to the ability of a non member to interact effectively as a member. 
In this study, attempts to reduce or control threats to validity included 
going to the interviewee's offices to keep disruption of their daily routine at a 
minimum and verifying the responses to the interview guide with the 
interviewees. Also member validation was achieved as evidenced through the 
researcher's open access to people, related documents and facilities. 
Continuous presence, for a period of time, enabled the researcher to interact 
with the host department. 
Awareness of threats to validity was also demonstrated by the 
accommodation of the data that was coming out of the interviews rather than by 
trying to get the interview to produce the predicted data. As a result of the 
researcher being aware of her own biases, in attempt to maintain validity, a 
change was made, not so much in the information gathering methods, but in the 
early attempts at categorizing and coding.  In essence, the original intent of the 
research was to see what interpersonal communication factors emerged, with 
the expectation being that of negative factors was changed to include all factors 
as important. 
Through previous experience in the medical environment, the researcher 
was cognizant of the potential for elite bias due to the wide range of health 
professionals interviewed, their positions and reputations, some as national and 
international specialists in their field.  Elite bias, which is the "overweighting 56 
data from articulate, well-informed, usually high-status informants and under 
representing data from intractable, less articulate, lower-status ones" (Miles and 
Huberman, 1984, 230). 
Reliability 
Reliability refers to the degree to which the results of the interview are 
attributable to systematic sources of variance (APA, 1974). Obstacles to 
reliability are misinformation, lies, and evasions. Misinformation is the 
unintended falsehood caused by uncertainty and complexity of life.  Evasions 
are the intentional avoidance of not providing or revealing information. Other 
obstacles are "Freeze Outs," those who express an uncooperative attitude or 
an over unwillingness to participate. None of these obstacles were present in 
this study. The researcher was given access to information pertaining to the 
project, including patient records. 
"Acceptable Incompetent" refers to the researcher who's purpose is to 
learn, not to be an expert.  It may be necessary to appear friendly but naive as 
an outsider. This may vary depending on the field.  In other words, an accept­
able incompetent is partially competent, skilled, or knowledgeable in the setting 
but "who is accepted as a non threatening person who needs to be taught." 
Neuman recommends that the "researcher play down any expertise or profound 
knowledge he may have on the subject." The researcher should act the part of 
the learner, indicating no inclination to evaluate the host's activities (Neuman, 
1991; Bogdan and Biklen, 1992). 
Even though the selected electronic media projects were used as the 
context for the project team interviews, the researcher avoided prolonged 
discussion of production techniques and product evaluation, areas in which the 
researcher has expertise. Important to reliability are internal documents, such 
as memos, monthly reports or other statistics, and other types of communication, 
which can offer clues from leadership style to organizational members values. 
Samples of external communication, such as newsletters, public statements or 
yearbooks can also provide valuable insight  . 
In this study, primary and sources were used. A "Primary Source" is the 
direct record or description of an occurrence by an individual who actually 
witnessed or observed the event. The project team members served as primary 57 
sources providing their own accounts of their involvement. A "Secondary 
Source" would be the indirect record or description of an occurrence by an 
individual who did not witness or observe the event. 
Process 
Interviewing and Interviews 
For an interview to be used in research, its particular qualities need to be 
identified and weaknesses stated so that they can be minimized. A central 
value of the interview as a research procedure is that it allows both the 
researcher and the respondent to explore the meaning of the questions and 
answers. The implicit or explicit sharing and/or negotiation of understanding is 
often not present in other research procedures. Another advantage of the 
interview is that it can be a rapid, immediate response. 
Interviews involve moral realities. "They offer a rich source of data which 
provide access to how people account for both their troubles and good fortune" 
(Silverman, 1985, 176). They also display cultural realities which aren't biased 
or accurate, but simply real. 
"When ethnomethodlogists consider interviews, the type of 
knowledge they seek is always located in the context of factual 
production of interview itself. For them, interview data report is not 
only an external reality displayed in respondents' utterances but 
also the internal reality constructed as both parties contrive to 
produce the appearances of a recognizable interview (Silverman, 
1985, 165). 
Intensive interviewing, also known as "unstructured interviewing," is a 
guided conversation whose goal is to elicit from the interviewee rich, detailed 
materials that can be used in qualitative analysis" (Lofland and Lofland, 1984, 
12). Many social situations can be studied only through the use of intensive 
interviewing. Intensive interviewing, however, should not be thought of as a 
poor substitute for participant observation. The intensive interview seeks to 
discover the informants' experience of a particular topic or situation. Intensive 
interviewing may also be used to find out what kinds of things existed in the first 
place (Lofland and Lofland, 1984). 58 
The ideal informant is: familiar with culture, a witness to significant 
events, has been routinely involved in the setting, with years of experience, not 
a novice. Several types of informants will provide mixed messages 
(Neumann, 1991). 
Access to informants and sites is also critical to interviewing. As an 
outsider the need is for mechanisms to reduce the distance between the 
researcher and the informant. Lofland (1984) advised that the researcher, 
"be neither discouraged nor overconfident about your relationship to the 
setting. Whatever that relationship, it is simultaneously an advantage and a 
drawback" (16). 
Another concern regarding site selection is that of ethics. Whether or not 
a setting should be studied, is a commonly asked question. Before answering 
that question, Lofland (1984) advised that it was important to look at the 
possible negative consequences of the research or its publication. 
There are some disadvantages of intensive interviewing. For some, the 
face-to-face contact may be too intense, providing ample opportunity for bias to 
occur. Sensitive topics may lead to invalid answers. Other disadvantages may 
be memory decay or the under reporting of past events. Also, verbal data may 
be susceptible to error in interpretation (Brenner, Brown and Canter, 1985). 
In this study, interviews were conducted during on-site visitations ranging 
from a day to a week. The basic strategy for interviewing was to ask questions 
regarding the development of the electronic media project and perceived 
interpersonal communication issues and factors. Each interview was planned 
to last between 45 minutes to 1 hour. The data collected combined notes taken 
during the conversation, audio tape recordings, observation and field notes. 
Archival data, materials related to the product and process were also collected. 
As the interviews were scheduled by the instructional developers, the 
order of the interviews of the project team members was random. For example, 
in some cases, the SME was interviewed before the ID. This did not seem to 
have an effect one way or the other on the data collection process. 
Researcher as the Instrument 
A difference between quantitative and qualitative research is the 
affirmation of the role of the human interviewer as the instrument (Seidman, 
1991). There are two implications for the researcher as the instrument in 59 
measuring field data. There is pressure on the researcher to be alert and 
sensitive to what is happening and for collecting data. The researchers 
presence has an effect of the subject and steps must be taken to minimize that 
influence (Wolcott, 1990). Also, there are personal consequences, personal 
feelings, and social relationships involved. "Experiential data" can include 
subjective feelings and insights. Neuman recommends that the researcher not 
try to eliminate these feelings as they may reveal some dynamics of the setting 
(Neuman, 1991). 
Trust and rapport in field work are not simply a matter of 
niceness; a non coercive, mutually rewarding relationship with 
key informants is essential if the researcher is to gain valid 
insights into the informant's point of view. Since gaining  a sense 
of the perspective of the informant is crucial to the success of the 
research enterprise, it is necessary to establish trust and to 
maintain it throughout the course of the study (Erickson, 
1986, 142). 
Triangulation 
It is questionable whether reliability and validity alone, as used in the 
conventional methodology of social science, can be useful when applied in the 
context of intensive interviewing or in interviewing in general (Brenner, Brown 
and Kanter, 1985). Alternative concepts of authenticity and attestability are 
offered. Authenticity relating to corroborative support given of an account by its 
internal consistency or cross-reference to other sources of information, for 
example. In the study being reported, authenticity was one of the primary 
design factors, which was to include more than one person's account of a 
project. Multiple interviews were completed within each category of project 
team member. 
Attestibility is the degree to which the researcher has made methods 
explicit and the interpretations of events so that the academic community can 
scrutinize and evaluate the legitimacy of the findings (Brenner, Brown and 
Kanter, 1985). Tapes and transcriptions were kept as well as notes. 
Transcriptions were sent to interviewees for verification. Comparing and 
contrasting the different interviews and perceptions of the same subject are 
likely to produce clearer understanding by "triangulation" (Dooley, 1990). 60 
Chapters in this study are organized by roles so such comparisons can be 
made by the reader. 
Variables 
The identification of interpersonal communication factors began with the 
review of project management and Instructional Systems Development 
literature. For the researcher, analyzing the phases/stages of the project 
process allowed not only the analysis of the types of interpersonal 
communication issues that are exhibited but, facilitates the identification of 
when, in the process of working on a project the impact was most significant 
(Watson, 1982). 
The variables in this study were similar to those found in organizational 
conflict research that deals with relationships and content issues. A particular 
relational variable was the organizational position of each of the three primary 
project team members with the emphasis placed on their position in the 
organization relative to the others. Content variables were related to the source 
of the factors and their outcomes, the topic and the importance. Actor variables, 
which focus on personality and gender differences and context factors which 
deal with company history, tradition and organizational commitment were not 
incorporated (Putnam and Wilson, 1982). 
Projects (Cases) for Study 
Prior to the identification and selection of projects for inclusion in this 
study, the Oregon State University Committee for Human Subjects was 
contacted through the Research Office and the approval process started. 
The projects for investigation were Instructional Systems Development 
(ISD) Projects identified through the major biomedical communications 
programs included in the Health Sciences Communications Association 
(HeSCA), an international organization with a membership of approximately 
500. Represented in the membership are professionals engaged in virtually all 
aspects of biomedical communications in human or veterinary health sciences. 
The United States and Canadian memberships are divided into nine 
geographic regions.  Selection criteria was established for instructional 
developers, projects, project team members, and organizational classification. 61 
Projects 
For the purposes of this study, a project was defined as having a clear 
beginning and end points. These projects were developed using a procedural 
instructional design model which followed the five basic phases of ISD. These 
include analysis, design, development, implementation and evaluation. The 
projects were either in the final stages of production or had been completed 
within the last year. Projects to be studied involved in the development of 
electronic media: videotape, interactive video/CD-ROM, or CBT within a budget 
range of between $10,000  $50,000. 
Instructional Developers 
The Instructional Developers, of the selected projects, were 
professionally trained with a B. A., M. A., or M. Ed. and at least three years' 
professional experience in instructional development in a medical organization. 
The instructional developer/designer served as the key contact with the 
researcher. In addition to arranging and scheduling interviews, the key contact 
was asked to obtain the necessary completed consent forms from the project 
team members at each institution/interview site. 
Project Teams 
Project teams consisted of people in the primary roles of Instructional 
Developer, who functioned as the project manager; Subject Matter Expert (M. 
D., nurse or other health professional); Client/Sponsor (i. e. Department Head-
initiated or is responsible for the completion of the project) and often a 
Technician/AV producer. 
Organizational Classification 
One organization from each of three types of medical settings was used: 
a private clinic or specialty center, such as a heart institute, eye, ear, or 
cancer center; a private or public hospital-medical center and a university 
medical school. 62 
Framework for Data Collection 
The basic research questions were used as the driving factors behind the 
development of the interview guide  .  In the field these questions can be used to 
make decisions that narrow the study and contribute a full description of a 
setting or a particular aspect of it such as minute details of interaction or general 
social processes (Bogdan and Biklen, 1992). 
The content structure of the interview instrument guide came from the 
myriad of interpersonal communication factors found during the literature 
review. Those factors, taken from the research of instructional development, 
project management, organizational culture and communication literature were 
grouped into categories with related findings. These findings are presented in a 
chart Figure 3.1. 
Process for Selection of Projects 
Entry of the researcher into these organizations was made by contacting 
the members of the Health Sciences Communication Association (HeSCA) 
Instructional Development special interest group identified through the annual 
directory. Phone calls requesting voluntary participation in this study were 
made to members in the Mountain Region which includes Washington, Oregon, 
Idaho, Montana, British Columbia and Alberta. This region was chosen because 
of the geographic proximity to the researcher. Alternate locations/projects were 
selected, as needed, for each organizational type. 
As only one site in the Mountain Region, a university medical school fit 
the criteria, other large metropolitan areas were selected for possible 
participation. One city in the Central United States was selected that had both a 
specialty clinic and a hospital/medical center. 63 
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Non-synchronization of time patterns  N 
Incompatible goals  L, S 
Assuming inappropriate authority  L, N 
Taking an arrogant stance  N 
More task than relationship oriented  F, U 
Over-deference toward clients  too much  N 
weight on the client's opinions 
Remaining too abstract -not providing  L, N 
concrete information can make the client 
feel that there is no sense of accomplishment 
Burrowing In  consultant spends too much time  C, N 
in home-office and less in the client's 
Communication 
Project Manager- Continuous communication of changing  J, H 
Project Team  status to team 
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Project Manager 
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greater the conflict potential 
S 
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Informed Consent 
After selection and confirmation of the projects, informed consent release 
forms (Appendix B) were mailed to the potential participants. Consent forms 
were also made available to department directors or other administrators as 
required. The forms were required by the Oregon State University Committee 
for the Protection of Human Subjects for non-student participants in a study. 
Specific details of site visits and subsequent interviews were not arranged until 
the consent forms were received by the researcher. Receipt of these forms was 
considered as a confirmation of participation on the part of the organization. 
As is customary in medical institutions, the researcher also agreed to 
sign the participating institutions' consent forms absolving the institutions from 
any compensatory responsibility. These forms attempt to guarantee adherence 
to the policy regarding confidentiality of information regarding both staff 
and patients. 
Interviews and Data Collection 
Pilot Test 
Yin (1989) suggested a pilot study be used as a final preparation of data 
collection. Pilot testing is not to be confused with a pre-test, but is more to 
assist in the development of relevant questions. The pilot study doesn't 
necessarily need to be closely related to final cases.  It may be that the cases 
used are more accessible and congenial, or geographically convenient. 
An ID/ Producer at a hospital-medical center close to the researcher was 
used as a pilot case to insure the reliability of the researcher as an instrument 
as well as the interview protocol itself. This provided the researcher with an 
opportunity to test the interview guide, questions, and structure, as well as a test 
for the audio tape recorder. 
To avoid bias it is recommended that non-directive interviewing be 
utilized; that is, leave the provision of answers to the respondent. This is 
essential for the interviewer to maintain a neutral stance. For the interviewer to 
express personal views about issues under consideration endangers the 
validity of the information reported.  In this type of interviewing, the interviewer's 
role becomes that of a facilitator essentially providing a situation for the 67 
recounting of an experience (Brenner et al, 1985). The account should be as 
close to unconstrained as possible, however, some guidance may be required. 
An interview guide and questioning techniques that are an ad hoc manner of 
eliciting further information are suggested. For this purpose, the guide may just 
list the topics to be questioned, the order is not essential. 
A questionnaire was not used in this study, however an interview guide 
was developed (Appendix C). As this study was an ethnographic investigation, 
with the researcher as the primary data collection instrument, data was 
gathered primarily through conversations and from other organizational 
artifacts, such as planning documents and videotapes related to the project. 
Conversations focused around the Instructional Systems Development  process 
as used by a project team put together for the purpose of developing of a 
biomedical electronic media project. Team members were interviewed 
individually. These conversations were informal with team members being 
asked to provide their perception or "story" of the process used in the 
development of the project. The focus was on the interaction of the roles and 
relationships of the project team. Following the on-site interviews, participants 
were available by telephone for further information. 
It was stated in the initial contact letter and phone conversations 
(Appendix B) that neither the individual subjects nor the organizations would be 
identified by name in either the research process or in the final report of 
conclusions (written description of results). Participating institutions were 
assigned project letters and numbers. Project team members are referred to by 
an initial code determined by their role on the project, i. e. Subject Matter 
Expert = SME. 
The three sites labeled Site A, Site B and Site C were a University 
Medical-Dental School, a cancer clinic and a hospital-medical center. 
Field notes, "the mainstay of qualitative research, are the written account 
of what the researcher hears, sees, experiences, and thinks in the  course of 
collecting and reflecting on the data in a qualitative study" (Bogdan and Biklen, 
1992, 107). Field notes can include all of the collected data of the study, 
interview transcripts, official documents and statistics, pictures, etc. Field notes 
that are descriptive, reflective and objectively recorded details of events that 
have occurred can help the researcher keep track of the project's development. 
Field notes for this project consisted of a daily journal and written and dictated 
notes made during the interviews that were later transcribed. 68 
Conclusion 
In this study, sixteen people were interviewed. Of those, three were 
interviewed a second time. After the data was collected it was transcribed, 
clustered and coded. Transcripts from eleven interviews were sent to the 
participants for verification of the content of the original interviews. The results 
were analyzed for emerging patterns, trends, differences, similarities and 
comparisons between perceptions of interpersonal communication issues and 
factors both within a group and across groups. 
The interview data reported was analyzed using cross-case issues, as 
suggested by Yin (1989). In addition to being used to provide background 
information for each project, the data is divided into sections which are devoted 
to cross-case issues as perceived by cross-case roles as opposed to a separate 
section for each case. 
Beside each factor a "+" or "-", is used to easily assess whether the factor 
hindered the project or added to it.  Also, displayed are the interviewees ratings 
of the project process and product. A 1-5 scale was used, with five being 
high. There was no intention, on the part of the interviewer to determine a 
correlation between the comments and a numerical ranking.  It was used 
primarily as a consistent way provide closure to the interview. Figure 3.2 is a 
Sample of Perspectives Form. Interviews in the following chapters are 
organized according to the site, project number and by interpersonal factors 
and outcomes. Site A, B or C Project #1-5 : Perspectives of IDs, SMEs or VPs 
Factors  Outcomes 
Process Rating 1-5
 
Product Rating  1-5
 
- = hindered project 
+ = added to project 
* scale 1 (low) to 5 (high) 70 
Chapter 4 
Site and Project Descriptions 
Ethnographies recreate for the reader the shared beliefs, 
practices, artifacts, folk knowledge, and behaviors of some groups 
of people. Consequently, the ethnographic researcher begins by 
examining even very commonplace groups or processes in a fresh 
and different way, as if they were exceptional and unique (Goetz 
and LeCompte, 1984, 2). 
Introduction 
The purpose of this study was to investigate interpersonal communication 
factors in the management of biomedical communications instructional 
development projects that utilize electronic media from the perspective of the 
primary project members, Instructional Developer (ID), Subject Matter Expert 
(SME) and Video Producer (VP). 
Data was gathered at three sites and involved five projects. Sixteen 
individuals were interviewed with several being interviewed more than once. 
Additional interviews were conducted on site as well as by telephone. Data 
includes interview quotes, the researcher's field and observation notes, 
interviewee verification comments from both written and phone conversations 
and documentation from projects. Four of those interviewed did not supply 
materials, such as verification copies of interviews or other documents. 
As the relationships between the roles and factors were analyzed, the 
outcomes were revised and expanded to become part of larger factors with long 
range implications. The understanding of the subject was refined by repeated 
handling of the data. In the final phase of analysis, the effect that the 
researcher's bias may have had on analysis and interpretation was taken into 
consideration. 
In this manner of analysis, factors and outcomes were looked at both in 
terms of their relationship to a particular project and also to roles on the projects. 
The following section describing project sites includes Project Team Charts for 
each project (Figures 4.1-4.5). Also included is background information for the 
project such as its origin, purpose, funding source, ownership and any previous 
relationships of the project team members. Also included in this chapter is a 
section describing some of the unique characteristics of working in the medical 71 
environment and a section of observations of the sites and projects from the 
interviewer's field notes. 
Site A Project #1: Background 
Site A was located at a university medical/dental school in a large 
metropolitan area. The instructional design project was a video tape a tool, 
developed as part of a 30 month clinical trial project. The whole idea of using a 
videotape to recruit subjects had advantages to researchers, especially because 
of the informed consent process which was very labor intensive. The primary 
project team for Project #1 consisted of the ID and a SME. Indirect members 
were the medical school production staff, which included photographers and an 
illustrator, two actors, the funding agency, and the university Human Subjects 
Committee (Figure 4.1). The SME used fellow researchers and other medical 
staff from her department for resources. 
Site B Projects #2, #3, and #4 
Site B, a clinic specializing in the research and treatment of cancer, is 
affiliated with a state university system, and located in a large metropolitan area. 
Patients are referred to Site B from the local area as well as from all parts of the 
United States and all over the world. 
One of the reasons that Site B was selected as an interview site was that it 
has a department with several Instructional Developers on staff, as opposed to 
sites A and C that each have only one.  It is unusual, but not uncommon, to have 
several Instructional Development professionals employed at a single institution. 
Site B Project #2: Background 
Project #2, a three-part medical education interactive video, was started in 
1987. Project #2 was designed as an interactive video series consisting of three 
modules. The overall purpose of the project was to promote the use of 
interactive video in medical schools by replacing lectures with interactive video 
discs. The target population has been fairly broad for this particular series of 
programs. The intended audience could be either experienced nurses who -n 
co
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hadn't done cancer nursing before, or students who hadn't done any nursing 
and are learning this specialty area. The content for Project #2 was to be 
developed by nurse educators. Funded by a national computer company, the 
project was part of a larger project involving eighteen medical schools 
throughout the United States. No one seemed to know the amount of the 
budget, however some of it was to be used for staff time. However, not all 
salaries of the staff were included. The first two phases are completed. Module 
Two was completed in 1990. The third module, started in September 1990, was 
still incomplete as of July 1994. Module One took, "a year and a half with 
revisions and corrections and redesign to get it completed." The current project 
team (see Figure 4.2) consists of two Instructional Developers (one of whom 
served as project manager) and one Subject Matter Expert. 
Site B Project #3: Background 
Project #3, a Patient-Education interactive video for cancer patients, was 
started in February, 1993. The purpose was to present the variety of treatment 
options available to the patient.  It was incomplete at the time of the visitation and 
still incomplete at the time of subsequent phone calls six months after the visit. 
The finished product is to be placed in clinic consultation rooms. The budget of 
$17,000 did not include staff salaries. Funding came from two sources, grants 
and the cancer surgery department budget. 
The team for Project #3 (Figure 4.3) consisted of a primary Instructional 
Designer (ID-A), a secondary ID (ID-B), a primary Subject Matter Expert  Nurse 
(SME-A), a secondary Subject Matter Expert - Surgeon (SME-B), and a Video 
Producer (VP).  It was the first time that any of the team had worked together. 
The project also utilized cameramen, photographers and graphic artists, all of 
whom were Site C employees. The review committee consisted of 
representatives from the departments of surgery, radiology, plastic surgery, 
chemotherapy, and medical oncology. 
ID-A provided the researcher with a wealth of project documentation 
ranging from copies of the original proposal, design documents, memos, 
scripts, and patient comments from interviews, focus groups and a wealth 
of patient correspondence. Site B - Project #2 
Specialty Clinic 
Medical Education Interactive Video - 3 Parts 
Client: Nursing Education Department 
Audience: Nursing Students 
Budget: $ n.a. 
Duration: 5 years, in progress 
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Site B Project #4: Background 
Project #4, was a videotape for medical residents funded by an outside 
source, directly to the SME. According to the SME, Project #4 fills an immediate 
void in the medical education literature and has the potential of being beneficial 
to the field of gynecology. The videotape was finished at the time of the 
interviewer's visit. 
The Project #4 Team (see Figure 4.4) consisted of the SME, a Doctor; the 
ID on staff at Site B and a Video Producer, also on staff at Site B.  It was the first 
video project for the SME. The ID and the VP had worked together, before, on 
several other projects. The VP was the project manager for Project #4. 
Site C Project #5 
Project #5, a videotape, was started in 1991, and produced at Site C, a 
private hospital and medical center located in the same large metropolitan area 
as Site B. 
The ID was the Project Manager for Project #5 (Figure 4.5). She was 
also the Patient Educator for Site C. The SME was a Nurse Liaison, whose 
patient education position had been expanded to include serving as a go-
between for patients, their families and the medical staff. The VP had been an 
employee of Site B, with an extensive background in medical media and was 
frequently assigned to video projects at Site C. The three primary members of 
this team had worked together on two other video projects and had received 
national recognition for their work. All three were available for interviews. 
Project #5 was to replace an older, outdated videotape and became a 
project after SME repeatedly went to administration saying, "We need a new 
one, we need a new one, we need a new one.. and finally someone listened and 
the Vice President said, "Okay." The video tape was an extension of a booklet 
project that originated from ID's concern over the lack of patient orientation 
materials.  It was developed for patients, who are about to have surgery, and 
their families. Copies are available from their physicians so that it can be 
watched at home. Since the ID was getting ready to move to the East coast, the 
only time the interview could be arranged was during the time scheduled for the 
SME interview. The "combined" interview was held in the SME's office, which is 
shared with several other nurses. Site B - Project #4 
Specialty Clinic 
Medical Education Videotape 
Client: Physician & Funding Source 
Audience: Medical Students 
Budget: $ 20,000 
Duration: 1 1/2 years - completed 
Video 
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Uniqueness of Medical Environment 
I've noticed in some of our meetings, the physicians here as 
maybe physicians all over, are used to having their own way. 
What they say goes. 
And then surgeons...the way surgeons are thinking, which I'm also 
learning, which I didn't know... they open up a person, they fix the 
problem, they close it up and it's done. "What do you mean, 
revisions?" So, here you have two different people coming 
together (Instructional Developer). 
Arrogant and superior attitudes are only one of the unique challenges of 
working in a medical environment and culture. As discussed in Chapter Two, 
Healthcare Culture/Biomedical Communications, one of the most noticeable 
characteristics of the health care environment is the hierarchy involving medical 
professionals. Evidence of this internal structure can be seen in such everyday 
things as apparel and name tags. For example, all male employees may be 
required to wear tan "scrubs" or uniforms and female employees wear "rose." 
However, female doctors might often wear "tan," which distinguishes them from 
the female nurses and other female employees. 
Name badges worn by all employees, have not only the employees 
name, position and department, but include their degrees or certification codes; 
such as BSN, CNA or Bachelor of Science in Nursing and Certified Nurse 
Anesthetist. Some of these can get very complicated. 
One of the Video Producers provided an example of what is meant by an 
"attitude" often encountered when working with doctor's. 
I've just become accustomed to it that when you do a project in this 
situation that involves three or four different doctors, different 
departments in a hospital just count on doing two productions. 
You do the first one and that's a rough cut. We get to the point 
where we try not to put too much production value in the first one. 
That's something where some of the new non-linear systems and 
things that come out will be helpful. Because we can far less 
expensively put together a product. And now we can show these 
guys before we've spent $10,000 on post. 
We can change it. We can move it around. We can shift it. And um, 
but that's not often the problem. Often the problem is some little 
thing that has to be re-shot. And it's rarely something that we can 
fix in "post" (post-production). 80 
I: Does that happen frequently on medical stuff? 
VP: If there's ever a time when we have to go back and shoot 
something, it's because somebody wasn't wearing a glove or their 
mask didn't cover or they didn't have their hair fully covered or 
they didn't have their screen on or you know...That's usually 
always the circumstance. Well, you go back to those people who 
say, "We never do that." But none the less, if you're going to set 
the standard in a video, you've got to cover all of those bases. 
Facilities, Staff and Patients 
For some, a challenge of working in this environment is having to 
address one's own biases and experiences. 
I:  For you personally, on this particular project, what's been the 
most difficult thing you've had to compromise on or just deal with? 
VP: Well, this is probably... it's not so much project related, it's 
doing this type of project in this setting from...you bring all of your 
biases and all your experiences from how you think it should work 
and then having to adapt that to this situation. That's probably, 
overall, that's the most difficult. 
For the sake of authenticity, the actual facility, staff and patients, may be 
used in instructional development projects. Arranging for facilities and staff to be 
available at a specific time and place can be extremely difficult.  It is not 
uncommon for the most intricate and "air tight" arrangements to be changed or 
canceled at the last minute. 
VP: It was a long complicated job.  It was probably more 
complicated than many we've worked on. It took about 18 days to 
shoot. This should have been shot maybe in 4 good days. The fact 
that it went out to 18 days gives you an idea of what happens. 
I:  Did you do it all in a block of time or was it over a period of time? 
VP: It had to be spread out over a period of time because they 
weren't always able to just take a patient room. That was an 
interesting problem. We had to cancel a couple of situations 
sometimes because they had to put a patient in there. So we had 
to pull back the day before and take everything down. Those are 
just some situations. You could look at going in and setting up a 
patient room as a set some place. But the expenses involved with 
that don't really justify it. 
I: What else made this project complicated? 81 
VP: Just working in and out of the hospital and accommodating 
people's schedules and uh, realizing that you are the lowest priority 
in their day. And there's really not much that... you can do to change 
that.  If you want to try and work in an authentic environment like that 
you just have to learn to accept that so... 
Well, you get to the scene. You got the room. You've got that all lit 
and set and the talent's in the bed and prepped and ready. "Okay, 
we need the dietitian. Where is she?" "Well, I've put in a call to her. 
She says she's going to be here. Let me check and see." "Okay, 
let's kill the lights and just wait for her." And we're sitting there just 
shootin' the breeze with the talent while they try to run down the 
dietitian. 
It's amazing how that all works. It just.. You just cannot get across to 
an organization like a hospital as large as Site C, they're not going 
to slow down. They're not going to stop their procedures. They're 
not going to stop anything to get... to accommodate your needs. So 
you have to be patient as Hell. 
Working with Patients 
Often "real" patients are used for the sake of authenticity. In four of the 
five projects used in this study, patients and staff were used instead of 
professional talent. The project that did use professional talent only used them 
in two roles to supplement their own healthcare staff. One of the "trade-off's" of 
using untrained talent is often encountered in situations in which they have to 
deliver dialog or other semi-scripted spoken material "on camera." This is often 
an area where SMEs are not aware of the complications present when getting 
and working with this type of group. 
ID: We knew we would have to re-shoot the support group. 
Because as we looked at the final pieces..not final pieces..the final 
draft, shall I say.... as Dr. SME put it, "It's a bunch of rich, white 
ladies." And it wasn't representative of a group of women who 
could possibly get breast cancer. And, ah, that was a concern 
from the very beginning. 
They gave me a list of patients and I broke it down in to medical 
record number, race, age, so on and so forth. We wanted a mixed 
group, not only racially but age wise...cancer type wise, if possible. 
What I found happened, even though we had a variety of people at 
the onset, when I started calling, the only people who could come 82 
to Site B at 10 o'clock during the day were volunteers, who 
happen to be rich, white, ladies who aren't working. 
I: How come they didn't try it at night?
 
ID: The commitment, I'm finding, is greater for the volunteers.
 
They didn't have a problem with doing a video. Whether they
 
were shy and said, " What is this?" or " Is this gonna be marketed?
 
Is this gonna be shown outside? Who's gonna see this?" So you
 
dealt with other factors that still prohibited them from deciding
 
whether to do it or not.
 
I: And they really wanted real patients as opposed to talent?
 
ID: After a point, when we started getting back the transcripts and
 
we had people saying "mamectomies" instead of mastectomies,
 
that became a concern. It's like, well, "Can't you tell them.."..."No,
 
they're not actresses."
 
Or, "She said "lumpetcomy and we're calling them "partial 
mastectomies, now." And I said, "Well, we can't script people who 
aren't actors, because they will then get nervous and they'll really 
mess up. And the stuff that was good is gonna become bad and 
the stuff that was bad is gonna become worse." 
I had a lady get so nervous, she's like, "Oh, it's a..what is it called 
ID?" So.. I tried to explain again, this is another technical, process 
that Dr. SME wasn't aware of.. So, I started explaining, you can't 
script somebody. It sounds easy. "Why can't you give'em the do's 
and don'ts?" 
And they look at it for a couple of seconds and go.. "Okay, I have it 
in my mind." But then, it won't come off naturally, ya know? And it 
starts getting choppy. While that first time was so smooth, so 
natural but as soon as I try to prompt them in any kind of way, they 
feel like they're being scripted or they feel like they have to really 
be aware. "What did she say not to do?" They had to think about 
that but then... "What is it I want to say?" So, it made it very difficult. 
I talked about bringing in some actors... 
Even with paid talent there is no guarantee of a "flawless" production or 
one that can pass the scrutiny of the medical staff. 
I: Do you see any way to plan or to get around that on future 
production? Other than paid talent? 
VP: Yeah, and then you've got an enormous amount of problems 
there because with paid talent you've a greater increased 
opportunity for doing something wrong. Urn, often sometimes their 
own employees can do a little something wrong and they'll let it 
get away because that was somebody that's done that for 15 years 
and they don't mind it so much. But if you put somebody else in 
there.. Golly.. 83 
There are, as both IDs and VPs pointed out, benefits when using patients 
or former patients. 
I: What's an example of something that went really well? 
ID: The patients.... former patients talking. That felt so good. It's 
the stuff you have to show but, it's kind of mundane. But the 
patients brought in spice. They brought in reality. Um, they were 
wonderful. 
I: Were they scripted or were they pretty spontaneous? 
ID: They were totally spontaneous. We just told'em to tell us 
about how you felt when you were waiting for your husband'um to 
come out of surgery. There were tears several times. But the 
people wanted to do it. They wanted to do it. There was only one 
time when you could tell this guy had, you know, maybe he'd just 
been crying, but they were all wonderful. They wanted to 
share  That worked beautifully. 
I: What have you found to be the most rewarding or satisfying 
about being involved in this project? 
VP: Oh, I just love... urn, well.. learning about the issue of cancer... 
and helping. That's something that goes to my whole job..the 
whole core of it.. kind of being.. the work.. my 8 to 5 day. And, I 
think... and that's something that's really strange about this 
particular project... is when you go out and do these interviews, 
and ID's done a wonderful job of guiding these people through. 
And I think a lot of it's because of her talking to the people and 
making 'em comfortable before the cameras. You can get their.. 
ah.. they just open up and urn.. you feel like you're in a real 
intimate friendship relationship from what these people are saying 
and what you're learning and.. 
I: What are some examples of things on this project that worked 
really well; that you felt really good about? 
VP: One thing that we just talked about was X (the main talent). 
That was, I think, very good to have somebody in that role. Cuz, 
he had an appreciation and understanding of it because he'd 
been through it.  But he was also able to convey that. The guy was 
a natural actor. Ya know, a lot of people could have gone through 
that but in no way could they have turned around and done that 
good. There was often times we had to kind of stop the scene 
because X had gotten choked up enough about it.. about being 
back in that situation...that we had to just stop and let him recover 
his senses there because it was so.. it was just emotionally 
draining for him. That was.. it turned out though very nicely.... 
Because most of the time, I hate to see when..especially in 
"industrials" there's not enough importance placed on characters. 84 
Often they're day players and they come in and they're just 
doing..reading their Iines...And he put some real emotion in to this 
and that was just the... I think made the video. I really enjoyed that. 
That's something I didn't realize I had going in to it. We knew we 
were gonna have another guy that had been through it.  But once I 
began to realize it..what he was bringing to it..then it started making 
me more excited about it. 
Working with the Content 
During preparation for one of the projects, one ID got so involved with the 
topic that she actually felt the symptoms. This is very common for medical 
students and others working in a health care environment. She shared some of 
her preparation. 
ID: They started out by just handing me articles to read.... 
scheduled me to walk around with them in clinic and actually sit in 
interviews where they're telling these patients.... 
So I went to clinic, went to medical rounds with them and wore a 
white coat. Because it's amazing how psychologically a patient 
will be very hesitant to have anybody, even SME-A exam her with 
a lay person in the room. But, if I turned around and put on a white 
coat and came in there, then "Fine." They just think I'm observing 
and that's okay. Just with a white coat..lt makes such a difference. 
So I did that for... I would say for about two weeks on and off, 
maybe twice a week... and about four times to clinical rounds. 
I pulled in some patients.  I sat in on two focus groups, also, and 
kinda talked with them and said, "If you had a chance to use other 
resources, other than books, what would you wanna see?" And 
they said, "Pictures." 
And so with that, plus I followed and sat in on this lady's initial 
consult and heard the choices that she had and then asked if I 
could sit in on the surgery.  I observed first hand the.... the lack of 
understanding on the patient's part... What kind of questions they'd 
turn around and ask. 
Then, I actually observed a surgery from 6 in the morning until 6 in 
the evening. And this was a bi-lateral mastectomy that was 
performed.  I was in OR right over the anesthesiologist.  I thought 
I'd be in an observatory booth or something, but I was right there in 
scrubs. 
Oh!! I know....I have breast cancer now, I'm convinced.  I mean I've 
been on this project so long I'm like, "I felt this lump." And I get a 85 
breast self exam from SME. "SME, I felt a lump last night and I 
have... ." And she says "ID, which breast?" I said, "I don't know, I 
don't know." 
Observations of Sites and Projects from Interviewees Field Notes 
Site A was within a day's drive of my home so only an over night visit was 
involved. Even though I arrived late in the afternoon, the medical center was 
filled with patients. The patients in the lobby were a diverse mix of ethic and 
socio-economic groups. This seemed strange to me as my hospital experiences 
were in organizations that served a mostly white, middle and upper class 
community. After the three interviews were completed, I returned home to get 
ready to go to Sites B and C for a week. 
The trip to Site's B & C involved a week's stay. Both were located 
in the same urban area. Coming here has given me the insight of a 
more than just an interviewer.  I've been spending time in the 
waiting rooms, cafeterias, a staff meeting, and staying in a motel 
that caters to patients' families.  I would guess that in no other place 
besides a nursing home would you find a motel/hotel with so many 
wheelchairs in the lobby. 
Services surrounding the hospital and medical center are definitely 
geared to patients and families. For example, take out buffets etc. 
in restaurants that usually don't offer "take out." There are medical 
and scientific book stores between the travel agency and the 
medical supply store in a strip mall near two large motels. 
I knew health care was big business but this is unreal. The way it's 
arranged there's a medical tower with big banks on either side and 
then hotels-Marriot, Holiday Inn, Hilton etc.  I've spent a lot of time 
in New York City and although these buildings are somewhat 
shorter- 20-30 stories instead of 80, they certainly are similar in 
terms of architecture, interior/exterior design and close together. 
The lobbies of the some of the healthcare facilities aren't much 
different than the lobbies of the hotels...as far as furnishings and 
decoration  wood, fabric and carpeting. There are also big plants 
and fountains inside and out. There just seem to be more people 
in wheel chairs in the hospitals and clinics than in the hotels. 
A lot more foreign patients here. When I was working at St. Vincent 
and the Heart Institute they were trying to get some "packages" 
together for foreign, Pacific Rim heart surgery patients. They used 
the XX Heart Institute as an example of the travel industry working 86 
with the health industry, for example getting non-stops flights from 
the Netherlands to their city.  It looks like Site C is way out there as 
far as international marketing of their services. 
Accommodations for patients and families are across a walk-way 
which connects a motel to the clinic. The specialty clinic sees 
approximately 1500 out patients a day. 
Cancer Culture- Spent quite a bit of time, today, at the cancer clinic. 
Two interviews with nursing administration. They let me use their 
copy machine, copy code and all, to copy some documents for one 
of the projects I was working on.  It gave me a chance to watch and 
listen in the office area above the lobby.  It's on a balcony/atrium 
kind of thing so you can look down on the public. No one asked if  I 
belonged there or not. Staff all wear photo ID badges and there 
are a lot of security personnel around. 
Gift shop-supplies for cancer patients such as scarves and turbans 
for chemotherapy patients.  I haven't seen that before. Also 
baseball caps and other hats. Variety of cancer clinic t-shirts and 
souvenir towels... 
What is really bizarre are the number of smokers....patients, 
families and employees.. lots of employee smokers. Since every 
place I've been is a smoke-free facility there are hoards of people 
in front of the doors smoking. Many patients in bathrobes, hospital 
gowns, slippers and IV equipment sitting around smoking. And 
some of them look in fairly rough shape. I've seen this before but 
not so many. 
As I sit here in the motel room, for which I am paying $35 a night, 
patient rate, I also realize that although I am not totally immersed in 
my subjects' lives and projects, having the luxury of data gathering 
as my only activity for the week does feel like an advantage.  It is all 
I have to focus on.  I don't feel totally like a prisoner, yet. 
Now the fun part -- trying to get a hold of people and 
schedule meetings. 
I haven't seen any media stuff.  I guess that 's good..cuz I'm not 
here to see and evaluate products. Meeting later with a nurse, 
again. This department has done a lot of projects for her. I'm trying 
to keep a good attitude about this and find something positive and 
beneficial in every interview. One thing I'm hearing a lot is that 
there needs to be more team meetings. 
I have had no trouble getting some documentation for these 
projects. That is when it has been available. Even patient 
record/chart information.  I do think that my prior experience 87 
working in hospital/medical environments is an asset. So far, if 
they don't have it, it is because it is an old project and has been 
thrown out. 
Another thing that I've noticed is that it seems to be an advantage 
to be paying my own way. By that I mean that almost all of the 
interviewees have asked me if  I am being funded by anyone or 
have a grant. Someone today even asked me if my committee  was 
paying for me to travel around and do this research. When I tell 
them no..it's me, well, one woman is having me over for dinner 
Thursday night. They do look at me a little differently...maybe 
realizing that I am serious about this. Must be weird for them to 
because they have so much money to work with from NCI (National 
Cancer Institute etc.). 
Next day: 
Had dinner at the hospital cafeteria which also is available for the 
Children's Hospital--when the in-house McDonald's is closed. 
Knowing how many really sick people there are here is a little 
disconcerting; especially the little kids and bald teenagers playing 
video games. The Children's Hospital has big murals of kids (black 
and white photos) and a whole wall of ceramic kids' art.  I had a 
hard time. Sat in the cafeteria and listened to parents. Like at Site 
B, they are here because, for the most part, because their local 
physician has tried everything and it hasn't worked or they have 
something really strange and bizarre. 
One of the ID's was afraid that maybe she was too open about 
another ID, too fast !!  I reassured her that I already knew about 
some of her concerns and that, once again, everything was 
confidential. Which it is and I take it very seriously, if I am going to 
be any good at this kind of research, at all. 
I may have mentioned this before, but I am really glad that I don't 
have a car. Otherwise, I'd be out having adventures and exploring. 
There is no part of this that is a vacation or recreational thing 
adventure, yes!!!!  I have stayed in the medical center area since 
arriving here Saturday night. 100% focused on what I'm doing.  I 
have only had the TV on, I think, 3 times. 
Would like to think of something special to do for ID and staff. 
They've been super. I know that she has spent a lot of time making 
calls, arranging for interviews, escorting me to places and 
introducing me. The secretary has taken messages and 
calls....fussed over me when I was soaking wet, got me coffee and 
a place to make calls and put my stuff so I wouldn't have to lug it 
around.  I even had people faxing me stuff here. 88 
Interview Additions 
Day 3 about 8 p.m. In the motel room: 
Did I mention that I passed someone on the walkway this morning 
who said, " Hello" to me, by name? And it was from.. a woman from 
one of the departments next door to instructional development. I 
thought that was pretty cool, cuz this is the third day I've been here 
and there's already people that know me well enough, or at least 
know who I am. That's hospitality. 
Open access to about everything.  I asked people if they have any 
kind of paper work or anything that would help me understand their 
project. And they hand me papers and notebooks to go through 
and they tell me their security code on their copy machine. And 
point me in the right direction and say, "Here.. go use this." And 
nobody... I think that's kind of ... nobody saying, "Oh leave 25 cents 
at the copier for the paper." or "No, we can't make copies of this." 
It's certainly a little bit different than I'm used to... 
Along the lines of hospitality, one of the other things that I've had 
happen, is that.. especially like the first day when I got here..and I 
would go to one place and they would walk me to my next 
appointment because like ID had called ahead and said, " When 
she's through with you, SME, she needs to go talk to so and so.. 
SME." And those kinds of things which I think that's.. going way 
outta the way.  I was used to them just saying, " Well, see ya." In 
the instructional development office, they've given me a little spot in 
the multimedia lab, which is kind of fun to watch. They did a 
production in there today so I got to watch them do the shooting 
and everything. And I have access to a phone. And the 
department secretary has been helping schedule meetings for me, 
appointments and taking messages and all sorts of things like 
that.... really mothering which is nice. 
.... this is... kind of fun. 
Ya know, I've been down here a week. I'm enjoying this.  I'm 
enjoying the interviewing. I'm enjoying the taking notes. And the 
writing... I hope I'm doing it right!  I gotta go back and work on my 
interview notes a little bit. Clean those up. I'm glad that I've done it 
like this where I've just gone somewhere for a period of time and 
actually, I can honestly say, that there've been very few times this 
week that I've really thought about anything else. 
It's been a super charged environment.  I guess what I saw today, 
too, when, ya know, I went in to their multimedia lab and they (ID 
Staff) were all working on projects... and.. I'm impressed. They 
know what they're doing. They're good. This is sophisticated stuff 
and what I see in the videotapes.. and I know.. this isn't a product 89 
evaluation.. but what I see a lot of is... urn... forgot what I was going 
to say... Like the videotapes and the interactive things and stuff, ya 
know, they really have a handle on, the hardware, the technology, 
if you wanna call it that. Being able to write and program as well 
as design and they have good stuff.  I've been impressed with their 
design documents. Final product wise, it's not as maybe creative 
as I would like to put in to it, um...like drama kind of things and 
stories, let's put it that way. It's pretty cut and dry facts but, I guess 
that's what they need, especially for something that's nationally 
distributed. But yet, as far as the technical quality and the outline, 
you can't beat it.  It's really good stuff. And, urn  I don't know I'm 
impressed.  I feel really fortunate and I really appreciate ID. And 
I'm going to have to thing of something to do to thank her. 90 
Chapter 5 
Factors and Outcomes as Perceived 
by Instructional Designers/Developers 
Introduction 
The major questions which evolved from the study were: 
1. What interpersonal communication factors emerged in an ISD project 
in the biomedical setting? 
2. What was the perspective of the ID, SME, Client and Video Producer 
with regards to these factors? 
3. What were the potential outcomes of the factors on the ISD project? 
These three questions now serve as the organizational thread for the 
following chapters which present a discussion and synthesis of the factors and 
outcomes perceived by and organized around the roles of the participants. 
Included with each interview is a chart with the primary factors and 
outcomes from the discussion restated. These figures also include interviewees 
rankings of the product and the process. In addition, at the end of each chapter 
is a section summarizing the perspectives by roles. Other information related to 
the figures can be found in Chapter Three, Methodology, page 69. 
Site A Project #1: Instructional Developer (Figure 5.1) 
At the time of the interview, ID, who also was the Video Producer for the 
project, had been employed at the University for eight years. The interview with 
ID was conducted in his office which also serves as a television post-production 
facility. This interview was held the day after the pilot test interview and the 
interview with SME. 
Project #1 ID became involved with the project after he was approached 
by a member of a department that had recently received a grant and wanted to 
produce some print materials and at least one video tape. This project was the 
first time that the ID and SME, a researcher, had worked together. Most of the 
ID's clients are either "experts or work with experts on the topic" and do most of Site A Project #1: Perspectives of Instructional Developers 
Factors 
- Unrealistic expectations of client regarding product 
- Outside sources didn't agree 
+ Trust of SME, mutual professional interaction 
- SME "sometimes wrong in regards to content" 
+ Decision making & problem-solving included 
both SME and ID 
Process Rating 5
 
Product Rating 4
 
= hindered project
 
+ = added to project
 
scale 1 (low) to 5 (high)
 
Outcomes 
Time spent adjusting & readjusting expectations 
Had to "change program substantially" 
Changed script and submitted 3 times for final 
approval. 
Comfortable with SME in Project Manager role 
Discussed and resolved differences, usually deferred 
to client's wishes 
ID made initial changes in treatment - okay with SME 
Script written using suggestions from talent; 
Client satisfied; usable product. 92 
their own script writing. The ID's role is to, "fashion their content that they give 
me into a video, to help visualize it and then to see the program through the 
production process." The production process included both the printed materials 
and the video tape. ID discussed the coordination of work with the other 
supporting services such as the illustrator: 
The way that worked...my philosophy on this sort of thing... is that 
we both met with the illustrators and also the photographers that I 
have on staff.  I assume that they know what they are doing so my 
job is to explain to them what we need and to give them the content 
experts and then I sort of let them go with it.  So, the fellow who did 
the animation, had several meetings with a SME in that area and I 
just let them go.  If the content expert was satisfied with the 
visualization of the thing, that's fine. 
From the beginning of the project, the SME had unrealistic expectations of 
what the final product could be. This is not an uncommon occurrence but 
required spending time adjusting and readjusting the SME's expectations. 
One of the biggest dilemmas that I have is when someone comes 
here and they don't have enough money. That's one of the 
things..the expectations need to be adjusted. To a certain extent 
that can be changed, depending on the content. 
It needs to look very good, it needs to be... I was going to use the 
word professional, certainly we try and...well let's use the word 
slick. The lay public is very used to really good looking stuff. TV. 
does a wonderful job. M.T.V. does a wonderful job. There's just a 
lot of video out there  " 
The University Human Subjects Committee and the funding agency both 
had to approve the product, but didn't agree on the content. Attempts to reach 
consensus necessitated that the script be re-written and re-submitted three 
times before production could start. Not all, but most of their changes were 
accommodated. These content changes occurred right before it was to be 
"shot" and were contrary to the ID's original perception of the ease with which 
this project could be completed. 
The project had a very quick turn around. One of the reasons why 
I wanted to take it on was to prove that we could do the project 
quickly. Because there was enough money to hire a second 
person, because there was enough money to hire an actor and an 93 
actress and because the money was right there so that we could 
immediately get everything done. We didn't have to wait for 
funding or anything. We were able to get the program out 
very quickly. 
The ID offered one explanation for the rigid approval process of the 
University Human Subjects Committee. 
The video tape really was held up to a lot of scrutiny. One of the 
reasons for doing the video tape was informed consent, to give 
people information. The video could be used in a situation so that 
if someone says well you didn't tell me about that you can always 
say, "But you saw the video tape!" 
Although the funding for the project came from an agency outside of the 
university, by policy, the University has partial copyright ownership of the 
finished product(s). 
I: Who then, would have the final say on the content of the script, 
the financing people, the sponsoring agency or the human subjects 
because they're university? 
Human subjects really doesn't. Human subjects, the only purpose 
that they serve is to make sure that researchers are treating their 
subjects in a humane manner, but their job is not to stop research. 
So, human subjects doesn't see themselves as having control  But 
on the other hand they are here to protect the University, to make 
sure that there are no lawsuits. 
The content that they wanted removed from the script changed the 
original flow of the program. There are noticeable pauses in the videotape. 
And the funding agents, the people who funded the Project, they did 
have some say in the content. There was one very difficult section 
that we tried to deal with and that was where we wanted to say that 
the drug that's being tested is in fact, already on the market. 
Originally we wanted to put that into the video tape because that 
then would assure our potential subjects that it is not dangerous. 
But the funding agency was really nervous about associating 
themselves with the stuff, the substance, and so we had to take out 
a little section. and I don't know if you noticed, I know that you are 
an expert with video, so there is at the end of that video within the 
video there is some long pauses. 94 
The reason that there are some long pauses is because we didn't 
want to re-edit the last section so we just took out the piece, inserted 
something else and sort of inserted that something else so there's a 
pause at the beginning and there's a pause at the end and the stuff 
is there in the middle and we sort of have this pretty music. 
Actually there's been a lot of discussion about the name, the )00( 
Study.  It's sort of like they said you can have whatever name you 
want. So, we came up with this name and after the name was 
printed and the videotape and all of that, then they said we really 
don/ like the name .... 
ID trusted SME and perceived that there was mutual professional 
interaction. ID was confident having SME assume the Project Manager role, 
which included getting the necessary approvals. 
I: What are the things that worked really well on this project? 
ID:  I think that the personalities  that SME and I trusted each 
other. She had a definite idea of what she wanted but, she also 
knew that she was hiring a professional who would be able to flesh 
out the areas that she was hiring us for. For instance, getting the 
video done. She trusted me and I trusted her. 
So we really did get along well.  It was a real professional 
interaction and there really was a lot of interaction. And there were 
really only a couple of times, towards the end, where I wanted to do 
something in a certain way and she didn't and in situations like that I 
usually will opt to the desires of the client.  I don't think it's my 
position to tell the client that they're wrong. But, on the other hand, if 
it's something that is drastically wrong, then I guess I probably 
would step back and  this wasn't any big deal. 
For the most part, decision making and problem-solving were shared by 
both the SME and ID. One example of this was the mutual writing of the script, a 
process which also included suggestions from the two cast members. 
I: Do you feel that you and SME pretty much had the same expectations 
about the product and that? You mentioned that there was a little bit of a 
difference here but I didn't know if from the beginning of the process. 
ID: Well, that's a good question. Actually, when she originally came to 
me we changed the look of the program.  I changed the look of the 
program substantially from what she had originally intended. 
The look was changed because I had worked with the actor and I trusted 
him.  I knew that we could sort of, we could turn it out of a program that 
says," the XX Study is this  " to what it became which was the actor 
becoming a potential test subject and saying, "Hi, you don't know me but, 
I'm just like you and I'm going to be going through what you might go 95 
through so why don't you follow me." So, that change happened at the
 
beginning, and that really was sort of my decision.
 
I: And she was okay with that? 
ID: Yes. In fact, she liked it because this was where she kind of trusted 
me. That's the reason why she hired us to do it. She didn't have any 
expertise in producing videotapes and so she came to us and said would 
you produce a videotape for me, this is what I want to be told. And I said 
well, it would be real nice if we could shorten it, do it like this, teach it like 
this and she said okay. 
ID: The thing that was the most fun was the way the script was written. 
She and I sort of worked together on getting the script done. And then 
the actor and actress, especially the actor. He and I have worked on 
several projects. He, the two actors and SME and I got together over at 
my house one Saturday afternoon and ran through the script and made 
fairly substantial changes to the script and a lot of the changes were 
because of what S suggested. 
I: Now who is S? 
ID: S is the male actor. And SME was very open to these suggestions as 
well. So, the way that the script was formed then, it was really a 
committee of four who worked together really very well. Let's say it...Let's 
call her B, not only is she an actress but she also, she also produces and 
directs video tapes herself so, she had some good ideas about the script 
as well. That worked really nicely to have... 
I: At what point in the process were they brought in, the actors? 
Had the script already gone to the three changes with human 
subjects and then the actors were brought in or any kind of back 
and forth? 
ID: That's a good question. Let's see, I think that they were 
brought in after the script had gone to human subjects, it was after 
that. 
I: How close were you to shooting when the actors were brought in 
and you guys got together and you made some of those changes? 
ID: About, I think we did it on a Saturday and I think we started the 
shooting on Wednesday. 
I: Then when the four of you made the changes, then did you have 
to send it back to the human subjects committee? 
ID: No, because the changes that we made were the 
verbalizations, the lines that didn't quite fit and quite honestly it's 
like when you're watching it's like there are some things that I wish 
we could change and there are always things in a video that you 
want to change. It's still, the script is still a little bit rough but I think 
SME is very pleased with it, it's, this project got us another project
that is very similar. 96 
Although on several occasions ID felt that SME was wrong, with regard to 
content, they were able to discuss and resolve these differences. In the long 
run, the final product was satisfying to the client. (This is discussed further in 
Chapter 7, Site A Project #1: SME ) 
ID: The only thing that probably didn't work well were the times 
when her opinions were wrong. There were a couple of times 
when she was wrong. The way that she wanted the material to be 
shown, to be visualized. 
I: So it was more of her expectation even at the beginning that this 
is the way it is supposed to be? Was that pretty apparent right 
away, in the first part of development of it... 
ID:  It was sort of usually you know, towards the end... in the editing 
process. But, those were really minor. We've stayed friends. 
I: What did you find most satisfying about being involved in this 
project?
 
ID: The fact that we were able to come in on time under budget or
 
on budget. And also working with her.  I really enjoyed it, working
 
with SME.
 
Site B Project #2: Instructional Developer A (Figure 5.2) 
ID-A started working on Project #2 as part of her student internship at 
Site B in 1989. At the time of the interview, ID-A had been employed at Site B 
for five years. She referred to Module Three as, "a long living, unfortunately, 
project which we're trying to get pushed out of here." The third ID to be assigned 
to the project, she was originally brought in to do the software authoring. 
Since the project was already underway when she started, ID-A was not 
involved in the early design meetings and had not worked with any of the 
project staff before. 
ID -A : I had been involved as the person who was gonna do the 
authoring, from the very beginning. But, was not included in 
the original design process as much as I would have liked to 
have been. 
1: How did they bring you up to speed, then?
 
ID-A : "Oh, here look at this...Here is this huge pile of notebooks. If
 
you have any questions, ask."
 Site B Project #2: ID-A - Perspectives of Instructional Developers 
Factors 
+ Meetings - for first 2 modules -and continued meetings 
+ Agreement with SME on most things 
+ Positive interaction with people 
- Conflict with Video Producer - Felt VP lacked experience 
with interactive video medium; VP vs ID Territorialism 
- Frequent staff changes; including use of student interns 
+1- Length of project has resulted in ID's sense of own matu­
ration, as well as frustration 
Process 3.5
 
Product Module 3.5
 
Outcomes 
Mapped out goals and roles early in process; 
ID-A not at original meetings 
SME amenable to changes 
"Not problem free," But, the ID and SME had an unspo 
ken understanding or agreement about the program 
Didn't understand directions and decisions; took a lot 
more time than necessary 
Disc already shot with inaccuracies - can't be reshot. 
The 4th re-design is "piece meal" and the product, not 
as good. 
Delay of project - original design doesn't work anymore. 
The way that the content options are to be presented to 
the patient has been impacted. Required more 
customization. 
ID is "Bored with it" and has a "lack of motivation." 
Hard to get things done; not receptive to feedback 
- = hindered project 
+ = added to project
 
scale 1 (low) to 5 (high)
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ID-A continues to have problems with the goals and strategy for getting 
things done that were established in the original design documents and 
presented in the early meetings. 
I:  Did the team sit down and establish goals at the beginning of 
the project... of this module? 
ID-A: The goals were set forth in the form of goals and objectives 
for the design document. So, they were real clear. On this project 
it was more of a... come up with.... information and then pass it 
through other people for feedback. So, it was less of the group sit 
down and hash it out and more of an iterative  pass it through 
multiple people to get feedback. 
I: What's been the most difficult situation, for you personally, on 
this project? 
ID: Not understanding the original design and not being able 
to make a transition from A to B.  It's just been like jumping in to 
a pool... 
I: Coming in kinda late or...?
 
ID: Yeah.
 
At the time of the interview, ID-A had the primary leadership respon­
sibilities for the third module. The responsibility for communicating with the 
SME was one of the things that was included in the leadership of this project. 
ID-A:  It's just me and SME with some occasional check-ins with my 
boss. But, I'm project leader.  I asked her (her boss) point blank, "Is 
this my project? Is this just my baby, now?" And she said, "Yeah, 
consider it yours." 
I: Okay.  If you could explain a little bit about your responsibilities 
then, as project manager? 
ID-A: The design, the implementation, the coordination of all the 
different parts. And I acted as scriptwriter and producer for the 
production of the videodisc. And because videodisc had only been 
edited once before, in-house, I sat in the editing suite and nursed 
the editor through the process. 
I: Who has the ultimate responsibility then, or sign off on
 
this project?
 
ID-A : The subject matter expert and the instructional designer. But,
 
the subject matter expert in this case.
 
I: What is the involvement, now, of the funding source?
 
ID-A : Nothing.
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There was agreement with SME on most things. For example, when 
it came to making decisions regarding the re-design of some of the content, 
"..those are now being hashed out between the subject matter expert 
and myself." 
ID-A: There was a menu of patient care options. And we were 
going to present that full menu at every choice... opportunity within 
the program. And, it's just is not appropriate. So, we have 
narrowed down the options that are going to be presented. But 
that means more customization at each point along the way. And 
re-evaluation of what those options should be. 
I: How was it.. was it your idea that they shouldn't have as many 
options? Or was that her idea.... or simultaneously? 
ID-A:  I went to SME and said this just doesn't work. 
I: How did she respond to that?
 
ID-A: She said that she agreed.
 
I: Have the two of you been able to agree on pretty much.. things
 
along the way?
 
ID-A: Right.
 
ID-A further described the project and her relationship with SME as "not 
problem free" then added, 
But what has jelled, right now... is that the client (the subject matter 
expert) and I seem to have an unspoken understanding or 
agreement about the way the program was supposed to go. And 
even though both of us have time crunches.... it will get done and it 
will get done in a manner which satisfies both of us. 
For the most part, there was positive interaction with the other members of 
the project team. 
I: How have you communicated with the other team members on 
this module, then? 
ID-A: Sometimes weekly meetings. Sometimes informal, "Take  a 
look at this..Here we are.." Sometimes.... "Please do this by a 
certain time." So, it varies according to the circumstances. 
I: Do you have team meetings, often, or have you needed 
those often? 
ID-A: No, on the current project no. On the first project, there were 
very few team meetings. ID-B and I were involved with the bulk of 
the "nitty gritty" production work and she and I, yes, would keep 
touch, but not necessarily with team meetings. 100 
ID-A talked about the conflict with VP who, lacking experience with the 
interactive video medium, didn't seem to understand the directions and 
decisions given by the 1D-A. This lack of understanding meant that more time 
than necessary was spent on some parts of the production. She raised the 
issue of "territorialism." 
I: What are some examples of things that didn't work so well? 
Things that impaired the team process? 
ID-A: In the first one.... the editing of the videodisc master tape did 
not go as smoothly because of the person I was working with, the 
editor couldn't get out of his head that this was not a linear 
program. So, urn, lack of experience with videodisc production on 
the part of the video production team. 
I: What was the consequence of that as far... in terms of being able 
to complete it? Did you find that it took more time? 
ID-A: Yeah, it took more time  Um, it's very uncommon around 
here for Instructional Design to be that actively involved in the 
shoots, in the scriptwriting and in the... It's very territorial, 
unfortunately.  In this particular case, because the knowledge 
base was minimal, I think they tolerated more than they would if 
it were a straight linear video which we butt our heads together a 
lot, unfortunately. 
I: Are you seeing any improvement in that?
 
ID-A: No.
 
I: Even though this is project number three, huh? (silence)....Okay. 
I: From your knowledge, were the people doing the video brought 
in to some of the original meetings at the very beginning? 
ID-A: No. 
According to ID-A's verification letter, VP was not eager to participate as 
part of the project team. "They (the video production department) were not 
accustomed, and still don't like, working in a truly team environment." Early in 
the project, VP had expressed to the SME, that she was uneasy working 
with ID-A. 
There were a lot of staff changes over the life of the project due to 
position changes and the on-going use of student interns. Each of these 
changes caused delays. A compounding effect of these delays on the project 
was the modification of the project software. 101 
ID-A: In the five years since we've started on this, the world of 
authoring interactive video and multi-media has changed so much 
that now the software is antiquated.  It won't do what we want it to 
do. And...but because the first two were done in that software, and 
we hope to sell it as a package and there are people who bought 
the equipment, the platform on which it runs, it will be finished in its 
current environment, unfortunately. We have discovered, and it's 
partly through three and four years of being exposed to other 
multi-media, that the original design just "don't cut it." 
I: What do you think the consequences to the product will be by 
having to do it the way you're doing it? 
ID-A: Oh, it'll be.. it'll hurt the product. But, I think that you're going 
to have not as an effective product as it could be because of the re­
design and having to re-purpose essentially a videodisc that was 
designed for something... that is not what it's going to look like, right 
now. So you're gonna have a loss of video. You're gonna have a 
loss of visual impact. 
Even dealing with frustration, and lack of motivation, ID felt a sense of her 
own maturation, over the length of the project. She explained her growth over 
the length of the process, 
I think we're also talking about a process of zero confidence or little 
confidence, brand new, don't wanna make any mistakes to now 
being more assertive more sure of, yeah this is the way to go with 
this. That's the kind of learning that's gone on. 
I: Was there something about this project that you found to be very
 
rewarding or satisfying?
 
ID-A: No. First one yes. Second one no.
 
I: You didn't hesitate much.  (both laugh) 
ID-A went on the say, "I really hate this project." Because she would really 
like to have it be done as soon as possible, she was planning on finishing some 
of her other projects and then spending a couple months, "just totally finishing 
this one." 
Note: Several months after the interview, according to ID-A, the 
project had again been pushed back to accommodate another project. 102 
Site B Project #2: Instructional Developer B (Figure 5.3) 
As stated earlier, ID-B was the original Instructional Developer on all three 
Project #2 modules. Since she is now in an administrative position at Site B, her 
current level of involvement and perspective is that of management. She 
provided additional background information as well as elaborated on her role. 
ID-B: Now, when ID-A started..there was another developer here 
that did the major, kind of conceptual outline....and kind of got, half 
way.. I wouldn't even say half way into programming it, but half 
way in to it ... And then he left. And then X came on board and 
finished that module and it took him probably 18 months to 2 years 
to finish the first module. 
In the mean time, ID-A we brought on as an intern about five years 
ago to start on the content overview for the first module. The first 
module probably shouldn't have been interactive video disc, it 
probably should have been something else. But... 
And the third module I was doing, Y was doing, I was doing, X was 
doing and we couldn't hit SME for all three modules at the same 
time and yet trying to juggle all that and stretch the programming, 
which I'm sure she's talked to you about on how it really is not the 
authoring package that we should be doing the programming with. 
But, it's also one of those, just get it done and get it outta here. 
With her evolving role on the job as well as on the project, came the 
realization that, the addition of management responsibilities often decreases the 
amount of time available for the creative process of production. 
ID-B: What was your primary role, or it sounds like you probably 
had several on the project? 
ID-B: For me? Um.. I would say, project manager, instructional 
developer,....1 don't know what you call it..the.. I wanna say, the 
political "rah rah", keep it going person.... 
I:  Is that the role you're kind of in right now? 
ID-B: Uh no, I'm in the bitch role, right now.  But also kinda get 
outta the way role too because I had every intention of finishing it 
and just couldn't because my role was changing.  It's like you 
need intensive time on this and coming to the conclusion that I 
really can't be involved in it as close as I have been and just letting 
her go with it  .. to finish it.... Site B Project #2: ID-B Perspectives of Instructional Developers 
Factors 
- Subject Matter Expert availability 
- Role Ambiguity with video production 
Process Rating 4
 
Product Rating 3
 
- = hindered project 
+ = added to project 
* scale 1 (low) to 5 (high) 
Outcomes 
SME had been in several positions during the 5 
year duration of the project; not as available as 
necessary. 
Video producer started process over when came on 
the project  client upset and confused. 
Makes both departments involved look terrible 
Clients unlcear about relationships within institution 
Clients don't want to do another project, frustrated 
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I: It will be done?
 
ID-B: Ya it will be done. And trying to figure out a way that we can
 
lower our expectations and still fulfill our promise.. which is
 
real difficult.
 
ID-B discussed the impact of the continual staff changes and especially 
the effect on the role of the SME. Originally, the SME had release time to do the 
project. However, "It didn't really work out that way because she got called away 
and was still doing clinic and teaching and stuff like that." 
I: What's been the biggest problem or what do you see the biggest 
barrier to getting it done? 
ID-B: Subject matter expert. Because....availability. Because in 
the mean time, she has also.. been promoted. Her role has 
changed over the last five years. And she's gone from instructor to 
director and can't....doesn't feel as if she can delegate that to 
another instructor, which I think I'm kinda glad because it's got her 
stamp on it as much as it has our stamp on it and if we brought in 
someone new, we'd have to bring them totally up to speed. 
ID-B shared her perspective on the conflict with ID-A and VP and its 
potential long-term consequences to the organization. 
I: Has there been this kind of conflict from the very beginning of
 
the project or..
 
ID-B: Oh, yeah.
 
I: ...did it start out okay and then.. 
ID-B: No.  It started from the beginning and this is about the 
second or third, probably more like the third or fourth project that 
these two people have worked on together and so they went in to 
this.... And as a matter of fact, ID-A started in with the committee 
and was asked to consult with the content experts to do the 
outline. Once the video producer was involved, she basically said, 
"Well now, instructional development doesn't have anything to do 
with it."  In which case, the client called ID-A and said, "What is 
going on? Why are you now off the project and why are we not 
seeing anything that we've worked our butt off to get....to put 
together? And the video person's starting from scratch after we've 
already spent six months trying to put together the shooting and 
the whole content for this outline." 
I: From your position, what do you see as the consequences to the 
organization? 
ID-B: Oh, I think it looks like.. it makes us look terrible.  It makes us 
look like we don't have our act together. That we don't know what 
we're doing on both sides.... from both departments. 105 
We're supposed to be part of this big group. And I don't say "big 
happy family" but, we're already perceived as a very strange 
jumble of departments, sections, areas.. It's very unclear to the 
outside and I don't mean outside the institution, but inside the 
institution but outside the department. 
They don't know. They mistake my boss for some different people, 
depending on what projects I'm working on. And that video 
belongs to me or that the art department belongs to me. 
Sometimes they think that I'm all of their bosses. They don't 
understand it and I don't know if they need to. That's still one I'm 
working on, but I think that as.. It's almost like who's family and 
who's not. These people are supposed to be our family. These 
people are supposed to be people that you can go talk with and 
go, "Ya know, have you ever worked with so and so? What do you 
think? How do you handle'em? " That it should be our friends or 
our sisters and our brothers and I think that when things like that 
happen it is a very bad reflection on our department. 
I: So that in the long run there is a cost there and a consequence

to the patient, if the thing is delayed..
 
ID-B: Oh, yeah. Not to mention that the clients...lose money,
 
because if you have to re-do things it's going to cost them more.
 
They get frustrated with the process.
 
The impact down the road.... they may never wanna do another 
video, again. Everything may end up being printed, ya know. 
Which is, not to say that that's bad but, I just think that it makes us 
look very bad..bad..bad..bad. That if we can't get along with each 
other then, there are not going to be other departments that want 
to work with us. 
Site B Project #3: Instructional Developer A (Figure 5.4) 
ID -A had been at Site B for three years. She was glad to become part of 
Project #3, as she had expressed an interest, to her boss, in being actively 
involved in interactive video production. 
ID-A: ID-B is pretty aware of all of our wants and wishes and 
needs and capabilities. And when something comes across she 
kind of tries to match you up with what you said you wanted, if 
that's possible.  If nothing comes through, she doesn't allow you to 
sit and wait.... you get what you ask for... or you get what you don't
ask for. Site B Project #3: ID-A Perspectives of Instructional Developers 
Factors 
+ Met together with all involved at beginning 
- Organizational Hierarchy 
- Felt it necessary to "sell" own point of view 
- Role conflict and ambiguity with video production and 
SMEs; lack of understanding of professional roles. 
- SMEs not aware of the importance of their roles and 
their presence in the process 
+ Open communication with SME-A/Nurse 
- Learned to set personal limits 
Process Rating 4 
Product Rating 4.5 
- = hindered project 
+ = added to project 
scale 1 (low) to 5 (high) 
Outcomes 
Enabled all involved to see how each piece would 
fit together 
SME-B preferred to communicate with ID dept. head 
rather than ID 
Pushed and argued own ideas in meetings 
Didn't always know who was responsible for what 
regarding certain elements of the project 
SME-A not present at critical times had to reshoot; 
delayed production and increased costs; 
SME-B impatient 
Could be blunt with SME-A 
Took control of time and deadlines when possible 107 
When she assumed project manager responsibility, ID-A arranged for all 
involved to meet together. This was so that all involved would see how their 
elements of the project would fit together. 
One new thing that I did here, which hadn't been done before, was
to bring all of the production units together. Usually we work on a 
project and then you work with different production units but, they
don't know what the other guy's doing. They know that they're
making this illustration and, "Why, I don't know and I'm giving it to
her and I'm done with it.  I did the illustration. I gave it to her." 
So, what I did, was, I brought them altogether and I showed 'em a 
pilot and how I was gonna use slides, illustrations, video.... 
graphics, computer graphics and how this was going to look and
the idea that we had. And how we can work with each other. 
Because they know their expertise and they know each other's.  I 
thought that was helpful. 
ID-A distinguished, for the interviewer, the functions of SME-A (nurse) and 
SME-B (doctor). 
I:  Is SME-B the main medical person?
 
ID-A: Yes. She's gonna have final sign-off on everything.

I: And so she pretty much approves all the content ? And then you

use SME-A for other kinds of things, too?
 
ID -A: Right.
 
ID-A said that she often got the feeling that SME-B would rather deal with 
her boss (ID-A) than with her. She added that understanding and working in 
the hierarchy was part of learning the politics of the organization. 
There may be some... title, ....because I'm not, a certain level. 
There may be some hesitancy or may be wanting to talk directly to
ID-B, (ID-A's boss) ya know, sometimes. And that has happened,
just to get more clarification. And luckily ID-B has said the same 
thing that I said in the beginning or something close to it where 
we're still running along the same track. And then the committee 
member may feel more comfortable with that because it's coming
from a Director level. Which personally doesn't bother me too 
much... It doesn't bother me where I get upset or ya know... 
And that's part of my learning more and more about the politics of 
running the hospital. So I kind of look at it as part of the game of
the.... I'm not against vertical plans.  I like working "down in the 
trenches" with my door closed. So, ID-B, kind of handles that part 108 
of it when she can, or she'll kind of say, "Well this is what's going 
on X, Y, Z, any project....." "X, Y, Z, what are your comments?" 
On several occasions, ID felt it necessary to continually "sell" her own 
point of view adhering to her original creative concepts. Sometimes, this meant 
being honest and assertive with SME-B during meetings. 
So, then our next meeting we kind of talked about what is an 
interactive video; what types of things would you want to see.  I 
was pushing more on the patient end having video "vignettes", for 
lack of a better term, of patient interviews ...patient to patient. And I 
argued the point that to have one patient talking to another... To 
hear that come from another person who's been through that 
same thing would be wonderful. 
They wanted to have some physicians in to.... clarify some things 
and to make it more medical. And I agree with that, but why would 
I sit in your office and see you and then you tell me to go look at 
you on video?  I was really trying to stick to my guns on how the 
patient....the patient's viewpoint. 
So... that kind of formulated in me typing up a video treatment of 
how I felt the video should be done and these pieces and how 
they were gonna come together. Um....the concept was good  as 
recent as last week. 
So another thing  the personality difference during the meetings 
when I won't give her (SME-B) a direct answer. Or I won't...it's not 
"cut and dry" to me. I've gotten very close to the project. Like with 
anybody else, when they get close to it they're real protective, kind 
of in away...."Why are you changing that screen?  I liked it." ya 
know. So, I'm very vocal.  I think it's almost to a point where it 
surprises SME-B. Like in one meeting last week, she asked a 
question and I couldn't give her a direct answer and I told her why. 
And she said, " Well, I need a direct answer. This just won't do." 
"And I can't help you." 
But, I haven't seen any major problems.  I haven't witnessed any
major problems.  I don't feel like I have a problem communicating. 
After the initial meetings, it took about three weeks to develop the goals 
and objectives, define the target audience and develop a treatment.  ID-A and 
ID-B collaborated on much of the development, although ID-A was responsible 
for the overall strategy. 109 
ID-A: Uh huh, and when I say IDs' responsibility, cause ID-B and I 
both worked on that. Cause she does a lot of that for me. 
Because I'm kind of bogged down in other areas, cuz I'm going in 
like sixty different areas. She'll take it and then she'll have me 
look at and say, "What do you think of this? Having this or that?" 
I: Then do you distribute that and share it with other people, too? 
ID-A: (nods affirmative) 
In addition to being responsible for the project team, ID-A had to get 
approval from the members of the review committee. 
Technically, ...the video crew, this is my interactive.. I'm working 
with video production, medical graphics,... photography. So, I'm 
working with three major production units and then the Video 
Committee which consists of myself, ID-B, SME-B, who's the head 
surgeon and SME-A who's a clinical nurse specialist in the Breast 
Clinic, X who is a P. A., Physician's Assistant in the Clinic and Y. 
who is, I don't know her title but she's in Patient Education. 
Other departments will have input or say so that won't 
necessarily have sign off but, I will involve them at some point 
in the review process  radiology, plastic surgery-reconstruction, 
chemotherapy, medical oncology.  I think those are the 
major departments. 
I: That's a lot for review? 
ID-A: Yeah, and still we have key people that SME-B has 
introduced, talking with them, ya know, getting information 
or she'll call me and say, "Well, ID-A go talk to Dr. X in 
reconstructive surgery. 
During the design phase of Project #3, ID was able to gain insight into 
doctor-patient interaction. This interaction often consists of educating the 
patient about the basics of their condition as well as the available treatment 
options.  It is often very repetitive for the doctor. Knowledge of this interaction 
from both the doctor and patient perspectives is essential in determining the 
appropriate media format. 
I:  Did the doctor know that she wanted an interactive program? 
ID-A: No. No, that initial meeting.. she talked about her concerns. 
She knew she wanted another delivery method but, still have 
the basic concepts and ideas of what cancer is. She knew 
that, um, she found herself being repetitive in an initial consult 
with a patient. 110 
The next stage for the surgeon is to move to a solution to the 
problem. Whereas the patient, has to go through the shock and 
can't believe it and "What is cancer?" So, she explains all that, 
as much as she can, in the time that she has with the patient. So 
she would send them on their merry way to think about this, ya 
know, meanwhile setting up appointments with various other 
specialty physicians, such as reconstructive surgery or 
chemotherapy department... 
Well, she found that when the patient came back they were 
supposed to know about cancer but they were still in these basic 
concepts that she had covered. What she wanted to do was have 
another delivery for that type of information so she could better 
make use of her time with the patient.... 
She kind of wants'em to come back with advanced questions. So 
she doesn't know quite how that would be delivered. And then we 
started brainstorming on.. 
I: "We" meaning who?
 
ID-A: 1D-B and I. We just sat and listened at that first initial
 
meeting. Tell me when to stop. I can ramble on and on.
 
I: No, no.. This is good. This is good.
 
ID-A: Okay.. say "Stop I need another direction."
 
I: No, I have a sort of guide for questions but it's more... it's just 
your perspective, your perception and what you remember about
 
getting involved and all that..
 
ID-A: And this is helping, this is therapy right now...
 
I: Good. And I won't bill you. 
ID-A: ..cause we're right, smack dab in the middle of it. So, urn, let 
me see...  ID-B and I came back and we talked about possibly 
doing an interactive video because that would allow a variety of
media components to be brought in. 
Even though there had been several initial meetings at which roles and 
goals had been discussed and established, ID-A indicated, that at times, there 
were was still some ambiguity with VP and the SME-A. 
I: What are some examples of things that have worked really well 
on this project  that have gone smoothly? 
ID-A:  I keep hearing that we work well together, so apparently 
teams like ours are unique at Site B; to have so many people 
meet on a regular basis and be committed to the same final output. 
I: Does that include the technical people, also? 
ID-A: Ah huh, yeah, the technical people...l'm finding  a good 
relationship that I'm building with them... and we've worked with 
video, before in the past. But video and ID here, as we're finding
with every place else...video departments tend to think that they 111 
can do Instructional Development, but ID people can not do 
video...Can't understand video. So, there's that concept all 
around, even when we go to national meetings and we talk to ID 
people who have video shops in house and go "I-low do you guys 
work together?" So in the past, there's been  some 
discrepancies and..." Just sign off. And why are you doing that?" 
and, "Why are you needing..." 
But, with this project and with any interactive video project, 
instructional developers are the soul. I'm the producer. There's 
no question as to who's producing it, who's project manager, 
who's the ultimate say so... so I'm working with...the cameramen, 
who hadn't ever shot for interactive video, they're like..ya know, 
"Why are you shooting it like this?" 
ID-A discussed her relationship with VP as it related to the differences in 
the basic visual design of the project. 
It's not a video where you have, you know, music and a beginning 
and title and you go in to the core of the video and at the end of it... 
credits.  In our program, you have an option whether you're going 
to see the credits or not. 
The reason that I...we planned it that way is because the software 
will allow you, as the user, are told by the main menu, that you 
could press a person's face. Behind the scenes, the way it works, 
is there's a box over that person and when you press the button 
you're accessing something else so the computer program starts. 
But, video kept saying that when a person's viewing something, in 
your subconscious, you get bored. When you watch "60 Minutes" 
or watch "20 20" you never just see them, ya know, it's always 
cutting... it's cutting and it's cutting.  I realize that but, I knew that we 
needed this main menu. So... 
It was 1D-A's understanding that the roles of the project team had been 
clarified as early as the second meeting when the decision was made to do an 
interactive video. At the time of the interview, however, ID-A was concerned 
that the SMEs still weren't clear about their responsibility and the level of detail 
required for some of the simple elements of the project, such as basic glossary. 
She sensed that this may have been frustrating to the SMEs, too. 
That was discussed early on.. and how SME-B and SME-A would 
be subject matter experts and provide us with all of the information 
and snags as we come across... 112 
Urn, one thing they got frustrated with but, we kept telling them it's 
part of the beast or the nature of the beast, is that they felt that 
when they would see me come back with drafts and information 
and I'd have things missing. They felt guilty and that, " Well, we 
should be doing that. We should have done the glossary, we 
know the terms." 
Well, we explained to them, the ID person will do as much as they 
can and leave those blanks and some of the definitions I've left 
completely blank and said, " Can you give me  ? Cuz, I can't 
come up with the definition." 
And they begin to feel like, "You shouldn't do all that work, ya 
know, we know all these definitions, so why are you..?" And we're 
explaining, "Cuz that's part of our job." They think that they should 
give it to me and then I just format it. And, they don't know how to 
pull it together, though.... To give it to me. So that's where we're 
trying to tell'em, "Well, that's what we're here for. Can you give me 
a definition?" And then we place it and do with it what we must. 
When asked about her role as the leader, ID-A was open about her 
dependence on the other team members. 
ID-A: I'm ..I guess, it's, assuming we're looking on the outside, 
they'd say I'm the leader, but I feel so much that I rely on 
everybody for different reasons that we're all moving...we're all 
leading it together. That may not be the case.  I may be the leader, 
but I would say that we're all, ya know, we're the... 
I: The collaborative process, kind of?
 
ID-A: Yeah, yeah, exactly.
 
Being unaware of the process, neither of the SMEs  were present 
at critical times, which caused problems in the video production phase. 
Their attendance may have helped with some of their misunderstanding of 
the process. 
I: Do you think SME-A is as involved, maybe time wise, as
 
is SME-B ?
 
ID-A: Much more.
 
I: Okay, even though she doesn't have the sign-off?
 
ID-A: Right. SME-B relies on her heavily to be there. Like last
 
night, we had two video shoots.  I would like SME-B to be there
 
because there's a lack of understanding on certain things that she
 
questions in our meetings. And I'll say, "Well, it's technical." And I
 
try to explain it, but she still doesn't understand. She's better than
 113 
some of the physicians here, as far as trying to understand and 
trying to, um.... 
I: You had mentioned something about.. that there was a problem 
with technically trying to shoot it as a group? 
ID-A: Right. When we shot the group...there's two major things 
that I know that I agreed... or I kind of bowed down and said, "OK, 
OK, OK." ..  and the reason that we're now taking a different 
approach.  I didn't have the content expert there, which I kept 
insisting that I needed there, even though, they felt like they'd 
given me all of their.."This is what we're looking for...This is what 
we want." 
So, I was there, just myself and the video crew. So, several things 
happened. We had to shoot over in the Medical School, so there 
were University things all around, which I personally didn't think 
was a problem. But, since we're Site B ,  that is absolutely not all 
right. So things like that ... 
I:  Political things? 
ID-A: Yeah. a lot of political things..a lot of territorial things...and I 
just took the approach, well I can't, ya know, I couldn't see 
everything.  I didn't see... couldn't focus on everything.  I was 
focusing on different things. The video people were focusing in on 
different things. And if we had had a content expert there maybe 
we could have seen the item.. and.. 
ID-A sensed that SME-B's lack of awareness about elements of the 
process contributed to her impatience with the project's completion. 
I: The timeline, is becoming a factor, as with any project. Dr. SME­
B is getting a little "antsy" that it's taking so long. When, in actuality 
this isn't long, for a year, to do an interactive video. But, because 
of the lack of knowledge of all the pieces that go in to this  So, it's 
kind of... the timeline is now becoming an issue. Everybody else 
can't drop everything that they're doing so we can meet our time 
line, and that's not going to happen. And we hope.. I hope that at 
most we keep close to it.  I'm not gonna say that we'll stay on it.. 
I'm already a day off...  (both laugh) 
A positive aspect for ID-A, was the feeling, throughout the project, that 
she had open communication with SME-A. She felt that she could be as 
expressive as necessary on this project. 
ID-A: Ah, oh, I talk with SME-A a lot.  I talk with SME-A almost 
everyday. And we've formed a real good relationship. SME-B, I 114 
talk with every..l don't feel that I can't call her, I have called her in 
the past.... 
I: How often do you meet with her?
 
ID-A: Once a week. We only meet once a week. At first we were
 
meeting every two weeks.
 
I: When you work with SME-A and some of the other people, what 
can you tell me about your ability to express things openly with 
them, if you see that there's a problem or you have a concern? 
ID-A: My personality... I'm very talkative. I'm very blunt...but 
appropriately blunt. Um, I don't hold back any feelings.  I think I 
express them professionally enough.  I don't..I wouldn't fly off the 
handle or anything like that. And in this committee, I'm 
very vocal 
Project #3 has given ID-A an opportunity to learn about setting personal 
limits to help avoid stress. At the time of the interview, ID-A estimated that she 
was spending about 90-95% of her time on Project #3. 
I: What's been the most difficult situation for you on the project?
 
For you personally?
 
ID-A: Um, not being able to do all the things that I need to do in a
 
timely manner...for this project.
 
I: Where in the cycle of the project were you when you were first
 
aware of that feeling...or getting that feeling?
 
ID-A: Probably about this summer.  I had some personal things
 
happen, too, that have personally slowed me down. We were still
 
in the development stage, at that point.  I know, I kinda think I know
 
my limits of how much emotional strain I can take.  I haven't had
 
any problems in letting... "Oh gosh, she's ya know, cracking up...I
 
wonder if she's gonna be able to finish this project?"
 
But I'm wary of that.  I keep it in the forefront of my mind.  I don't 
want to get to a point where I'm so stressed out that and so 
tired...and so tired. And it's not that I have any less of..feeling to 
getting something finished, I just don't have that anxiety attack 
when I'm talking to a person... 
When asked what she would do differently on the next interactive video 
project as far as working with people or getting 'em together she responded that 
the timing of the approval process was significant. 
Yeah, what am I gonna do differently? Um..maybe get sign offs 
done early on in the project.  I did summarize but when we got 115 
down to, like ah, the glossary.  I didn't think that we'd be going in 
circles over one definition... And going through it three times or 
two times and going back to the original definition. So, maybe if 
I'd gotten sign off, then I could have leverage as far as saying, "No 
guys, you know you signed off on this, lets go with this and 
move on." 
Site B Project #3: Instructional Developer B (Figure 5.5) 
ID-B provided her perspective on the on-going conflict with Video 
Production, specifically as it related to Project #3 and ID-A. 
I: Do you think it's inherent characteristics with those of us in... that 
make it really hard to let go, when you're being ask to create and 
be in a creative position. 
ID-B: Yeah. But I think.. I agree, I think that it's inherent, especially 
in ID and video roles.  It is not as much in to the photography and 
the graphic designer roles. 
And I think the key is the project management perception.  If they 
(video) are in that role, they see themselves as the people driving 
the project and..and ID people think of themselves in that same 
position. So, if you've got two people thinking they're supposed to 
be doing the same thing  And they're not doing it the way they 
think that it should be done. Ya know... 
ID-B addressed the hierarchy factor raised by ID-A, presenting it from 
SME-B's perspective of needing to deal with someone in  a similar professional 
role as a similar professional investment. 
I:  Is SME-B (doctor) more of the subject matter expert than SME-A 
(nurse)? Does she have more of a..of a role in that project? Are 
they equal? 
ID-B:  I would say that they're equal. She's got more of a.. more of 
a, from a subject matter expert, the broad picture, health care 
changes and impact on this program, the surgical techniques. 
SME-A has more expertise from the nursing perspective, patient 
teaching, clarification, what people need to know, what they 
already know. So they're different areas. 
I: Why did she request that you take a larger role? Was there 
something that she was having problems with or... 
ID-B: I think that, and this is something that ID-A and SME-A and I 
talked about.  I think that she relates, or would like to think that she 
relates better to people at her level... and she says, ya know, that 
she doesn't have a problem with ID-A, I think that they all work Site B Project #3: ID-B Perspectives of Instructional Developers
 
Factors  Outcomes
 
- Ongoing conflct with ID-A andVP over Project	  Often " two people thinking they're supposed to be 
Management role  doing the same thing." 
- Organizational Hierearchy	  SME - B would rather deal with someone at same 
professional level 
+ Comfortable with SMEs	  Could take control, as needed. 
Note: No rating 117 
together. But, I think that she wants someone there that has 
much... maybe it's as much professional..professionally at stake or 
something like that and so, we get into this kind of equal. And if it 
fails, it's not just her as the head of this. 
It's cuz her butt's on the line, too. Because when the external 
review people come, the reconstructive plastic surgeons and the 
radiotherapy people, the physicians, and she has made a big deal 
of this in her department, SME-B has gotten permission to have 
release time to work on this program and she has made it a big 
part of what her.. what she's doing in her goals for this year... 
They're the ones that are gonna come back down on her. 
ID-B shared her way of handling SME's. 
I: Was it a point of like, "I need to hear from ID-B that interactive 
video takes longer than regular." Or something like that? 
ID-B: Well, that might be part of it.... and the details.. I don't know..) 
don't know.  I think sometimes I'm... I don't want to say mean to.. I 
don't want to say mean to my clients..but, I'm pretty open and, 
"This is what we're gonna do and I don't agree with that. And if 
you really think that we need to put it in there we'll do it." 
But, I'm not gonna let my subject matter experts run over me, 
either. And so, I can and will have a tendency to go, "Now, wait a 
minute, I get to be the dumb patient that you're talking about here 
because I have no idea about.. about the topic.. and so this is what 
I see from my perspective and I have just as much of a legitimate 
right to say this as a simple naive audience as you do from your 
perspective that you know the content." 
And ask those stupid questions, which is part of what I like about 
my role as a designer and developer is that you get to be the 
dummy asking all the stupid questions and it doesn't matter. 
I think we all realize that there are things that we'll fight for..there're 
things that we'll talk about, but not make a big deal about. And 
that we all are real aware of .. you gotta let some things go when 
you work on a team. And that's one of the reasons why it is a good 
team to work with because you can.. we'll sit around and go," Ya 
know, this bothers me a lot. And I will hammer it until you all 
decide that I get my way." On other things, it's like, "I just want to 
mention it, but it's not a big deal." Ya know, it's not worth it to me. 
And, so there is some of that. 118 
Site B Project #4: Instructional Developer (Figure 5.6) 
ID was not the "official" project manager, although many of the roles and 
activities she performed on the project would fit that description. As it happened, 
ID was responsible for a signficant amount of the early development. The 
interviewer expressed surprise and questioned these roles, when told that the 
VP was the project manager. 
ID:  It might have been kind of a management thing that finally got 
delegated to me and VP.  I let that one go and VP was like 
adamant that.. if she arranged for the talent.. she put together the 
shoots. What I did in my role was, I outlined the goals and 
objectives for the program.  I outlined what would be in the video 
and what would be in the book.  I coordinated the production with 
the medical illustration people and graphics and printing of the 
handbook. And wrote the handbook, okay. And did the checklist. 
I: Did VP do the script, after you got the goals?
 
ID: They did the initial script and because I had some problems
 
with the script and covering the objectives, I worked with VP to
 
work it out.
 
In the early phases of Project #4, ID assisted SME in clarifying his 
expectations and determining the necessary budget. 
ID: SME was funded from outside. He had gotten the money 
before he even came to us. And then we helped him fine tune 
what he really wanted and fine tune the budget. And meet his 
deadlines and wrote the reports for him to his granting agency. 
In addition to some of the project control factors, ID felt that she was being 
taken advantage of by VP. For example, she seemed to be the one that had to 
perform some of the project manager activities when it came to managing 
the SME. 
I:  I think that, on the other hand, they used me.. in a lot of ways. 
And this was a fun project.  I didn't have a problem with it.  It drove 
me crazy sometimes. But, it's kind of like, SME did the introduction 
and the out, ya know. He came off terribly on camera. And I got 
to be the person to tell him that we were gonna do his part 
over. Okay? Site B Project #4: Perspectives of Instructional Developers 
Factors 
Conflict with Video Production -on-going mis-perception 
of Project Manger role 
+ SME/client - very involved 
Process Rating 4
 
Product Rating 4
 
- = hindered project 
+ = added to project 
* scale 1 (low) to 5 (high) 
Outcomes 
Put ID in leadership position - felt used in a lot
 
of ways, for example, had to tell SME/Doctor
 
about reshoots
 
VP asked for help a lot.
 
VP didn't participate in feedback/evaluation
 
before "final"
 
Acted as "go between" for SME-VP
 
Didn't delegate tasks and other details to secretary; 
didn't wait until last minute; took project very 
seriously; met deadlines; present at all filming; 
helped with arrangements. Brought details together; 
reviewed everything. 120 
So, there's a lot of that kind of thing that goes on but, if they wanna 
be in charge they can do all the distasteful things.  It's like 
punishment for the innocent and praise and honor for 
the non-productive. 
ID attributed the conflict with VP, in part, to VP's lack of experience and
 
inability to independently make decisions.
 
I: What was the biggest problem or conflict? Or was there?  I mean 
I shouldn't assume there was one. 
ID: Well, I'd say probably the biggest conflict was that....  ..... I don't 
wanna say VP's ineptness, but it seemed like there had been such 
a big deal about video being in charge and I was like, "Fine, be in 
charge." 
And yet every time I'd turn around, she would be in here going, "Is 
this okay?" And, "Help me with this." or "I have a problem." Ya 
know or, "He keeps wanting to do this." 
So I was having to play.. I don't wanna say play,... but having to try 
to figure out how to meet what SME said he wanted and what the 
grant said he would deliver in to like the real life kind of thing. And 
yet, for the most part, I feel like it is their project.  It's the politics. 
I: Sometimes one of the questions I ask is, "Does a role emerge or 
evolve?" And in this case, yours did, but not by your choice. You 
were being put in that position. 
ID: Yeah.  I really wanted to take the back seat on this. And not 
with the intention to kind of show them, but that.. that, "Okay fine. 
We'll let you do it your way, so I'll back off a little bit." And you 
know, you have all the traditional problems with scheduling and 
time and crunches.  I mean, ya know.... 
Part of the evaluation process called for showing students a "rough cut" 
and using their comments to finish the tape. This was a problem for VP because, 
ID: They didn't want anybody else to look at the rough cut except 
me, the client and that's it because.... 
I: Of their time crunches?
 
ID: Well, no because you're supposed to get all your feedback
 
before the rough cut. Ya know, it's supposed to be all the way
 
done. Okay?
 
I: Okay. 
ID: And we had put in the plan that the rough cut would be 
evaluated by the students. And that had to be part of the process 
because we had to get student feedback before we finished it. 
Three classes saw it and filled out evaluations. Discussed it. Ya 121 
know? But it was a good discussion and it was good feedback. 
And I typed it up. And typed up the notes from the evaluation and 
sent it to SME and VP. And I'm glad that we did because we made 
some changes. And we're adamant about making those changes. 
But then, we had to negotiate what we were gonna fix and what 
we weren't gonna fix. And I think that the video production 
department felt like they were out of control at that point. And 
they were. 
I: Why?
 
ID: Because they didn't go with us to the evaluation.
 
A positive factor for ID was working with SME. His level of involvement 
was not typical of that of other doctors. He adhered to the schedule and was 
present during filming, when his content expertise was necessary. 
ID: Now, he... I will have to say as a client, he was very involved. 
He was very active all the way. He wasn't like.. let his secretary do 
it or last minute. He took it very seriously. He did a lot to help 
schedule patients. Because we had to get somebody to have a M. 
R. I. And then we had to make sure it was the right way and.. 
I: Was he there during the filming, too? 
ID: He was there during the filming. He helped schedule the 
woman. He was passing the names and the places and who you 
call to arrange to get in to a clinic where we can shoot. Where can 
we go to get these people. He was the one that was really bringing 
those details together for the producer. He was the one reviewing 
stuff and he was the very good about that. And like anybody, ya 
know, had time crunches and stuff. But he was very involved. Very 
involved, for a content expert. 
Site C Project #5: Instructional Developer (Figure 5.7) 
As mentioned in Chapter 4, Site and Project Descriptions, the interview 
with the Project #5 Instructional Developer and Subject Matter Expert was held 
together, in the SME's office. 
ID pushed to have Project #5 be a priority project in the organization, 
largely because of the void that it would fill. The video tape grew out of a print 
project for patient orientation. Site C Project #5 : Perspectives of Instructional Developers 
Factors 
+ Communication through meetings 
- Apprroval Process 
- Criticism from co-workers 
+ Communication with primary SME 
+ Sense of Humor 
Process Rating 3
 
Product Rating 5
 
- = hindered project 
+ = added to project
 
scale 1 (low) to 5 (high)
 
Outcomes 
All involved at the beginning " the whole reason for the 
multi-disciplinary input was for everybody to hear." 
First meeting at time the objectives were developed. 
Delay of completion, "went through a lot of hoops" 
Re-shoots costly 
Questioned content; presssure SME about scheduling; 
Often treated like an outsider because she wasn't a 
nurse. 
Easy to work with and the "ultimate content expert" 
Especially on the part of the talent, relieved tension 
during shoots. 123 
ID: Oh yeah.  I was really pushing to do that because I couldn't
 
believe, when I came here, this is Site C this is a big cardiovascular
 
center and they had no surgery booklet.  I couldn't believe that! No
 
heart surgery booklet! That was ridiculous.
 
So, first of all we wanted to do that but, then, they wanted to do a
 
companion video almost from the start. And of course, we had this
 
really outdated video that they show surgery suites that almost  no
 
one would recognize.
 
ID: Everybody was dying for something to help..
 
SME: We were desperate.
 
ID:.. to teach. Their post op teaching still leaves a lot to be desired.
 
She (pointing to SME) does a bang up job, as well as she can, of
 
reaching these people, but you know,  .. everybody seemed to be

wanting some help with that area.
 
SME: Yeah, they wanted some help.
 
ID got involved in the project after the SMEs had the goals and objectives 
established. Representatives from many departments in the hospital 
contributed to the script. However, because of the number ofcontributors, a 
large portion of the total project time was consumed with content identification 
and script development. 
ID: We met and talked about the target audience and needs 
assessment. We had a writer/editor in the office that worked with 
me. So, then we mainly worked with a dietitian, social worker and 
physical therapy, physicians and nurses all worked together 
contributing to the script. So that's where really the roughest draft 
came from. 
I: How did you select those people from each area that you were
going to have work on the script? 
ID:  Well, pretty much if I didn't know who the person was that I was 
going to work with like in dietary, I called the director of nutrition 
and that person identified who it was. The same thing for social 
work and physical therapy. SME knew who some of them were 
and then helped with 
SME: And we had a representative from cardiology nursing 
because they're involved with a lot of the discharge instruction and 
one from Site C Heart Institute, the clinical coordinator up there 
who basically was there to make sure that we didn't do anything to
make surgeons mad. 
That's what took time was to keep people focused on what's nice to 
know and what's actually needed to know when the purpose, as 
SME had stated was, "What do they absolutely need to see?" 124 
SME: Very little anatomy and physiology it's more what you'll 
experience and how you'll feel. 
With many departments and individual personalities involved, a 
multi-disciplinary group was formed. ID's rationale for this group was, "for 
the most part, what I had learned was that everybody meets together and the 
whole reason for the multi-disciplinary input or at least in part was for 
everybody to hear." 
The first meeting of the group was not only informative for the members, 
but instructional with information gathering activities for the group members. 
I: At what point in the process did you have the first meeting of the 
multi-disciplinary group? 
ID: Right after the project was brought to us, we had the objectives 
and now were able to have the first meeting and let each of them 
know that we would like for each of them to write down, urn, just 
draft up everyday what they teach, in general, to people. 
And some of them found it very hard to just write that by 
paragraphs...and we'd say fine just write objectives, just write by 
bulleted points, just give us some teaching materials that you use. 
And that was also part of the thing that took time, things that were 
in all different formats. We had a lot of meetings and they would 
submit stuff to my office. 
As with any project involving a variety of interests and philosophies, 
reaching consensus can be a major ordeal. The medical and legal ramifications 
have to be considered as well.  In this situation, an ID as a project manager, has 
their knowledge of their organization's politics and their diplomatic, leadership 
and communication skills tested. 
ID: And there were many arguments that would go on as far as 
what will we show? Can we dedicate this video to such and such 
or not? And the politics of the different people involved in the 
video. Who was going to be the physician shown? Things like 
that could be discussed openly and different factors that would be 
brought up, such as how we were going to present sexuality or 
whatever or what's most important for the patients to hear about.  It 
was good to have roundtable discussions.  It went pretty well. 
SME: It really did. 
ID described how the gaining consensus on some of the content and the 
subsequent approval process effected the development phase. 125 
I: How long did that development phase of the process take, before 
you were actually ready to think about a real script, just getting all 
of the information for the content? 
ID: Well, just getting the information, that was probably about two 
months before we started trying to get it into script form. 
And then going through script drafts was probably another three 
months or four months because we went through quite a thing with 
getting medical approvals, changes, and suggestions. 
SME: One of the major reasons was... we have so many 
cardiologists and they all have so many ways of doing things. What 
can you do that would be strictly generic?  that would not make 
Dr. So and So upset because ya know, "I don't do this, but Dr. So 
and So always does?" 
ID: Urn.. that's why the approval part took some time. So we 
had our legal person look at it here.. so we used a lot of words 
like "may" 
SME: "May" 
ID: "Suggest" 
SME: You could. 
ID: They may refer a dietitian to speak to you. 
I: You mentioned doctors and their multiple treatment methods. 
How did you ever decide how to come up with something that 
would be generic enough... that they would all okay? 
SME: Luckily, the surgeons are generic. The group. That's why 
they have us. Because they know that we'll tell all of their patients 
the same thing. They like that consistency. They may have a few 
little things that are different, as far as what they do in the operating 
room and what they do post operatively. But their content was all 
the same. So we had no problems from them. 
ID: This time, we went through three cardiologists and four 
cardiovascular surgeons that all gave their approval on it. And so, 
to get to that point, we had everybody, and we had Dr.X overlook, 
"baby-sat," the process of the illustrations. Making sure that it was 
the illustrator that he had worked with. But, ya know, we went 
through a lot of hoops. 
Even by using the task force for decision making and problem solving, in 
regards to content, there was still criticism from co-workers. "We covered our 
"tush" pretty well early on with doing it. But there were.. yeah there were people 
that questioned all along, "Well, who exactly is telling you exactly about the 
content for this or that?" But, we had our territory pretty well covered." 
Frequently, during the life of the project, the members of the multi­
disciplinary team demonstrated their worth as content and procedural experts 126 
I:  In what ways was the task force involved in decision making 
and maybe problem solving on the project, especially as far as 
the content? 
ID: Well, almost every time there was a decision to be made, about 
something that came up during a shoot such as, oh, "Dr. So and So 
is not going to be happy if you mention that thing about changes in 
the diet," whatever, we'd go to the members of the committee. So, 
every time those people got the phone call... Yeah, they were the 
problem solver for all of those things.  In general, I just figured out 
who to call. 
SME: And also figuring out what was going to be obsolete. Ya 
know like using these chest bottles...And ya know people are 
gonna come through and say, "My God, they still use chest 
bottles?" 
ID: That's why it took, whatever it was, 10 or 12 people on this task 
force to... for one person to be able to say, "Hey, that's coming up 
pretty soon." The person in the recovery room that was closest to 
knowing when exactly are those Pleurevacs® were coming in. 
And that's something we had to go back and shoot when they 
actually did.. 
Communication with all members of a multi-disciplinary group can be a 
never-ending challenge for any ID as project manager. 
I: How did you coordinate the work being done and communicate
 
with the other people?
 
ID: God, that was a nightmare. Lot of phone calls....
 
SME: Lot of memos
 
ID:  ..  lot of memos.
 
From a group of SMEs, with similar training and experience, ID selected 
SME to work with on Project #5. A positive aspect of the project for ID, was the 
friendship and open communication she shared with SME. During the 
interview, she referred to SME as "the ultimate content expert" and described 
some of SME's assets. 
And I needed to have someone that was obviously friendly and out 
going and I didn't feel that all the time from some of these other 
people. And if I'm gonna feel any hostility or territorialism then that 
was not the person we wanted to work with. We're familiar with 
that. And, I could tell at times there was some kind of tension (with 
co-workers), but there was no choice other than SME. 
In addition to her full schedule with patients, pressure from SME's co­
workers made it hard for her to be as available as much as she was needed. 127 
There were several consequences for ID of not having SME available, espe­
cially during filming. 
That's the hardest part to deal with. SME's boss had suggested to
 
me that he thought, too, that the next time around doing one of
 
these, that it would be better if we could have somehow some
 
content expert like SME with us on every shoot, after we talked
 
about some of the difficulties on that one.
 
ID:  If I were to do it again, I would have.. SME... I wish I'd had her
 
by my side at every single shoot. Every single day.
 
SME: (Laughter)... at least for light.
 
ID: Yeah, well that's...
 
SME: Here hold this !.. The whole frickin' lamp.
 
ID: No, to slap people into shape. Like for the ... you know... this
 
nurse manager.  I had talked to her three to five times to get down
 
to this time and, "I'll need two of your staff nurses just for a few
 
minutes."
 
But you know how shoots go.  It's like just for a few minutes. "Oh, 
no, we're not set up yet, sorry. How about in a few more 
minutes?"... And that drove them nuts. And the managers 
sometimes would get upset. 
And I heard from SME's boss a few times. He'd try to be 
understanding but, it was difficult because everyone we were 
working with were real staff. They had real jobs to do and we were 
asking them for a few minutes to come over. And no matter how 
many arrangements we made, I felt in part it may have been me.  I 
wasn't ..I was from outside asking them to come help with this video 
project and if it maybe had been someone that they were used to 
working with asking them.... I thought it might have been different. 
ID provided examples of mistakes that had been made because SME was 
not able to attend each shoot. 
SME: Looking at the film and seeing all this jewelry on the people
 
at the bedside! And these long nails !!
 
ID: Long red nailsl
 
SME: And we're going," Oh, my God we can't show that!"
 
I: Continuity suffers ? 
SME: Or from the infection control standpoint. My God, I don't do 
patient care so I do wear rings, but if I was at the bedside I 
wouldn't have hair hangin' down.  It's inappropriate. 
ID: Yep. So, things like that we had to go back and do a lot of little 
touch up reshoots. And then that was touchy trying to explain to 
people how it's not going to be easy to go and change certain 128 
things. And then after we made all of those changes, then it went 
to medical review and then there were some more... 
ID involved VP with Project #5 as soon as soon as the script 
was approved. 
I: With VP, what did you have to do to bring him up to speed to 
where you were on the project? 
ID: Well, we had several meetings with him. He's just really good 
at urn.. knows the hospital environment so he sorta knows certain 
questions to ask. But they mainly seemed to focus on, frankly didn't 
seem that interested and didn't ask a lot of questions. He mainly 
seemed to ask us questions and want information on the script and 
the shots and the feel for it and it was mostly on our shoulders 
SME: ..to decide what was going to be shot on what day. 
ID: They called us the "producers" and they were the "directors" or 
vice versa, I can't remember and it was on our shoulders to figure 
it out. They wanted to break it up by scenes so um, that was 
mostly the editor and I working with them to break up the script into 
scene by scene and working with them shot by shot. 
I:  Did they have any input in the talent selection?
 
ID: Yes they did. They gave us suggestions on that, but we...
 
but that's all that they had input on and obviously that was in our
 
court, too.
 
VP's role was minimal until actual production began and he took on the 
responsibilities associated with directing the talent.  In retrospect, ID indicated 
that it might have helped the project if VP had been included at some of the 
earlier development meetings. 
I: When you were in production and working with the talent, did VP
 
work with the talent?
 
ID: He did most often. They got most of their direction from VP.
 
We'd say certain things but I didn't know that much...
 
I: So VP was kind of the leader at that point?
 
ID: Yeah
 
SME: Yeah, he and T. (video crew)
 
I:  Did he come to any of the other meetings with the content
 
people, too?
 
SME: He just showed up on the scene.
 
ID: Yeah, we met with him over there. That would be a good idea
 
though.  I would suggest that to a student that that would be a
 
good idea.
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the process if he would have attended, let's say, one of the 
first meetings? 
ID: Well, I just think that a few of the things that happened, just 
different information that we had to give to them during the shooting 
wouldn't have had to happen. 
I: So it would have saved some time?
 
ID: Yep.
 
Working with former patients, VP, and his assistant were bright spots for 
the ID. She recognized how important a sense of humor can be in potentially 
emotional situations. Situations which often involve recalling and replaying 
painful memories. 
Yeah, they were hilarious. That was part of, what I think, was one 
of the most valuable components at times was our sense of humor 
and from all of the talent, almost all the talent had a good sense
of humor. 
I  think, because we've had the best of luck with the people that 
have had to have the most patience, like Mr. X. laying on his back 
for just hours with a tube down his throat and all taped up to look
like a patient. And he was just wonderful. But he'd been through it. 
And the guy we used in our general surgery video had been 
though surgery too. So, these were unusual people. 
Although the challenge of time management is not a unique problem 
for an ID or project manager, in Project #5, the politics of the organization were 
also influential. 
I: What for you was the biggest challenge or problem? 
ID: Probably personal work flow. Because we were usually 
working on about 15 different projects at one time. So everything 
would come to a grinding halt when we got to the editing process. 
And we'd asked SME to come over several times, but that was 
almost unheard of. That was ridiculous. We had to, ..just with 
politics and all in a hospital. You can't go telling people, "Well, 
we're working on this..." They don't care. So, I just tried to 
handle those kind of troubleshooting things and thank God, I had 
a secretary. 
But it was bad, cuz if the editor was very busy, and we just ended 
up splitting the time. We (ID and SME) both couldn't be there in 
the editing suite for the video. That was rough. 130 
Summary - Perspectives of Instructional Developers (Figure 5.8) 
The common factors that influenced interpersonal communication from 
the perspective of the Instructional Developers were: complexity of the approval 
process, role ambiguity and conflict with Video Production either the Video 
Producer or the Video Production Department; meetings, continual staff 
changes, and interaction with the main SME. 
In several of the projects the complexity of the approval process, from 
both inside the project team and outside sources, put a strain on the completion 
of the project. For example with Project #1, it was the lack of consensus 
between the funding source and the University human subjects committee 
regarding the script content. In Projects #3 and #5, the size and diversity of the 
review committees required large amounts of the development time for content 
approval. 
In three out of five of the projects there was conflict between instructional 
designers and video producers. Inexperience with the medium was cited as a 
cause by both IDs and VPs. The outcomes ranged from delays in production 
and editing to clients not wanting to be involved in future video productions. 
There seemed to be confusion over roles and who was responsible for what. 
One of the most surprising situations to the interviewer came with "back 
to back" interviews with an ID and a SME. The ID was very open about the 
problems encountered when working with the VP assigned to the project. 
Minutes later, the SME said how impressed he was with how well  everyone got 
along. Whether or not it was an example of professionalism, their ability to keep 
those kinds of differences from the SME and still get the product done are 
admirable. The product was considered excellent by the appropriate funding 
source and committee, and the SME was thrilled, even though it was one of 
those awful working situations. 
Meetings were mentioned frequently as being valuable to all team 
members, especially at the beginning of a project. Some wished that they 
would have been included more often, while several others were glad to avoid 
them, believing that increased attendance would also increase involvement and 
responsibility. However, it was agreed upon, even by those that had not had 
initial project meetings, that it was important to have the entire team get together 
at the beginning of a project. Summary - Perspectives of Instructional Developers 
Factors 
Approval Process 
Video Production - Role Ambiguity with ID 
Meetings 
Interaction with main SME 
Staff Changes 
Outcomes 
Script approval and changes that delayed production 
and project completion 
Inexperience with medium required more time 
Took over project and started over = delays 
Conflicts over roles; confusion of task responsibilities 
Client doesn't want to do another video project. 
Meetings early to map out goals and roles 
Everyone involved in early meeting 
Not meeting early enough or not including all necessary 
team members 
Trust of and agreement with SMEs 
Provided content resources 
Too many SMEs 
SMEs not available at key spots in production 
Shared decision-making and problem solving functions 
Could discuss and resolve differences 
Delays 
Increased costs 132 
In one of the ID's verification comments, it was felt that including all team 
members in more group meetings might help the process. She also said that 
her role on the project would have been clearer had she been included in the 
early meetings. 
ID-A: Hmmm. Well, I think I've covered everything.  If you haven't 
asked, I've filled in the blanks. More than anything else, the thing I 
would do differently and am doing differently with the CBT I'm 
working on now, is having more team meetings. Um 
I: When in the project did you first kind of realize.. or become 
aware that that might be something that would help the situation? 
ID-A: When I was given directives, still as the person doing the 
authoring, not the project leader. And did not understand what 
exactly the approach was going to be. Why it was decided on to do 
something in a certain way. And if I had been included, even as an 
interested bystander in some of those discussions, I think that the 
transition into doing the authoring would have been smoother. 
Changes in staff were expressed as a factor as related to the turnover 
caused by promotions and from other attrition.  In the case of long term projects 
such as Project #2, there had been several IDs in the role of project manager 
throughout the five year life of the project.  Access and availability were the 
major obstacles caused by changes in staff (Ruggiero, 1985). The outcomes 
caused by the orientation of new project personnel were delays which increased 
costs. 
The majority of interaction between the primary SMEs and the IDs was 
positive. They expressed such feelings as trust, the ability to discuss and 
resolve differences, and to share in decision making and problem solving. The 
SMEs were essential to the projects as content experts. 
What was the most problematic in the relationship was the inability of the 
SME to be available to the ID when needed. This was due to both scheduling 
involving patient care and a lack of understanding of their role in ISD process. 
One of the ID's suggested that for a project to be successful in addition to 
a sense of humor, other valuable components were patience, flexibility, clear 
communications, and especially "Point People." People with expertise in 
content areas that are always available for those specific scenes and teamwork. 133 
Chapter 6 
Factors and Outcomes as Perceived 
by Subject Matter Experts 
Site A Project #1: Subject Matter Expert (Figure 6.1) 
The SME, a research coordinator in the family and internal medicine 
department, was responsible for the management of this project a recruitment 
videotape. She provided the background information about the project's  origin 
as well as audience and purpose. 
How these kind of projects work is that either a research team or 
funding agency has an idea of something they'd like to work on.  In 
this case, there was a funding agency that had some project that 
appealed to the research team here. So they started talking about 
it probably a year and a half ago, now. Then a proposal was 
developed and put forward and funding was received seven 
months ago. At the time the proposal was written, which was 
approved by the University, and there was talk about having a 
video, but it was nebulous and it didn't start to take shape until I 
was hired. 
The main benefit of the tape was be to assist with the informed consent 
process, which is very labor intensive. 
On a research project you have to be  you want to recruit people 
who have an idea of what they are getting into. So you want them 
to understand the informed consent from a legal view and you want
to be up front and clear about the commitment you are looking for. 
The video tape would allow me to do that without costing me time 
over and over again. There's a creative and interesting way to 
get people. 
The development of the materials to facilitate the recruitment was 
what I did entirely for the first two months on my job. 
It is my experience, that on any research project, things have a one or 
another kind of life. With this project, one of the faculty members who 
was brought on board had an extreme interest in recruitment issues 
unto themselves. Every faculty member has their own side bar 
issues. And in addition to that, he is good friends with a man who 
runs instructional media services. 71 
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co  c 
iii  Site A Project #1: Perspectives of Subject Matter Experts 
_.  Factors 
+ Good rapport with ID 
+ Short time-line an advantage 
- Felt pulled between Human Subjects committee and 
Funding Agency - very political 
Process Rating 5
 
Product Rating 5
 
- = hindered project 
+ = added to project
 
scale 1 (low) to 5 (high)
 
Outcomes 
SME was the primary decision-maker 
Didn't have to invlude more co-workers 
Uncomfortable for SME to do job. SME is 
leaving position. 
Satisfied with product. 135 
So, they probably had what began as a social conversation about 
the use of video or multi media to help in the recruitment process. 
When I came on board there was money in the budget to pay 
instructional media services to develop products for us. Then Dr. 
X would hand them back to me -- here are the things I thought 
about -- Then he let me design it. 
So the first thing to do is to think of a name. We thought of the 
name and then tried to figure out sort of a logo. So we undertook 
creating the identity of the project and then the video tape was 
made out of that so that people would have something to identify 
with. 
My job tasks are to usually come on board when someone has 
funding and make a project happen.  It's always at the beginning 
of the project. The goal is to figure out how you are going to do 
recruitment. In this particular case we've had some funding so it's 
like turning a kid loose in a candy store. 
We ended up spending a lot less than what was originally 
budgeted because the minute the money was here -- the money 
started to shift which is always true on a project. We had enough 
to fund the thing. We got a great product. 
The SME indicated that she had a good rapport with ID. She seemed to 
think that this rapport was beneficial to the project. 
I: Had you worked with ID before on anything or this the first time... 
SME: No...l was just lucky.  I went to a meeting with the director of 
IMS and the assistant director and they brought #1 ID onto the 
project who happened to have time and we worked well together. 
It was lucky  I think probably we saved a couple of weeks. The 
fact that he and I had good rapport and could go over it quickly. 
I: How long did the video production take? 
SME: Well from the first meeting we ever had at IMS until we had a 
finished tape was two months.  I think we worked probably six 
weeks pretty intensely. We shot for less than three I think.  It was 
very fast tracked. 
The feeling of being pulled between the Human Subjects Committee and 
the Funding Agency made the SME feel very uncomfortable. 
I:  Did you have to show it to someone to get final approval? 
SME: Human subjects has the right to review anything used in 
recruitment for patients on a research project. Human subjects 
reviewed the script and I sat down and went over it with them. 
Ultimately they saw that it was in the negotiating process.  It was 136 
hard at this university. They do not believe that any recruitment 
tools should be made to look slick or commercial. There was 
some resentment over that they don't want us to look like a drug 
company  or that we are getting outside money. This is 
government and it is not supposed to be glossy. The big part of 
my job was getting the script we wanted approved. 
I:  Did the human subjects have to approve the script too? 
SME: Supposedly -- I showed it to them at about the point that we 
added the actress and got some criticism, some of which I choose 
to ignore.  I went further and scripted --- say we went through about 
25 drafts, I showed them draft eight and draft 20.  It was clear to me 
that once it was locked down that was it ---there were minor 
changes-
I: You were in the balancing position between the technical part of the 
video production and the grant people that had the approval, was there 
anything challenging about that? 
SME: Actually the issue wasn't so much time  no one cared what sort of 
pressure we were under to get it finished. But, there was an intense 
amount of pressure on this project between the human subjects 
committee's point of view that we could not mislead or try to coerce in 
any way these people and the sponsoring source. Their attitude was that 
you must state what you need to do in the driest possible language.  It 
was very much a wrestling match to get them to allow us to present it in 
any kind of favorable light. 
The sponsoring agency is a drug company, and they were paranoid in 
the extreme that we would let the "cat out of the bag" that they were doing 
this research. So, we needed to make a tool with which we could recruit 
people but, we were not allowed to make it look good and we couldn't 
talk about it. And you can't say what it is, because the company won't let 
you say that.  It was pushing it to call it a XX Study. Because it was a 
common product and they don't want to let people know. 
I:  In the event you had the opportunity to do another video tape similar to 
this, what would you do differently next time? 
SME: God.  I don't know.  I think this one went very well. I'm not sure that 
there would be a lot that I would do differently.  I think that although it was 
a past experience.  I think the fact that we had a short time frame was a 
tremendous advantage.  I really mean that. This is the kind of project for 
a research team that is glitzy and slightly glamorous and completely out 
of their depth. Most good researchers who are able to get this kind of 
funding don't have a clue how to do something as fancy as media works 
but they are real interested in participating. "This is fun, glitzy, cool" and 
they want to be involved in it. 
I would have had a lot more trouble keeping the number of players 
who would have made editorial comments about how we should 137
 
have changed the script or make changes.  It went so fast that we 
were able to say --"no sorry we are shooting." 
I: How did you address the politics and the territorialism; especially
 
with the short time frame...
 
SME: In fact it turned out that this piece is incredibly political and
 
uncomfortable. This is off the subject but I am leaving my job.
  I 
hate where I work.  It is absolutely.... this is an unendurable ­
untenable job. But, it is because of the players here not because of 
the recruitment piece.  It was a lot of fun to do and I am glad I got to 
do it.  I feel real pleased about what we did. 
ID let SME be the project manager and decision maker, having total control, 
even to the selection of the talent. One of her decisions was not to include some co­
workers in the script-writing, and pre-production planning stages of the process. 
I intentionally would not let it be a committee. With Dr. X's 
blessing, I kept things almost entirely to my chest -- I mean real 
close. Because we felt that there was to much opportunity to dilute 
the quality by having a lot of people making aesthetic decisions.  I 
trusted ID's skills which was lucky and comfortable. And all the 
bureaucratic stuff  making sure we got the approval at every 
point. At times I would insist that P. I. (Principal Investigator) would 
read it and give me his comments. He did it just to please me.  I 
had the hygienist come in and look at the cartoons.  I would 
approach human subjects and turn in something I thought we 
would be sure we were touching base here. By my sort of running 
it around and it apparently went much faster. 
In spite of the delays in the approval process, SME was very satisfied 
with the product and the instructional development process. 
incredible and scary as it could be. The human subjects and the 
sponsoring agency are powerful and had really conflicting ideas -­
so to come out with a product. 
I: On a scale of one to five -- five is five. How would you rate 
this project?
 
SME: Oh I think it is great  I am perfectly happy with it  I would
 
give it a top score.
 
I: And the process you went through?
 
SME: I thought it was a good process.  I am a real satisfied
 
customer.
 
I: How about the process involving all the people? Do you feel 
the same way about that or would you, because of the things over 
here maybe change that a little bit? 
SME: It's hard to. Let me address that.  It's almost two separate 
questions. How satisfied was I?  I thought it went as well as it could 
possibly go. But again, I give credit to the fact that I was working 138 
with a faculty member who was able to let me become the decision 
maker. Who clearly said, "you have to decide and do not listen to 
anybody else." He just put it on my shoulders and kicked me on 
the butt and said, "Do it.  I don't want to hear about it until it is done. 
Whatever you do it is going to be great," which was hat could 
be acceptable by all those people, was really challenging 
and stressful. 
Site B Project #2: Subject Matter Expert (Figure 6.2) 
Project #2 Subject Matter Expert had been at Site B for 12 years and 
was considered an expert in her clinical specialty. She frequently used the 
services of instructional development and media production. Prior to this 
project, a staff education videodisc series, SME had been involved in linear 
video production, but not interactive video. She described her use of media 
services as limited to "a consultation fashion for some development projects." 
Usually, that hasn't been, "Come join our project.  It's been, "I need your brain 
for an hour. Let me talk with you." The interview with SME was held in her 
office, in the clinic facility. 
On this interactive video project, SME had several roles starting as a 
content expert on the first module. Her other roles varied throughout the 
project, from content developer and reviewer to occasional talent. 
SME discussed how she originally became involved on this project: 
SME: In my department here, for most of the special projects that 
the instructors get involved in... Well, it varies, sometimes you're 
told and sometimes you're asked. This was a thing that I was 
asked to do because I had background in linear video production. 
But, this was my first interactive video. 
I: And how long ago was it that you got involved with this? 
SME: I think we started work on this... I'm gonna say 1987. And 
then there's a whole other story for the second... 
I: Oh, good.
 
SME: ... one and the third one, so. Because the players kept
 
changing. In fact, I think I'm probably one... no ID-B was a
 
constant player, too.
 
I: Okay. What was your specific role on the project? 
SME: My roles varied. Initially, I outlined for former ID and the 
rest of the team, what content, what the "meat and potatoes" were 
that needed to be presented to the nurses. And so, we started with Site B Project #2: Perspectives of Subject Matter Experts 
Factors 
Ongoing changes of team personnel, staff as 
well as students 
+ Leadership clear and constant 
+ Communication good 
+ Mutual Professional Respect 
- Hidden Owner Factor 
Process Rating 5
 
Product Rating 4.5
 
- = hindered project 
+ = added to project 
* scale 1 (low) to 5 (high) 
Outcomes 
Stretched out development process. 
SME had to re-educate each new person to the project 
2 year delay on first phase of project. 
Re-shooting required. 
Overal feeling of frustration and loss of momentum. 
Embarrased with peers and fellow instructors. 
Leader remained the same as did goals and objectives. 
Able to express concerns and make changes 140 
a very detailed content outline about all the pieces that needed to 
be put in to place. That was probably the biggest role. But the 
role, the on-going role, was always being the reviewer for 
whatever pieces then former ID produced from what I initially gave 
him. Then it would always come back to me for refinement or for 
me to look at from a content expert point of view. But also from a 
nursing educator point of view. 
I: Were you there on the shoots, did you go along?
 
SME: Oh, yeah. Yeah. In fact, in many cases, I'm being shot.
 
I forgot to tell you that.. I'm the local talent. And we involved a
 
number of other staff as well. But, I kind of got to be the Charge
 
Nurse or whatever. And I can sort of see myself age from 1987
 
to... I guess, well, the last shoot we did was in '91.
 
I: So you really weren't involved in setting the schedule or the
 
timeline, per se?
 
SME: No.
 
I: Okay, instructional development did all that, then.... Let them
 
worry about that....
 
SME: I was the nurse and the nursing educator. And I let them
 
worry about everything else.
 
SME discussed her role in the selection of the project's topic and content 
as well as her own preparation. 
I: With this particular project, then, were there team goals
 
established initially that people had an idea of,....?
 
SME: Not that I was aware of.
 
I: Okay. Did you meet as a team at the very beginning and 
establish, identifying roles and clarifying goals and things like that 
or expectations? 
SME: Sort of... On the first program  I'm trying to think.. I can 
remember.. Actually there were two instructors involved, initially. 
And basically we sat down and kind of.. I can remember feeling 
very vague about what it was we were gonna do because I didn't 
know what interactive video was. 
So, we decided well, the first thing that we needed to do was, after 
we picked the topic, was I needed to get a feel for just what this 
was all about. The only thing that was known was that this was 
going to be a nursing program. And so the first thing we did was 
look at what would be appropriate for this technology.... 
So, I went over to instructional development and saw this program. 
And said, okay, and then I had a feel for what it was. 
And sometimes on the team, I was kind of influential in picking the 
specific topic, but there was... I did have information in terms of the 141 
need for the topic area. We had the curriculum here, that says 
nurses have to have competencies in this particular area. That 
was one factor. 
The other factor was that this was a topic area that lent itself to the 
technology. The core knowledge does not change from month to 
month so this would be reasonable to invest in. 
And then the third thing was that just in terms of an informal poll, 
with my peer group looking at it as if we were to do this kind of 
project what kind of topic area would you see. And so that was the 
feedback I got from them. 
So, we then decided that this would be our topic area. After that, 
most of it is just right here (points to her head).  I mean I used to 
teach this on a monthly basis in the classroom setting but, I also 
taught clinical application on a daily basis in my assigned clinical 
areas. But that's not the whole picture. 
This is expertise I've acquired over years and have published and 
done linear video and done a variety of things before we got to this 
point. So, it was almost like I had the "schtick" in my head and it 
was just okay, now how do we adapt it into this technology.  If that 
makes sense? 
I: Yeah.  I didn't know if you had to go to other sources to verify

some of this or...
 
SME: Ah, no.
 
I:  ... do extra reading or...
 
SME: No, not really because I'm a national source... I am the
 
source, kind of.. in a sense...
 
I: That's scary. Very responsible.. 
(both laugh) 
SME: Yeah, it's kind of like well.. certainly that's not the whole 
picture. There are other sources I did go to, to make sure we were 
consistent and comprehensive and looked at... 
We also have oncology nursing standards of practice that have 
been published. So, I went and made sure that we were including
all the pieces of those for recipes.. for guidelines, if 
you will. 
Although the project is in it's fifth year, for SME, the leadership has been 
clear and constant over the life of the project; for all three modules. 
SME: It's always been clear to me who's been in charge, okay? 
Leadership has always been provided for me by that instructional 142 
developer who has been the project coordinator whether it was A., 
B., or all the people you see here (points to interviewer's notes). 
And we're now on our third program, of a series of three, with that 
umbrella topic. And really, I've worked with just about everyone in 
the instructional development department on this, plus people who 
have since gone. There've been a number of players, involved 
and so.. well.. I'll leave it at that. 
I: Oh, no that's okay. 
SME: I was gonna say, from a project manager point of view, it 
really has varied from each program and then it's varied even 
within the program. The ball sometimes gets passed, which.... has 
caused probably the development phase to go a lot longer than it 
need be. But, that's another issue. 
Communication has taken a variety of forms on Project #2. 
SME: Sometimes.. a lot of times it'll be ID'll call me and say, "I've 
gotten to a point where I need for you to come and look." 
And then I'll go over and look. So, a lot of it we do that way. She 
lets me know when she needs my eyeballs to come and see what's 
happened, so far. 
I: What usually necessitates a formal meeting? At what point or
 
what stage of the process?
 
SME:  Really, only the initial planning. All of our meetings,
 
afterwards, are just on an as needed basis when we have to start
 
planning a new piece within the big... But usually then, to me two
 
people isn't really a formal meeting.  I mean, I think of a meeting
 
like a room full of people. And so that only really happens,
 
like once.
 
I: Okay. Would you say, then.... was there a feeling at all of team 
cohesiveness at that point or that people were kind of on the same 
track with the same expectations? 
SME: After the first couple meetings that, ya know, once I  got to 
see who was doing what, then I, yeah, it jelled then...very definitely. 
The use of student interns delayed, rather than helped the  process. 
SME provided an example of something that didn't work well. 
SME: The biggest example that comes to my mind, and really the 
only thing that I think has been a glitch... was a glitch for me was 
when they had the students involved. And it just.... To me it just 
slowed us down because we had to re-teach people... We had to 
bring people up to.. 
Ya know, we'd been working together, literally for years, on one 
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who, number one, doesn't know a thing about nursing, doesn't 
know a thing about cancer and I don't know really how much they 
knew about instructional development, either.  I mean, they were 
learning. And so, to have to stop and say, "Okay, this is what we're 
trying to communicate," was real hard for me. 
We also had students involved, too. When they'd get interns who'd 
come from... And then the students would be assigned a piece and 
then I'd have to sit down and teach them the content before they 
could pick up with the piece, which was an interesting process. 
Yeah. We haven't done that lately, though, cuz I think we've all 
realized how much that slows us down. By the time you teach the 
student what a white cell is, and ya know, what nurses do and so 
we've stopped doing that.  I think.  I don't know, ID-B may have 
other plans. 
SME was very detailed about the personnel changes over the life of the 
project and the effects of those changes. These delays have, in turn, had some 
impact on the availability of the technology for use with staff and students. 
Changes of the team's members, was the factor that was discussed as 
having the greatest impact on this project. 
I: How far into Number 3 were you before, or were you at all when 
they started having some personnel changes on the team? 
SME: Urn, gosh, maybe a year. The content was established, 
we'd done the shoot... We had about 10 pounds worth of print-outs 
of all the various "bites," data to be put in to the program. We'd 
done quite a bit of development. 
I: So, how long was it delayed then while they were getting the 
changes of personnel straightened out? 
SME: Gosh... a cumulative figure?  I would say we are  ( long 
pause)... I feel like we're about two years behind. This should 
have been wrapped up a long time ago. Because, we should be 
getting faster as we all learn more about this.. 
I: What about as far as losing momentum on a project? Do you 
feel there's been any kind of that as a consequence in to the.... 
SME: Oh, yes. Yeah. That's a good point to bring up. Every time 
there's a hiatus it takes a while to get back on... Ya know, I find I 
have to go to.. my flow charts and.. To get back into it that, it takes 
me a while to reprogram into my frontal lobe. 
This is not a project I can just allocate an hour out of my day to 
work on.  I have to do it in chunks of time because it takes me 
Once I'm back on, up and running I wanna take advantage of that. 144 
According to SME, at the time this project was started, it was a priority 
within the organization. However, delays in the completion also had an impact 
on it's use for students at Site B. 
SME: We had Module 2 out on the market for sometime before we 
ever had the hardware here that I could use it with my own nurses. 
And so, I'd get calls from nursing educators from around the 
country, particularly the ones who were excited and involved in 
developing their own programs in the interactive video world. And 
they'd call and ask me and say, "Well, we wanna.. we're writing an 
article on this thing, can we ask you a few questions. We want to 
quote you on a few things." And I'd be asked, "Now, how do you 
use it in your own setting?" 
And I'd say, "Well, as soon as we get our hardware, this is what 
we're gonna do." And it took a number of years to convince the 
head of our library to allocate money to buy the hardware to put it 
in the learning lab that's in the library. 
Now, we have two stations that people can use and it's kind of like 
we've lost our momentum. Ya know, it's like the wave has kind of 
gone down again. 
And its.... I've had difficulty getting my own instructor group excited 
about it again and using it with their learners. So that's sort of 
been a consequence. Now, they've spent all the money on the 
hardware and now, we've gotta really push people to use it cuz if 
no one's in there, then the head of the library notices it and she's 
thinking, " I spent all this money and nobody's using this." And that 
kind of thing... 
Both ID-A, ID-B and SME made reference to the presence of project 
leader or "hidden owner" in an administrative position within the organization. As 
SME stated during the interview section dealing with project ownership and 
leadership, "So, I always had the sense that there was another person in charge 
at a higher level." 
I: There was an instructional developer who worked at Site B at 
that time who was, um... who was kind of the project coordinator. 
But, you know, it's kind of funny because the Department Head was 
really the project coordinator. Which, come to think of it, was part of 
my confusion. There were kind of two project coordinators. ID-C 
was the one who actually did the nitty gritty work, who I worked with 
on a day to day basis but everything then had to be passed through 
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would come back to me, sometimes directly and sometimes 
through ID-C. 
But the thing that was really strange for me, in these modules, was 
it was also real clear that ultimately X was in charge. She was first 
author on everything. So, yeah  (Pause)  And she was very 
visible with Module 2 and became less visible as we became, I 
think, more knowledgeable about the process she didn't have to be 
as involved as much as she was at the front end. 
Good communication and decisions made as a team enabled SME to 
feel like she could express her concerns openly. 
I: Was there a feeling of, a sense of cohesiveness with the team
 
and the group?
 
SME: Oh, I think so, from my perspective.
 
I: How did you feel that?
 
SME: Gosh that's hard to... How did I feel that?
 
I: What does it take for you to feel like you're on an involved team 
or committed team or a sense of unity? 
SME: Well, there are certain points in time where that kind of gets 
accentuated, for example when we found out that we'd won... two 
first places in media festivals with the first module. So that was 
certainly a point in time where it was like, you know, I mean, we 
were all in that together. At times when the funding agency would 
come, we'd all kind of get together and they'd give us positive 
feedback, that was a time. 
I: How about just even in every day involvement or 
communication with them? What were some of the feelings you 
had working with the instructional developers on this? 
SME: Well, they were always positive.  I mean, all the instructional 
developers were always real responsive to whatever.... to 
whatever I would point out or need or say or  I mean I never had 
anyone come back and say, " Well, I'm sorry, we can't do that." 
There were a number of design decisions that we made as a 
group  and format decisions. Well, design meaning, how are we 
gonna present this beast? 
those were reality pieces that non-nurses and non-physicians 
would just not have a real good feel for. 
Mutual professional respect seemed to evolve for all involved in 
the process. 
I: What are some examples of things that you feel have worked 
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SME: The thing that...There are a lot of things that have worked 
real well on this. I think, one thing is that it's been, I mean there's 
been a tremendous amount of mutual respect among... that I feel 
anyway among the various team players. 
I: Has that always been there or has that evolved over... 
SME: I  think it evolved. Not that there wasn't respect before, but I 
think a number of the non-nursing team players learned a lot  more 
about what cancer nurses do... And learned a lot more about the 
complexity of what the nurses deal with everyday. 
And they also learned about what staff development educators do. 
Ya know, I can remember very vividly, a comment that one of the 
folks that I worked with earlier in the process made about how he 
never realized that nurses...that there were nurses who were also 
educators. And that really surprised them that I had some 
knowledge and expertise in those areas. That I wasn't just a 
clinical nurse. But, I do have an advanced degree in Education. 
And I do know about curriculum design and those things. So, 
that was a real neat thing for us to get to know each others 
areas of expertise. 
SME found the lack of time to devote to the completion of this Module to 
be one of the most difficult factors of the project. 
I: Do you have an anticipated completion date?
 
SME: If there's one, I don't know what it is. As soon as possible.
 
Yesterday...ah, 1992... ah,
 
I: What's been the most difficult situation for you personally 
involved with these three modules and the production of them? 
SME: The most difficult thing has been, that I would have liked to 
had more time to devote to it.  That's probably the only thing. 
I: What have you learned about being involved in this project 
that you would do differently if there was a Number 4 or 
another series? 
SME: I would negotiate with my manager, up-front, for specific 
release time, quantifiable release time for this project over a 
period of probably about two years. That I wouldn't just take it on 
as another thing to do but would rather say, "Okay, if I'm going to 
do this, these pieces need to be reassigned. These 
responsibilities need to go somewhere else." Pollyanna, ya know. 147 
Site B Project #3: Subject Matter Expert A (Figure 3.1) 
As previously stated in Chapter Four, Site and Project Descriptions, SME­
A is an oncology nurse. Project #3, an interactive video for cancer patients, had 
two SMEs, a nurse and a doctor. Both ID-B and the interviewer tried, repeatedly, 
to have her commit to an interview. In the several days that the interviewer was 
at Site B, SME canceled and rescheduled four times. On the final day of the 
interviewer's visit, she agreed to be interviewed for a few minutes, if the 
researcher would come to her office. The interview was held standing-up, in the 
doorway of her office at the clinic, without audio recording. 
She started the conversation complaining about ID-A. However, what the 
major factor seemed to be was her own time management. "This is not"..she 
became very red-faced.. and, "this is not a good time to talk with me about this 
project because I've been so frustrated and the doctor's frustrated.  And we 
just can't do this.  And, it's just too hard, because technical people, like ID-A, 
don't understand the time frame."  ...  Referring to the time frame that they're 
under with patients. 
When the interviewer asked her, "Well what would you do differently next 
time?" She said, " I would block out time away from patients because it's just too 
hard to see patients and for the doctor to do surgery and try and do all the things 
that are required of us to do a good project. There's a lot of slides that have to 
be re-done and then you get in to the video and all that kind of thing." 
From Phone Call with SME-A 
To supplement the brief office interview, SME-A offered the interviewer 
several times that she would be available for a telephone interview. At the time 
of the telephone interview, four months after the visit to Site B, the project was 
incomplete. The delay was attributed to software problems.  It was hoped that it 
would be in the clinic being used with patients within two months of the phone 
call. However, it had not been tested with patients, yet. 
During the telephone interview, SME said that she felt a lot better about 
the project than she did at the time of the interviewer's visit. She added that 
her boss, SME-B, still had lots of reservations, especially with regard to 
the hardware. Site B Project #3: Perspectives of Subject Matter Experts
 
Factors  Outcomes
 
- Lack of understanding of roles	  Isn't certain that ID knows what he/she's doing. 
- Felt pulled by job and production; frustrated; lots	  Expresses time management frustration by 
of reservations  blaming ID. 
+ Interaction with content committee	  Brainstomred with a group of women as women, 
not as nurses or educators. 
Note: No rating 149 
For SME-A the best part of the project was when, in the early phases of 
the project, the members of the committee, were able to sit around in a 
conference room as just women and not educators and clinicians. They were 
able to brainstorm about the project and what women would like to see and 
what would be effective. 
Over the life of the project, the main things that have changed the 
project's schedule are the delays caused by people and technical problems. 
For SME-A something that didn't work, and was a significant problem, was 
having to work with the different mind sets.  It was hard to get a compromise and 
hard to retain the groups' initial feeling. "When we got into the project, it was 
hard to mesh all the roles of clinicians, educators etc." The consequences of 
the attaining a compromise were: 
delays caused by trying to get educators to think like we wanted 
them to think. These conflicts are not yet resolved and probably 
won't be until patients see it and the committee is able to evaluate it. 
The most difficult situation for SME-A personally was trying to break away 
from the responsibilities of the clinic; trying to be in two places at one time. The 
project has "divided my attention and I'm not doing very good at either." 
Project Three SME-A said that the anticipation of the patients' reception 
of the program is the rewarding part of the project. 
Site B Project #4: Subject Matter Expert (Figure 6.4) 
Project #4 SME enthusiastically shared his perspective of the project's 
background, starting with his initial idea for an educational video tape. He also 
discussed his experiences through the fund seeking phase, the production 
process and the screening of the final product to his peers and students. He 
also alluded to its potential benefit . 
I:  It's my understanding that you originated that tape.
 
SME: Yes.
 
I: What prompted that....?
 
SME: Well, it was really my own medical school experiences.
  I 
mean, I remember, very clearly, sitting there in my.. ya know, trying 
to look like a doctor with my white coat, sweating profusely.... 
sitting in front of a woman's perineum and having like, somebody Site B Project #4: Perspectives of Subject Matter Experts 
Factors  Outcomes 
- "Finding good help-getting the right person" to get 
the project started 
+ Chance to give of himself 
+ Worked well as a team 
+ Good to work with non-medical experts 
- In the "role of being director- but not really the director"  Wasn't really sure what he was supposed to do. 
Process Rating 5 
Product Rating 4.5 
- = hindered project 
+ = added to project 
* scale 1 (low) to 5 (high) 151 
trying teach me how to do a pelvic exam and that was on a model. 
That was not a patient, that was a model. 
Um.. through the subsequent medical experiences, I realized that 
sometimes patients' health is impacted by the fact that no one 
does a pelvic exam. And the barrier to the pelvic exam is usually 
not the patient.  It's the doctor.  If the doctor doesn't feel 
comfortable about it.  If the doctor has some issues, some 
insecurities, some lack of knowledge, something... some bad 
experience from when they were a medical student. And so, 
there're few women who say....  If you say to a woman, "You need 
a pelvic exam." They'll say, "Okay." But if you say, " Do you want a 
pelvic exam?" They'll say, "No." 
So, ...then that was part of it but, the other thing is, as my career 
progressed and I got more involved in cancer. Ya know, we have 
a great tool for screening for cervical cancer called Pap Smear 
but, in order to do it, you have to do a pelvic exam, that's 
the prerequisite. 
So.. it's like this combination of experiences led me to that. The 
other thing was that when I got to be on the faculty of the medical 
school, I was asked to do this lecture to medical students on how to 
do pelvic exam and I looked through the audiovisual materials, 
which were all pathetic. And I.... And I kinda said to myself, "Gee, I 
can do better than this." 
It took SME over a year to get this video project started using other 
available resources. "Finding good help, getting the right person to get the 
project started," is what he was lacking in the beginning. SME repeatedly 
referred to ID as the catalyst that enabled the completion of the project. 
I: So then did you... a little about the process.... so then did you go 
to ID, or how did you.. 
SME: No, so then.... Well what happened was I belong... I'm on a 
committee called the XXXX, so I knew where...I knew where I was 
heading towards the money source. So, I had the idea, I knew 
where the money was available. And then.. I... well, ya know 
actually though when I originally had the idea I wasn't quite sure 
where to get the money. And I went to something called the 
University-TV and they said they would find the money but they 
never did. There was a year interval. And finally I said, "Screw 
this. Why don't I just apply for the grant?" And I got it. 
I: Had you done the development of other video or 
instructional/educational materials? 
SME: No. And I realize one of the barriers to me getting it done 
was finding help... Finding good help. That's why I was so 152 
impressed with ID because she was like right what I needed. And 
ya know I.... So they kind of pushed me into the video production 
side, which was not what I initially needed. What I initially needed 
was ID and finally, I don't know if it was X that got me in with ID but 
somebody said, ya know, "The person you really need to talk to is 
ID." And I made the appointment with her. And once I met her, I 
realized that she was the right person. 
Even though, on the positive side, this project was a chance to give of 
himself, he knew that a lot of his time would be involved to meet the deadlines 
required. He said he had to make a conscious commitment to get the project 
done. He admitted that it was hard to meet deadlines and stay motivated. 
I: What was the most difficult thing for you on the 
project, personally? 
SME: Um...Well, I guess, personally, to make this good I had to 
give something of myself, I mean, about how hard this is.  I mean, 
this is.. ya know... I guess the hardest thing was having the 
conviction to get it done, ya know. Like let's face it, this is not 
gonna get me a promotion to associate professor. This is not 
going to... This is like something that you get a big slap on the 
back on, but the reality is that I put in a lot, a lot, a lot, of time and 
energy that looks nice on my C.V. but, so what .... it's not a 
publication. And.... it was hard to stay motivated to do it. But it's 
something I felt strongly about, so... 
Like it was hard for me to keep to the deadlines of this thing, 
because there was always something more important for me to do. 
But, having ID like saying...(hand gestures-like pounding) ya 
know? ....VP was also very good at that. As much as VP and VP 
Assistant were great and they were and they had lots of good 
ideas and their creativity I think shows. It was still ID who was the 
catalyst to get it done. 
SME felt that the three worked well as a team and credits this team work 
for the eventual quality of the product. He mentioned that he didn't hear 
negative comments from team members about each other. They were all 
involved in problem solving, decision making, and took responsibility for tasks. 
I: Who was pretty much in charge of getting like a strategy put

together or a plan for getting it done?
 
SME: Well, I think she and I did that together.
 
I: So it was kind of a collaborative effort on that?
 
SME: I knew that I wanted to have interpersonal skills as part of
 
my tape. And I knew what it was specifically about interview....
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gynecological history that I wanted to say. But, like... ID kind of 
expanded that and did a little research on interview skills in 
general and we.... it came out looking a lot smoother and more 
generally applicable, I think. 
I:  In what ways was it, as far as like your team, involved in 
decision making on parts of the project, or any kind of problem 
solving? 
SME: It depended on what the... Everyone was involved in 
problem solving, it depended on what the problem was.  I thought
we all worked together well. We all talked.  I never heard VP say a
bad thing about ID.  I never heard ID say a bad thing about VP. Ya 
know, I think that they have mutual respect for each other and 
they....ya know how people can be.. That was very nice. 
Another positive factor for the SME was that it felt good to work with non­
medical experts. In addition to referring to ID as a catalyst, he also credited her 
as being the essential bridge between the medical, technical and instructional 
elements of the project. 
I: Since this was kind of like your first experience, actually it was 
your first experience, urn, what are some things that worked really 
well, that you felt really "jelled" on this project? 
SME: Well, first of all, it was a good idea. That was the crucial 
thing. That was a good idea. There's nothing.... Ya know, there's 
a gap in the literature (inaudible) so that was number one, that 
was really good. Number two, was that I... For me as a physician, 
it was like really neat to work with people who are not medical. 
But, who were experts in their own areas. And,  so I found that 
very... a lot of fun. I... like I said, I saw ID as a real catalyst.  I 
realized that it was somebody who could bridge, like the 
instructional and medical side of it to the technical side of it.  Like 
VP was obviously really good at the technical side of it, but she 
wasn't that.. Although she was woman and had some insight in to 
this.. She wasn't... that wasn't her training. But, ID was a bridge 
between like what I could talk about here in my office and like 
getting it done out there. 
For SME, the most rewarding thing about his involvement were the 
positive feedback he received and the opportunity to make good friends. 
SME: It's been getting positive feedback. Like people... I 
wanna say, like I made good friends but, ya know I don't talk to 
VP anymore. It was rewarding meeting them and getting to know 
what they do but, but like I've got... my chairman who's on this XX 154 
Council, which is like the supervisory body above all these things 
then....Ya know they showed the tape to the them and they liked 
it.  I think that the most rewarding day hasn't arrived, yet.  It's 
gonna be in January when I give this once a year, this two 
hour lecture, that I'm going to show the tape to all 200 second year 
medical students. 
In SME's verification comments he said that he had shown the tape to the 
medical conference, held at his alma mater, and that he'd had another "good 
idea" for another video project. During production, SME found himself being in 
the "role of being director- but not really the director." This was uncomfortable for 
him, and the only negative aspect of the project, that he mentioned, wasn't really 
sure what he was supposed to do, that his inexperience was a problem. 
I: What about in the production phase or anything like that in the 
shooting phase? Did that go pretty smoothly? 
SME: The shooting phase... part of the problem.. well, part of the 
problem was my own inexperience like what I wanted. That was a 
problem. Ya know, the shooting it didn't take that much... 
I: How was that a problem? How did that make it a problem? 
SME: Well, we had to re-do something.  I wasn't always sure 
exactly what I wanted.  I mean I'm not a director. 
I: Yeah.
 
SME: Ya know what I mean? I had the role.. I guess I had the role
 
of being the director, but I wasn't really a director.
 
Site C Project #5: Subject Matter Expert (Figure 6.5) 
Project #5 SME was a nurse liaison at Site C. The interview with SME 
was held in her office with the Project #5 ID.  In beginning of the interview, SME 
revealed some feelings about the project and the process from her "this is my 
first video" point of view. 
I: When did you start the project.
 
SME: About 400 years ago.
 
ID: (Laughs) It was about...gosh, I don't have the exact date... um,
 
it was about a year and a half before it was finished or maybe it
 
was two years in total production from the time when it was first
 
brought up.
 
ID: Once we started, I think the whole script and getting the script
 
parts put together, we had a multi-disciplinary team put together
 
and with all the input coming in and all the changes. That all took
 
several months.
 Site B Project #5: Perspectives of Subject Matter Experts 
Factors	  Outcomes 
Co-worker hostility	  Lack of cooperation delayed completion 
Verbal attacks, questions re: length of time involved 
Questioned authenticity of sources 
Didn't want to be involved, made scheduling difficult 
+ Her feelings about ownership fo the project	  "I felt like I was it's mother... I was responsible even 
though it was a committee project." Very rewarding. 
Process Rating 4.8
 
Product Rating 4.8
 
- = hindered project 
+ = added to project 
* scale 1 (low) to 5 (high) 156 
SME: Yeah, rough draft, rough, rough draft, rougher draft. 
Several times, during the interview and again in the verification notes, 
SME raised the concern of co-worker hostility. For SME, this has been a source 
of continued resentment. 
SME: Ah, well actually, the hardest thing for me to deal with  was
 
the people I work with. The people you expect you should get the
 
most....
 
ID: This part I didn't even know..
 
SME: ...support from are the people I work with. And, ya know,
 
they just had fits that I wanted to actually... wanted to be a part of
 
the editing process.
 
I: And that was essential. 
I: Was there a particular point when you started noticing that they 
were feeling that way or was it from the very beginning? 
SME: Well, they always had the opportunity to go to the meetings. 
But they did not arrange their schedules to do so. Ya know, if I was 
in the operating room that day, I would arrange my runs to 
correspond with it, so I could work the meeting into it.  But they 
didn't bother. They didn't bother showing up at the meetings. 
And maybe they felt that, ya know, I guess this is all conjecture on 
my part, that I was slacken' off in my work. But I wasn't. I'm an 
organized person, and I would fit things into my schedule so I 
would get everything done in a timely manner.... and not make 
someone else have to do more. But they perceived it as if I was 
"showboating" or something. 
I: What have been the consequences of that? 
SME: I don't know what they're feeling, but I'm feeling, uh, I  still 
feel resentment. And there were some other things I've had 
because I have been here longer, at this position, than they have. 
And, ya know, part of it...whenever someone wanted a person to 
talk to about it they'd always come to me because they're familiar 
with me. They've known me for years. And I think part of that 
carried through. 
ID:  I could tell at times there was some kind of tension, but there 
was no choice other than SME. 
The scheduling conflicts meant that SME could not always be available 
for every shoot which caused continuity problems. Several of these problems 157 
resulted in sections of the video having to be reshoot. An administrator 
suggested that in the future a content expert or SME should be made available. 
SME: And actually we probably could've if it wasn't for the people 
that I actually work with and what I perceived as  .. 
ID: ....hostility? 
SME: ...hostility!! 
ID: Let's see... did they feel like you'd had an in-house vacation 
while this was going on? 
SME: Yeah, they really did. And this is sort of a personal mission 
for me to get this done. And, it was like, "but it means more work 
for us" type thing. And I just thought....And I love project work and 
ya know, they think and say they do but then when it comes right 
down to it they don't do it. And this is the sort of stuff I really love 
doing.  I like to show something when I leave. 
ID: You're gonna catch some backlashes from people and people 
are gonna say, "My God, what's taking so long?" 
But in the end we knew that it was because we are diehards for 
perfection in certain areas and VP was like that, too. 
Later, after ID left the interview, SME was asked if there could possibly be 
a solution to the co-worker situation before there was another project. 
Something like that?  I don't really know, to be quite honest. 
Because...because I tried to get them involved but they wouldn't 
make the time for it, so, they... They had the opportunity to get 
involved. They got the same agendas, the same drafts, the same 
memos I got and they didn't make the time for it. And ..I just had a 
different level of dedication to this then they did and simply 
because I got on at the ground floor. 
Perhaps, ah, I don't want it to be like ya know, " Are you coming to 
the meeting. You remember there's a meeting today?" And ah, 
I'm sorry they're responsible adults the same as with the people in
ICU. They got the same agendas, the same things and they chose 
not to.... 
SME added, in a verification letter sent two months after the interview, that 
this was apparent to her by the "looks and snide remarks" of her co-workers. 
When asked if the situation was better now, SME responded that those particular 
people are no longer in that department. She also said that she remembered that 
whenever co-workers were given printed information, concerning the project, to 
look over, "it was kind of the silent treatment." In her letter she stated: 158 
Reading through this made me feel I portrayed my co-workers like 
a couple of barracudas. For the most part we got on very well but 
whenever it seemed lie it was going to mean more work for them 
(only the editing days impacted the work load) they dug their heels 
in. A group of three people always, just like children, forms 
temporary alliances. 
Not only was communication with co-workers a problem, but so was 
communication between the departments involved. SME provided an example. 
We had a clinical expert from ICU. She was the instructor, the 
educational resource in ICU. But then there was the nurse 
manager who all of a sudden wanted to get involved towards the 
end. And I said, "You've been getting memos from the "get go" 
about this and now that I'm saying that we're going to be shooting 
this on a certain day, you're saying you wish you'd had your input." 
I'm saying, "You've been able to input at any time along the way. 
Why haven't you chosen to do so? X has worked with us from the 
beginning." She said, "Oh". And she was a little pacified when she 
knew X was working. But for awhile she thought no one from ICU 
was inputting. 
The relationship with project ID and their ability to communicate was 
something that SME indicated she felt very good about. When asked about 
something that worked really well, she said, 
I think it's the working relationship with ID. To be quite honest. 
Because our minds jell, ya know. We're pretty much  What I 
thought was ridiculous, she thought so too. So she just validated 
everything I thought. Ya know, I had to watch myself. But I have to 
watch myself all of the time, so.... 
SME felt intense ownership for the project. One reason that the 
project was important to her was because she has to deal with the 
patients after the surgery. And they're the ones that tell me, "Gosh, I wish 
you had told me this or that." And I'm the one that has most of the contact 
with the patient. 
I: Was there something that you found particularly rewarding or 
satisfying about being involved in this project? 
SME: Well, I felt like I was it's mother, ya know. It felt...it was 
something that I really wanted...and pushed for... And, ya know, I 
was responsible, even though it was a committee project. 159 
When asked if there was anyone else that seemingly wanted to take
 
control of the project, she responded that, "If there was any one person it must
 
have been me."
 
From Interviewer's field notes: What appeared, at first, to be just another 
nursing staff office, turned out to have an unusual feature. The counter top 
against a wall where the interviewer placed folders, purse and a coffee cup 
wasn't really a counter top, but an observation window looking down into a 
surgical suite. At the time of the interview, a surgical team was busy working in 
an open chest cavity. 
Summary - Perspectives of Subject Matter Experts (Figure 6.6) 
The SMEs shared several of the common factors with the IDs. The 
complexity of the approval process and staff changes were factors that effected 
the interpersonal communications for both the IDs and the SMEs. Good rapport 
with the ID which is similar to the ID factor of interaction with the SME; role 
ambiguity; co-worker hostility; and satisfaction with product were also common 
among the SMEs. 
The SMEs reported that the approval process seemed to take too long 
and required the involvement of too many specialists. 
From the perspective of the SMEs, ID staff changes increased the SMEs 
responsibility by have to re-educate the new person. This was especially 
disconcerting in the situation in which short-term student interns were used 
continually on a long term project. 
Several of the SMEs indicated that they didn't really understand the ISD 
process and weren't always certain about their role on the project. All had 
volunteered to be involved with the projects but it was in addition to their regular 
duties; this often resulted in schedule conflicts which interfered with project 
responsibilities. 
Ever present co-worker hostility on one project was exhibited in such 
ways as openly-hostile comments to lack of cooperation in regard to 
scheduling. In this situation, the SME was unable to be present for some of the 
production process such as shooting and editing. This resulted in some of the 
project having to be reshot at added expense to the institution. This example of Summary - Perpsectives of Subject Matter Experts 
Factors 
- Approval process 
- Staff Changes and use of students 
+ Good rapport with ID 
- Role Ambiguity 
Co-worker hostility 
+ Satisfaction with Product 
Note: No rating 
Outcomes 
Took too long 
Too many specialists 
Elongated development process; SME had to educate 
new personel 
Able to express concerns and changes 
Good team 
Wasn't sure ID knew what he/she's doing. 
Lack of cooperation, support and involvement from 
co-workers; hard to schedule project time and go to 
meetings; delayed project and added costs 
All of the SMEs of the projects that were completed were 
satisfied with the product and would do another ISD 
project. 161 
professional antagonism, as mentioned by Pinto and Slevin (1988) is very much 
a part of involvement on project teams.  It is present especially when the subject 
matter expert is trying to do something in addition to their regular job and people 
are resentful for the time away, even if in the long run it could beneficial to the 
whole institution. 
Three of the five SMEs interviewed, all of those with completed projects, 
said that they were satisfied with the product. 162 
Chapter 7 
Factors and Outcomes as Perceived 
by Video Producers 
Site B Project #3: Video Producer (Figure 7.1) 
Before his employment at Site B, Project #3 VP had been a commercial 
video producer with three years in interactive videodisc production.  Site B was 
his first experience with biomedical communications. VP was brought into the 
project in April 1993 when the project was in the pre-production stage. "They'd 
written an outline, more or less, and they had some ideas of the elements that 
they wanted in there." The topic of the interactive videodisc was breast cancer 
treatment options for patients. 
ID wanted to be involved with the project primarily because it was 
interactive. Because of his previous experience, his main role for this project 
was that of editor. VP discussed his involvement with the project and the unique 
aspect of the first project team meeting. 
VP:  the fact that it was interactive. Because, like I said, I think 
for me personally, it's the most satisfying form of production.  It 
demands the most.  It demands the most from your organizational 
skills as a producer, as an editor, you know, from the production 
standpoint there typically is more time.. higher budget. 
I: Were there things that you did to get prepared to work on 
this project?
 
VP: No. Pretty much it's a lot like the science programs, ya know,

like Physics..  .  What do you know about quantum physics? And
 
you don't necessarily go out and read about it ... I did go through,
 
you know, the documentation that they'd given me for some of the 
branching and tried to grasp, cognitively, how the disc is being  laid 
out. There was a flow chart kind of how the general disc was 
gonna run.... without a lot of explicit branching. So, it kind of 
showed us essentially what were looking at. And it was a pretty
good overview. 
I: Since you were brought in after they'd already started, how did 
they bring you up to speed with where they were? 
VP: There was like an invitation to the meeting, saying ya know 
here's....come together.. It's funny because... They had not 
approached doing a production like this before, here. Which is just,
ya know, idiotic or....all these people.. "Why is photography Site B Project #3: Perspectives of Video Producers 
Factors 
- Role conflict with ID - Professional misunderstanding. 
Professional variety-adapting biases 
- Not comfortable suggesting alternatives to SMEs. 
Change of ID part way through project 
SME's expect product to be "everything to everyone" 
+1- VP sensed SMEs' frustration; SME had trouble with 
visual concept 
+ More time available to be involved with SME 
+ Team- able to express ideas; team communiction 
improved over the life of the project 
Note: No rating 
Outcomes 
Differences in design; "ID doesn't give video enough 
credit for knowing ID and video doesn't give IDs enough 
credit for knowing video." VP put SME in middle of 
situation  form of "educating her"(ID-A). 
Sensed that they were firm in their ideas. However, 
there was still a lack of concensus at production time. 
No one clear about idea. 
Delays while new ID-A got up to speed; didn't feel she 
was as confident as the first ID on the project. 
Had to scale back project and re-design which added 
stress and resulted in lost momentum of VP and IDs. 
No finished script = discomfort and frustration; structure 
too vague; had to keep re-shooting; SME's asked to see 
"raw footage;" VP felt like he was "babysitting" 
Helped with client "anxiety" 
"Friends first" before working together and "that's real 
nice." Had a "warm fuzzy feeling" with them..."can have 
camradarie and conflicts, too." 
Felt a lot of commitment from the all involved. 164 
gonna be there? Why is medical graphics gonna be there?" Cuz 
they'd never done that before...so they weren't expecting the 
players to be there.. acting that way.. It's really odd. That's one 
thing I've learned from being here. 
The art department.. and another group doing graphics.. the 
photographic department, us, ID, all came together for this one, 
kind of monster, two hour meeting with.. where everything was 
introduced and this is what we're going to do. That initial meeting 
covered a lot of ground...and the script came a few weeks later. 
I: Had you seen anything about the project before you went to the
 
initial meeting? Or maybe heard about it?
 
VP: Just heard about it, yeah.
 
I: So you're pretty much in the production phase now, is
 
that right?
 
VP: We've wrapped this week.
 
From the beginning of the project, VP had been concerned about working 
with Instructional Developers. His basic concern was that they didn't know 
enough about video to work in that area. 
I: What's your understanding about the roles of the people that are 
involved in the project? 
VP: That's always been an interesting discussion. From my 
standpoint, really, what I feel like, is that we, as a video department 
don't give the ID department enough credit of knowing video. 
Conversely, I don't think that they give us enough credit for 
sometimes knowing design and objectives.... how to bring about 
measurable objectives. 
VP discussed, at length, the design differences he was having with ID-A 
for the basic visual idea of the project. These differences had been a major 
factor from the beginning of the project. Each felt that the other's concept would 
not work. Both the ID and VP, however, shared the same objectives as far as 
gaining and keeping the attention of the intended audience. 
Because I function more as an editor than as a writer, I got one of 
the writers up here, to look over the outline of the script. We had 
some concerns about it.  I had a problem with one of the initial 
concepts in the design.. in the design of the disc, I suppose. And 
it's a visual.. it's really a visual concern and I can describe it to you. 
We're still kind of muddling through this. 165 
I was concerned. I'm still concerned that that doesn't hold the 
interest of the viewer. Ah, and production wise (phone rings) it's a 
real..  it's visually not very appealing in my mind. But, I'm not sure 
it will hold an audience. And that's one of their.. that's kind of the 
base of the whole branching scheme. So everything kind of rests 
on that one point or that.. 
When asked if there were some visual alternatives, VP offered 
several. However, he felt that he wouldn't get a chance to show those 
examples to the committee because, "This is where I thought they were 
very adamant in their...in their design." 
I: What have you suggested as an alternative? Or do you 
see one? 
VP: Well, I saw delaying the branching. Once.. they would be 
forced to hear probably more than they wanted to..than they 
needed. But at the same time, it would at least keep them from 
walking away. It's a real hard call. 
I:  If they had held really tightly  ... and went that way, and were not 
willing to compromise or even change on that, what effect would 
that have on the production of the final product? 
VP: Um, it's a toss up.  I don't know yet.  I can't really answer that 
because it may work and it may not. Essentially what I think is.. it's 
like everything..it's like any kind of concept you come up with or 
hook, almost like a visual hook, I don't know if it's gonna work or 
not.  It's something that's unproven at this point. 
VP indicated that some stress could have been added when the original 
Project #3 ID left and was replaced by ID-A.  It was VP's perception that ID-A had 
been guided by the first ID and that taking charge of the project was "an 
incredible task that she took on herself.  It's been a learning process on her part." 
He added, 
It's not a hard thing to do a videotape.  It's not a hard thing to make 
an interactive disc, as long as everyone's doing their part or giving 
their all. But, when the pieces start falling out of place it can be 
very difficult... 
The interviewer asked him to discuss how realistic the SMEs' 
expectations seemed or how those expectations fit with what was happening 
and what they were trying to do? 166 
I think initially they were shooting too high...almost... that the scope 
was .. that this one project would be everything to everyone. And 
they realized as they've gone in to it that, "No, it can't be." 
Because we only have 30 minutes, only. ...physical disc. 
I think they've scaled back and I think the expectations, I don't 
know if this would be true for SME-B, but I know for ID-A and 
probably ID-B and myself, ya know, we've all kind of 
dropped...You lose a little momentum. 
I: Has that been done as a team or a group, or has there been 
opportunity for you to have input in to the changing and the scaling 
back of these goals... or do they just kind of happen? 
VP: They kinda happened. It's seems to me that what's happening 
is there're SME-B and some of the other players are becoming 
more educated and more aware of what's... the actual logistics. 
And as that happens...Probably from production... (laughter in 
background) Ya know, it's.. they're seeing some of the tapes, now. 
They're understanding how hard it is to coordinate.. to get eight 
people at the same.. at one location for a group shoot. They're 
starting to understand the difficulty in that and I think that they're 
starting to scale back their expectations. And ID-A's that 
conduit, definitely. 
At the time of the interview, VP sensed SME-B's discomfort and 
frustration, and thought that one cause might be the lack of a finished script, at 
the time they started production. However, the project was designed to utilize a 
certain amount of material gathered during the filmed interviews which were part 
of the production process. 
I think at that point, the doctors and those people that would have 
been, probably.. that probably would have helped their comfort 
level. From being on the production end, if I have a document like 
that I can look right at it and say, that's what I have to go do.... this's 
what I have to get. 
I didn't ever think that there wasn't going to be something like that. 
I thought it was eventually going to be laid out. But, this is a little 
different than the types that I've worked on before, too, because 
it's geared towards what people say. And until you do those 
interviews, you can't really.... And that may not lend itself 
towards inter-activeness. 
I: What would have happened differently during the production 
process... by having that script there? 
VP:  I think that...that's a real good question... I think that we would 167 
have been more focused on what we were going after.  I think it's 
been more of a kind of go out and see what we can get and come 
back. And that kind of stretches our end of the process out. 
(phone rings) We don't really see where it's going to end at times 
(phone rings). It's..we're..maybe we're of the nature that we like to 
know when things are gonna start and stop. ..cuz we are 
multi..doing other things, also. 
On Project #3, since ID-A was the project manager, VP had little direct 
contact with the SMEs. When asked if that was okay with him, he replied, 
Yeah, that's fine.  In fact, in one way, it kind of... it just... it means a 
lot less meetings for me that they're covering issues that might be 
interesting to me, but that.. on a day to day basis I don't really.. 
would consume a lot more time. 
VP found that working for a non-profit agency was different, as far as his 
level of involvement. For example, at Site B, he had more time to go to project 
meetings. As a result, he felt that more involvement on his part, had helped 
the clients. 
I think well.. I think...that it's a lot different than working with a for-
profit agency, that's what's odd about it, because I can spare the 
time and I'd probably be more involved where... ya know.. that 
would help the project. The particular client in this situation seems 
to have a lot of anxiety.. 
I:  ... Is that SME-B? 
VP: Yes.. she has a lot of anxiety and may not think....may not 
understand that the ..technology involved yet... what they can do 
and they can't.  It's real interesting to kind of be outside of the loop 
and watching this happen. When I say outside the loop I don't 
mean that in a negative sense. 
I: No, I know what you mean. 
VP: Because they've asked for things that I normally wouldn't 
release. Like raw footage. It's just to try to boost their confidence 
level. To me that's..I don't want to say a waste my time...but it's like 
baby-sitting.  It's a necessary evil in this case because they're.. ya 
know..they're in uncharted waters. But I think that comes back to 
kind of like the client's always right. 
It's a real hard thing to say, "Well no, we shouldn't give them that 
tape. They don't need it, ya know, they're just worried." But, it's 
another thing to actually not give them the tape. 
And, ID-A, sometimes I put her in the middle of that, "But, they 
really don't need to see this." Then she says, "But, they want to 168 
see it." But, that probably adds stress to her but, it's kind of a way 
of educating her to what information they need to be given and 
what not, and what kind of decision they need to be making and 
possibly not. 
And you don't want to get in to an adversarial relationship where 
they say, "Well, we really like the third take." And they're looking at 
it from the standpoint of pure content. And you're looking at it from 
the standpoint of content and texture.. composition or whatever 
and it's a real balancing act. 
So, I think that probably.. we would have probably been better off 
to have a little more involvement on the front end. To try to help 
relieve.. to alleviate.. but interactive's such a strange.. it's a real 
strange creature because, I think until you've done one and until 
SME-B has this in hand and is going through the actual program.. 
you don't really understand it unless you've gone through it.. 
Unless you've already been exposed. 
VP indicated that there was more team communication at the present 
stage of the project than there had been in the earlier development stages. He 
explained why he thought this had improved. 
Let's see, I think that it's been probably a positive experience of 
the departments having to be brought together. 
I: Are there other things that you've witnessed or even been part 
of that make you feel like it's, ah, of a cohesive team? 
(phone rings) 
I have a real, kind of a warm and fuzzy feeling from just a couple of 
days... A meeting with ID-B and ID-A and I in 1D-B's office and it's 
just, ya know, that camaraderie that I mentioned, ya know. And I 
think that really... 
I: Why do you feel that way? Was something said or just the way
things have been going? 
VP: Well, ya know, we've adapted our... We've all kind of adapted 
our expectations in the same direction.  It's really ..everyone 
realizes we're all working towards the same end and the 
relationships, ya know...rather than being antagonistic or like I said 
being.... talking about different projects where you can have 
conflict but you can honestly have camaraderie, too, and it  can 
be better. 
Commitment. Boy,... are you gonna want some specific tangible 
things and I'm giving you kind of more emotional... 
I: Yeah...The emotional ones are good ,too.
 
VP: Well, I think that everybody...I think the commitment towards
 
the project and the realistic aspect.. I think, one of the things they
 
really wanted was to get it out for a special recognition month.
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They realized, to do that was.. And that was the original deadline. 
When they realized that they weren't going to get exactly what they 
wanted, they were.. the doctors and the design team, everyone 
kind of backed off and said, "We better do this right, than just rush 
it through.. And, I thought that was real good. 
With his previous employer, a private company, they would go out and 
socialize, even after spending 8-10 hours a day working on a project. "We don't 
do that here, per se, but we all.. we're all on a very friendly, cordial level and I 
think that that can't but help because.. it just lends towards better working 
relationships." 
VP stated that he felt comfortable expressing himself with the project 
team, especially ID-A and ID-B. He attributed this freedom to being, "friends 
first... we were friends first before we worked together and I think that's, in an 
odd sense, that's real important.  It may not be real important, but it's 
certainly helpful." 
Site C Project #5: Video Producer (Figure 7.2) 
Project #5 Video Producer had a great deal of experience in biomedical 
communications production. Most of the information that he contributed was 
used in the beginning of Chapter Four, Medical Environment and in Chapter 
Nine, Recommendations from the Field. The interview with VP took place in a 
crowded, fast food restaurant during the noon hour. At the time of the interview, 
VP was self-employed as a producer of general educational and industrial 
videos, not just biomedical. VP got involved in Project #5 as he "had sort of 
become the Site C director. Whenever Site C would come in with a project, I 
was the one that was assigned to it." 
I: Was there anything about it that you were excited about when you
 
first heard about it? Did you want to do it?
 
VP: Oh sure, I like working with the.. I like doing the jobs at Site C.
 
I: How far into the project were they when you first became involved
 
with it?
 
VP: They had conceived it and I think they had, I don't recall, if they
 
had a script at that point or if they were still in script development.
 
But they handled the script. And at that point when I finally became
 
physically, actively involved in it I had a script in my hand.
 
I: Had you met with them prior to reading the script, at all?
 
VP: Yes.
 Site B Project #5: Perspectives of Video Producers 
Factors	  Outcomes 
- VP felt SME's didn't fulfill their reponsibility during	  Didn't take the time to really read the script - resulted in 
the process  having to reshoot and re-edit; Costly to client..even 
though it was just, "penny pocket change to some of 
those guys." 
Difficult to get necessary approvals to complete project 
Put more responsibility on video producer for visual 
continuity and educating SMEs. 
+1- Role Changed to Project Manager	  During production took more of a leadership role, 
while functioning as a camera person and 
technical responsibility. 
+ Satisfying and Rewarding	  "Something of value and use to people." Product 
serves purpose. 
Process Rating n.a. 
Product Rating 4 
- = hindered project 
+ = added to project
 
scale 1 (low) to 5 (high)
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I: How did they communicate with you or what kind of methods did
 
they use...meetings, phone calls, in writing?
 
VP: We had a couple preliminary meetings and then ya know..
 
This is about the seventh or eighth in a row we've done of this type

of thing. So, it's procedural after a while.
 
From his experience, VP preferred to keep some distance when working 
with the SMEs and to let the ID handle those relationships. 
I: Were the meetings mostly with just ID or SME, or were some of 
the other medical people involved, too? 
VP:  I usually only met with ID and X. X was the writer of it. And 
that wasn't my real involvement.  I usually try to stay back away 
from the interaction between them and the hospital staff. Because 
of the reasons... It's hard to say. You wanna try to keep their 
problems. When they have those kind of things you need to keep 
that their problems and stay a distance from that. Or you get 
involved in it and all of sudden you're in it enough that these things 
are happening because of something you've done or said. 
VP was challenged, as were the ID and primary SME, to get the 
necessary content approval from numerous SMEs. The SMEs were not 
cooperative and often negligent when it came to reading and approving the 
script before production. He indicated that the result of this is very common and 
very costly. 
I: Was there any time when maybe a couple medical people, 
representing different points of view, delayed production? 
VP: The problem is that either happens during scripting or after the 
video has been done. So often the people who are going to want to 
express their opinion about something like that don't have the time 
or haven't taken the time to thoroughly look over the script and 
see that, "Oh, this may be a problem." They wait and then they 
pop the ole' cassette in and they watch and they go, "No, that will 
never work." 
And then you've got the battles to try to determine what will we do 
now to appease this person, usually a doctor or somebody in an 
administrative position. And it's a tricky role to be in because at 
some point, as far as we're concerned, it's not our problem. We did 
what we had to do and what we were told to do and that now 
becomes the client's problem. 
All that costs the client additional funds to go back to recreate and 
re-edit those kinds of things. So sometimes it's probably that they 
just have to suffer the consequences of the prices to accommodate 
whoever is doing this.  In an institution like Site C they got a lot of 172 
powerful doctors. They may not be formally under the umbrella of 
Site C. They do not work in the administration, they're not paid by 
Site C but their influence is such that you have to keep these 
people happy. And that's unfortunately the situation sometimes that 
a hospital is in. I don't know what you can do about that. You can't. 
How are you gonna get a Dr. X - well known surgeon to pay more 
attention to production at the front end? You always have to 
remember that you're the "toy department" in these places. And 
they're not gonna give you much attention but they will cause you 
enormous amounts of grief later if they want to add one particular 
little thing in. You can't say," Well the meters runnin' folks, you all 
figure all this out." Because at the same time, you've got to remain 
competitive and you gotta find work, so it costs us as well. 
I: Do you see any kinds of solutions to...l mean... or do you just build 
in to your budget reshoot time? 
VP: Like I say, the problem is, you can get the most competent 
producer, the most capable writers. And you can put together  .. you 
can have checked and covered and recovered all your bases that 
you can get. But until.. the people.. these lofty, ego driven doctors.. 
to realize that it's important to them and it's important to the 
institution ..Really, you just have to count on it. You can put the 
script in front of them and they don't even read them. They just.. 
"That's good. That's what I wanna do. "Did you make sure you 
talked to so and so and it's okay?" " Yeah, we talked to XX on this." 
"Okay, that's fine." These guys are in there doing, you know, by­
pass surgery after bypass surgery after bypass surgery. There's 
not anything we can do to increase our importance of what we do. 
And if it costs the hospital another couple of thousand dollars. 
Pouf!! That's penny.. pocket change for some of these guys. So 
they don't think about that. 
Once production started in addition to production responsibilities, VP's 
role changed to that of the project manager. This often included educating 
SMEs on the importance of accuracy in an educational video. 
During production, I take more of a leadership role because I have 
to take the script and put scenes to it. And in this situation, we're a 
pretty lean operation. Because I'm also the hands-on operator of 
the camera which can be kind of difficult sometimes because 
you're having to take care of all of the technical aspects of that, 
watch the scenes. We work the audio and everything as well. 
We're often in the position of educating the folks that we got to..to 
work with..about the proper procedures and such as that. So we 
also have to work with people like SME and they're going, " We 173 
never do that." Ya know for example, "You need to have gloves on 
at this particular point." "But we never do." "Well, so and so says 
you do need gloves." And so they say, "Oh, well, all right, we'd 
better go ahead and put them on." And you know those situations. 
I have to make sure that visual continuity is such that all of the 
rules are followed, because see, you have to set the example in 
the video, so... 
Summary of Interpersonal Communication Factors  Video Producers 
(Figure 7.3) 
The VPs shared some of the factors with the IDs and the SMEs. Their 
primary concerns were the role conflicts with IDs in general and on the projects 
and with the impact that personnel changes had on the projects. 
One of the VPs felt that IDs, as a whole, didn't give Video Producers 
enough credit for the knowledge that they could bring to a project. 
I: What have you learned doing this project, that you will do
 
differently or would like to do differently on the next one?
 
VP: I'd like to see our department take a more pro-active role
 
rather than kind of being the vendor to ID. And this kind of sounds
 
like I'm negating a lot of the other things..
 
I: No, no. How do you mean?
 
VP:  I think that.. I think that what we do, we do well and what they
 
do, they do well and I think that more joining together, whether it
 
was scripting or laying out...
 
From their perspective, staff changes delayed production which in turn 
was costly to the client. 
Both VPs had worked in other settings, besides medical, and discussed 
some of the differences involved in the medical environment. Having to 
accommodate doctors and their schedules had an effect on project 
communication as well as resulted in increased production time. 
When the topic of meetings and contact with the SMEs was introduced in 
the interviews, both VPs indicated a preference for being "outside the loop." This 
was especially applicable if it meant attending more meetings. There was a hint 
of wanting the authority without the responsibility. 
Clear communication for the team and the sponsors contributes to project 
success (Halprin and Greer, 1992). Inadequate project planning skills of the 
project manager and the under estimation of the scope and complexity of the Summary - Perspectives of Video Producers 
Factors  Outcomes 
Role conflict with Instructional Designer	  ID didn't give VPs credit for knowledge of ISD 
Staff Changes	  Changes in team members caused delays in production 
Medical Environment & Culture	  VP felt like his role was "babysitting" the SMEs. 
Accomodating Dr.'s and their schedules resulted in 
increased production time 175 
project were among the factors seen as obstacles to project success. One of the 
VPs sensed the absence of these skills in the ID managing his project. 
Conclusion 
The interpersonal factors, as they emerged from the perspective of  the 
individual team members, were presented in this chapter, through the use of 
interview data and notes. The perceived outcomes of these issues have also 
been presented. Chapter Eight presents cross-project recommendations from 
the field. Chapter Nine deals with reflections and conclusions of the study. 176
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Chapter 8 
Cross Project Recommendations 
from the Field 
In addition to sharing their perspectives on the interpersonal 
communication factors that can effect an ISD project, many of the participants in 
the five projects and representing all three roles provided recommendations for 
dealing with some of the factors.  In keeping with the statement of purpose for 
this study, one goal of which was to gather and utilize actual data from 
professionals in the field, it was decided to use their verbatim comments to 
provide additional to support the examples found in the literature. 
1. To successfully produce educational programs in a medical 
environment, there is a need, as mentioned in the literature, to be able to adapt 
professional objectives to the project's requirements. This need also extends to 
the ability to manage the situation and create an atmosphere conducive for all 
diverse professionals working together. 
I: What's something you learned from this project that you'd do 
differently on another similar project? 
VP: It probably comes again, not from just working on this project, 
but from the experience of working on so many of them. Get in 
there and for example.. I'm on pretty good terms with the electrical 
engineer... He and I, ya know, because I took the opportunity, 
when we do a video, to seek him out and say, "Look I'm going to 
be shootin' in your hospital.  In a patient room I'm gonna be 
bringing 6000 Watts of light.  I need to plug this in, in various 
situations." And the guy just all of a sudden is, "That's 
unheard of..." 
I: To ask him? 
VP: Yeah. Those kinds of things. Like I say, go down to the folks 
who are on the level that you're going to be working with and get 
with them and find out. You'd be amazed at how many problems 
you can solve like that before you ever roll a camera out of 
the door. 
Because all of a sudden..they always have this shocked look on 
their face when you walk in with cameras and everything. "Oh, my 
God." "What channel is this?" If you can go in there preliminary 
and get them all prepped for the fact that a television crew is 
gonna come in there. We got a camera. We're gonna have lights. 
We're gonna have crew people. We're gonna have talent people. 178 
We just want you to know that this is going to happen. It's always 
bigger than they are...But, if you can go in there..it's not like they're 
gonna raise enough Hell to stop it because you've got the 
blessing of the Vice President to whatever... But if you go in there 
and say, "Look, we realize we're gonna just make your day a Hell, 
but what can we do to make it less of a Hell?".. You've just 
done something.... 
I: Were there some areas that you had to get involved in decision-
making and problem solving with some of the content or the way it 
would or would not come across visually. 
VP: We did some shooting in their recovery room, cardiac 
recovery and we had to try to do the things that we needed to do to 
accomplish the scenes we needed in there but at the same time 
realizing that this was a functioning, operating recovery room. So, 
we  You know you have to be flexible, extremely flexible, moving 
in and out, but at the same time getting what you need out of the 
deal. And I think it's just important that once a hospital 
understands that you are going to be as unobtrusive as possible, 
you're gonna go in there and you're gonna do something for them 
and you're gonna get the things you need. And, but you're gonna 
completely understand their needs. We often go out of the way to 
try to look like we are doing something to accommodate their 
needs in the situation. Once they've seen that we have an 
appreciation for that, then they're really much more helpful. And 
that's nice. That's something that I pride myself on, in these 
situations, is being able to go in and get a nice product. But 
having done it at the same time that... realizing that I want them to 
let me come back again sometime and do another one. 
2. A recommendation for adapting to the "culture" is accepting the egos of 
some of the players involved and recognizing (Morris and Hough, 1987) that 
people are human and less than perfect. 
I:  If you were addressing an ITVA or a student group who had 
never shot video in a hospital, how to get along, what would 
you say? 
VP: Make sure that you understand... That you make them 
understand, even if you're putting on a game or putting on a show, 
that you feel like absolutely what they're doing is far more 
important than what your purpose there that day is. You have to 
play with these egos. You have to learn to accommodate them. 
And you can go away and you can have all the jokes and have a 
few Margaritas afterwards and talk about what a butthead this guy 
was, but while you're there you've really go to treat them like 
royalty. There's a also a huge difference between how much...how 
accommodating an institution or a doctor can be if they want you 179 
there. But if you need to be there because you need a scene for 
something else..and they don't need you.... it's just damned near 
impossible.  I had a doctor put an incision four inches more so he 
could see a little bit better because he needed that video. 
Whereas, I've been in that same situation where I needed a shot 
and they told you that you had this two square feet right here and 
you can shoot from there and if you can't get your shot from there 
than that's tough, you're outta here. Um, so, it's the same 
situation.  It's the same situation it's you've got to, it's just a bunch 
of ego maniacs and you've got to just pamper them and the more 
that you can do that the better off you're gonna be. And, ya know, I
hate that stuff and ...  but it's there, it's validated and it's real and 
you gotta deal with it.  If you want the product, you've gotta deal 
with it. 
From Interviewer's Journal: 
I think really... it's the production people.. maybe it's a bias of mine.. 
but I think.. they really, from their position, have an insight, almost 
more of what it is to work in this environment, than some of the 
instructional design people. And I don't know exactly quite why 
that is. Maybe it's because what they do, there's no way around it, 
it's intrusive. You can't take a camera and a recorder and lights 
and mics and a crew, if you need it, and even if it's just a plain, like 
a camera. You can't take them in to a patient room or an operating 
room or anywhere without being noticed. And it's intrusive. 
Whereas a designer can or a developer can take notes and go 
places... and it's just another staff person in a white coat. And so 
maybe these people definitely fall in the expert category as 
compared to novice and so they've had the experiences and 
they've had to learn the hard way sometimes or through 
experience what's acceptable in certain settings and what isn't and 
what's tolerated and what isn't. And so, they're able to offer that 
perspective and I think it's a very valuable perspective. 
3. To work with some of the potentially negative doctors, one of the VPs 
recommended making them look good as a way to counter their often times 
arrogant stance. 
I:  If you were in an educational setting, for example, maybe you've 
been asked to be a guest speaker in a new TV class or for people 
in instructional design... that are going to be working with things 
like doctors as subject matter experts, what advice would you give 
them for being part of a process like this? 
VP: I used to say that the whole..the whole key to interactive is 
compromise. And I don't mean in your goal or in your 
expectations, necessarily, but in (voices in background) sharing 180 
power. Because.. you can't..we can't do it all.. the production team 
can't do it all... the ID team can't do it without us and it's a (voices 
in background) sharing of power and what they let me blame... 
credit.. the whole thing. 
And..l think that the...it's probably one of the things the doctors in 
this current project are afraid of.  If we loosen the reign a little bit 
their gonna go off and do something strange, ya know. Nobody 
questions 'em and I mean it's an odd thing.. and ya know, they say 
jump and you say, "How high?" 
But.. I'd like to stir it up a little bit and I think that once... I know that 
with every case..with every doctor that I've worked with that's been 
like that....the minute they've realized that you're gonna make 
them look better than they would've.. "Hey, you really know what 
you're doing." And then it's wonderful from there out. 
4. One ID said that indeed there were some difficult doctors to work with, 
however, the solution he recommended was to focus on the non-difficult ones. 
For example, he used a problematic member of the medical staff as 'talent." 
ID: We did have the-walk-on of the principal investigator, 
who....you know that was one of the, it is obvious that he is not a 
professional and that, I think that we decided that it would be 
important to introduce the P.I. to people watching the video tape 
even though this fellow was notorious for being stiff on camera. 
He was a very nice guy. And also the other reason why we 
wanted to include him is because he is one of the most well-
respected people in the country, doctors in the country and we felt 
that it would be useful as a sales pitch to have in the video tape. 
And so we did have him as a walk-on even though he is stiff and 
there really was very little that we could do to get him unstiff. 
I: Was he present during some of the other shootings also, or just 
basically for this? 
ID: He was there for that scene and also there was sort of a round 
table shot of all of the people involved. But he was, but he pretty 
much stayed out of the design and the writing of the script and 
the shooting. 
5. Several sources (Davies, 1975; Willis, 1983) recommended keeping a 
balance between the task and the relationship when working with SMEs in 
consulting relationships. For one ID, educating and re-educating the client and 
not forgetting the importance of the relationship was part of the continuous 181 
process of evaluating and improving their ID department and the relationships 
with clients. 
I:  With the subject matter expert, I know at times that they don't 
understand the process, so they can't figure out why it's taking 
so long. 
ID: Ah, um. And I guess my question would be, "Should they? Or 
do they need to?" And, one of the things that we talked about in 
our strategic plan as a group is that, should we take on, as part of 
our role, that we not only help people do this, but we are also in 
the process of teaching them about the process. And we've talked 
about that a lot. And tried to figure out how we do it. Because 
essentially, what we would like to do is wean people off of us to a 
certain degree. So that they begin to feel confident about their 
skills in doing their own stuff. Now that opens up a real different 
kind of consultation process. 
6. Defining the project team members' roles and tasks (Willis, 1983; 
Kemp, 1985; Pinto and Slevin, 1988; and Branson and Grow, 1987; Greer, 
1992a) was strongly recommended as a factor critical for project success. 
I: How much to you orient your subject matter experts to the 
instructional design process? Or even the development 
education process at the beginning of a project? 
ID:  I generally, I wouldn't say I let it go, but I generally don't make 
a deal about.. what stage we're in because they're all going on at 
the same time. And, the,....what I will generally do though, in the 
initial meeting, is try to say, this is what your role is and this is what 
I'm gonna do and this is what my expectations of you are. 
I can set you on a timeline.  I can tell you what we're gonna do and 
the ways to "chunk" it down in to little pieces. But, I don't think I 
need to say, ya know, " Now we're in the evaluation component 
and this is what we're looking for..." 
Because we are always, we're always on a continuous basis, 
refining who our audience is. We're always doing a needs 
assessment on what really needs to happen. 
We're always looking back to objectives and are we on track.... 
target still? And do we need to tweak this or do we need to tweak 
this? Ya know, it's a continuous process. 
7. Steele (1982) emphasized that a common mistake in consulting and a 
factor in project failure is over-deference toward the client or too much weight 
given to the client's opinion. A recommendation of surviving in a culture of 182 
"professional sovereignty," as the medical community has been labeled, is not to 
down-play one's own opinion and expertise. This is something that the ID has to 
constantly guard against and comes with experience. Maybe this is the growth 
and confidence in one's ID-Client skills referred to by Dick (1988)? 
I: If you were teaching a class, to beginning instructional 
developers and things, what words of wisdom would you have for 
them about working with subject matter experts? As far as.. I'm 
talking about the interpersonal ways of..how to get along with 
subject matter experts? 
ID: Issues I've been trying to figure out.  I think that.. you have to.. 
you have to be yourself. You have to be yourself on the same 
level as your subject matter expert. And that takes confidence. 
And it takes a certain...  I think it has to do to a lot with ego. It's 
being able to not be scared of being put down for what your ideas 
or thoughts are, but also to be able to compromise and know when 
it's worth fighting for and when it's not. And that's something that 
you can't teach anybody. 
It's not something that you can get'em to learn because I really.. 
and maybe it's a function of age....the more and more I'm around, 
especially in this role, there is something personality wise and 
interpersonal skills wise, I think that either gives you the knack or 
doesn't. And you can be technically good and theoretically good 
and you will always have content experts calling to complain 
because you don't have whatever it is to make other people feel 
comfortable with....with your knowledge, their knowledge and what 
you're trying to do with it. 
But I think that, too, we do it to ourselves a lot, because you can 
walk in and go," Ooo, this is the..this person is the premier breast 
surgeon.. or skin cancer surgeon in the world and" ...I think you 
can respect somebody's skill and not be in awe... and not let that 
impact it.  I feel like they pay me to disagree with'em. That's what 
I'm here for. 
I: And they want your skills.
 
ID: They want my skills. And ya know, they... I've been accused of
 
being a task master and of, ya know task oriented and...but, I think
 
in the ID arena that's part of the pluses of what I bring to a project..
 
Is because I don't wanna sit here and talk about what we could do.
 
I wanna talk about what we can do and what we're gonna do.
 
And I wanna get started and I wanna break the pieces apart so 
that I know exactly what I need to do and what somebody else 
needs to do to make it all come together so that we can do it. 183 
Because that's where my joy is....is being used and that it's 
effective and it's solved an instructional problem. 
One ID added, in the verification comments, that to keep a SME from 
running all over you, you need to keep projects in perspective and choose 
your battles. 
8. Going to the client's office, is something that Steele (1982) recom­
mended to avoid a common consulting mistake. This common mistake occurs 
when the consultant spends too much time in his/her own office and not as much 
time in the client's. One of the IDs shared the benefits they received from going 
to the SMEs office. 
Ya know, I think it's real important that I always go over there. And 
I do that for a very selfish reason because that's my reality check.  I 
rarely ask clients to come over here. 
But, I feel very strong about going out to the client, because 20 
minutes standing outside a surgical intensive care unit, waiting  on 
a client that's in the middle of a code, can be probably the best 20 
minutes that I spend in a week. Because I'm getting my reality 
check of their world, what they operate under, how whatever we're 
doing is going to have to work under and a glimpse of the people 
that we're developing this for. They're either working in that 
environment or their family or themselves are in there.  I feel real 
strong about that. Real strong about that. 
9. One of the problems expressed frequently by both the interviewees 
and in the literature (Steele, 1982; Willis, 1983; and Branson and Grow, 1987) 
was the unavailability of the SME. Having project meetings, with all involved 
defining the tasks, roles and expectations related to time was one 
recommendation for this situation. 
I: What did you learn from this project that you would do differently 
on another project? 
ID: And the other thing, like I said about SME having someone 
like her. But see again, it's not the reality, nor is it going to get any 
more of reality in the health care system these days. We're down­
sizing.. going the other way, so.. If I could have somebody like her 
it would have helped smooth out some of the political battles That 
can be seen when people are sort of feeling a little bit pessimistic 
about this project and then I come in and I'm not a nurse.  I don't 
work with their area. I'm not part of their team, usually. And if they 184 
don't take the time to talk with me or ask questions, they don't 
know that I've gone about this. 
There's not always been a lot of respect for... that I could handle 
getting that done and that it will be done properly. And that I'll 
keep in mind what's best for the layman. And that's my added 
touch. So that.... having a nurse that would have been the most 
important to have... and a nurse like SME who knows all of 
them..lt's a little bit rough sometimes. 
10. The importance of meeting with project members at the beginning of 
the project was also recommended as a critical factor for project success in the 
research of Pinto and Slevin (1988). 
I: What did you learn from this project that you would do differently 
on another project? 
ID:  If I had to work with an outside company like we did here like 
with the TV department. Bring them in earlier like when...not when 
we're all battling everything out, but maybe at the very first when 
we're doing the timing... they had the main objectives in mind and 
everyone could have an initial discussion. And then come in 
again a little bit later. 
ID recommended that there be more communications with the SME/RN 
and the Video Producer, especially when there were problems concerning 
scheduling.  It was also suggested that more correspondence with all staff 
involved regarding the project progress and sent to representatives of those 
areas involving the project. 
11. One of the interviewees shared examples of "good" projects. "Good" 
meaning that the project included diverse professionals all working together 
(Thamhain and Wilemon, 1977) and where roles and tasks are specified, as 
recommended (Arnn and Strickland, 1975). 
I:  Is there any one project that you can think of, that you really felt 
exemplified a fun project? Something about the process that was 
good, the product was good and you felt good about your role on it 
and the people you were working with? 
ID: Urn, that everything went smooth? 
I: Or most everything, yeah. 
ID: There was a video that we worked on with video. We worked 
with head and neck surgery. We had a donor that gave money.... It 
ran a little late, ya know, behind. But, it was a good working group. 
We did brain storming to come up with an idea and I think that we 185 
got good implementation, too, which.... from the whole thing. And I 
feel real good about that. And that was a good project, I think. 
I was kind of hesitating because I had to play heavy politics. And 
on that one I became, after the design was done and it was in 
production, I became the heavy politician because the person that 
had given the money to do this was a very major big wig and it 
was like, I was getting copied on memos. Memos to me were 
getting copied to the president of the institution, which makes me 
feel real uncomfortable. But, we had a good, ya know, 
communication and just trying to play the dialogue. 
I think, the biggest, probably the best experience that I had was, I 
worked to design a curriculum to meet public health service 
training guidelines for research. There was a committee of four 
people. We each had... we each knew what our role was and had 
a real high regard and respect for the others' area of expertise. 
And that project was... again very politically laden but, we stuck 
together and hung together as a team and supported each other.. 
that made it real special because there wasn't any of the content 
experts going," You're not doing your job. Or you gotta hurry." Or 
ya know, they were doing their jobs. We were all doing our jobs. 
I: How did you...How did you know on that..., you know you said 
that "their roles are really clear"' how was that made evident to 
you? 
ID: Because we'd go to meetings and they would defer to...And 
it'd be like they would.. 
I: So it was pretty specified who did what? And who was 
responsible for what? 
ID:  It wasn't necessarily who did what but, it was, um, it was kind 
of like when we would talk about the educational process or the 
implementation of this educational process and how we were 
gonna do it. They might say, " Well, this is my opinion but, ID's the 
expert." Those kinds of things to say.... 
We would all feel free to give our opinion but, we knew that the 
bottom line is that the specialist was gonna have the final rule on 
that particular phase. And it wasn't as much verbalized as much 
as it was operationalized. That make sense? 
There were also very strong, high-level people on this committee. 
I was probably at the time the lowest "man on the totem pole." I 
was working with the assistant vice president of research, the 
assistant director of tumor biology department, and the head and 
second in charge of the veterinary division and me in there and yet 
I felt like an equal to all of them. And they never, like, treated me 
like the "grunt" secretary or ya know? And part of that is, ya know, 
when you called, they would return your phone calls.  It wasn't like 186 
you had to talk to the secretary, who then would translate. And 
then translate back. Ya know, there was direct contact. And I've 
worked on several projects where, even as a director, the real 
content person would never talk with me. And she'd do everything 
through the administrative assistant or the secretary. 
12. Being able to accept feedback (Tjsovold, 1990) was considered as 
essential for the creative aspect of the project team. 
I: What have you found to be, um, one of the biggest, let's say, 
interpersonal problems on a project, that you've encountered 
that's really been a barrier to getting things done? 
ID:  I think probably, well, not communicating or as I like to call it 
"Bad Communication Days". I'm sure you know, you have days 
when nobody understands a single word that you're saying and 
you're making total sense to you but ya know but.... Oh, it's a "Bad 
Communication Day." 
But I also think the lack of respect has a lot to do with it. And if you 
don't respect someone's content knowledge, or aren't even able to 
look at it from their perspective, right or wrong, and maybe that's a 
bigger one, I don't know. It's very difficult to get things done and 
think that it manifests itself in a lot of different ways because then 
you start being afraid to have them look at anything. 
Because if they don't respect you or you don't respect them, then 
you don't want to see their feedback. And you're not able to take 
their feedback. But.. I don't know... so, I don't know, commu­
nication is a big one cuz if you say one thing and somebody else 
thinks you're saying something else  Well, like... you never.... 
13. In many situations, medicine being only one, it is important for the 
worker to be able to leave work behind at the end of the day; to be able to detach 
from anything unpleasant. One of the VPs suggested one way of maintaining 
distance from the content. 
I: What are the things that you do to desensitize yourself when you 
go home? 
VP: It's really.. it's a really odd... it's a really odd thing because 
you're taping a surgery, say, and you know the person's gonna be 
in a great deal of pain or is under a great deal of pain when they 
come out and things like that, it's like watching TV. It's like 
watching NOVA because you're looking through a lens, you're 
looking at a viewfinder and it just doesn't seem.. it's removed. So, 
that distance is built in for me, personally. And the surgery.. from 
the surgery aspect it's fascinating, you might understand that. 187 
14. ID felt that there was an impact on interpersonal communication from 
interactive video, its development and production. Working with the increased 
complexity, expense and sophistication of new instructional technology, the ID 
faced even more challenges in communicating the process to the SME. One of 
those challenges was asking a SME to sign off on something that they didn't 
understand. A very detailed flow-chart was one recommendation for 
communicating some of the visual design, not only to the SME, but others 
included in the project. 
ID:  I also think that that's part of the problem with the medium. It's 
hard to ask for external review. And what are you asking 'em to 
review.. the videotape? And do they understand what the 
videotape is? The program? Do they understand what the 
program is unless the videodisc is already made and it's an 
integral part of it? 
I: That seems like it would.. ya know... if they didn't go together it
would be hard for people to imagine. "Now, imagine that this will 
go together." It' s like... 
ID: And we're gonna have to face that with the XX project. 
And it's a big concern for me because we're gonna bring in people 
that have not worked on the project but have been giving us little 
"snippets" of advice. 
And we have tried... we have tried a number of ways to get SME-X 
up to speed. And yet.. and I don't know if she just doesn't know 
how to talk about it so that she always talks about it like.... she was 
talking the other day about... "On the introductory video when the 
music comes up and you see these scenes from.." 
And I'm sitting there going, "We're not having that. We don't have 
enough room on the video to do that. " And I'm like.. I'm 
thinking...Nope, it's on the computer. She still sees, and she's 
gonna be very upset when she sees the rough cut. Because there 
aren't gonna be transitions in the video. And even though 
intellectually she understands that, I don't think that she.. she still 
talks about it as the "video." 
I: She's still thinking linear video...like regular?
 
ID: Linear video.. start.. finish..
 
I: Nice dissolves..wipes..fades.. 
ID: Now does that mean that part of our job is that we teach 
people how to read flow-charts?  I mean, I think it is. But that's 
one of those things that we've had a hard time with. We've 
abandoned that with ID project, because I wanted a real hard-
core, detailed flow-chart before we started any production. And 
sign off on the flow-chart. But, they can't sign off on something 
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Oh, they're incredibly difficult, too. Because I don't think that we 
know how to think non-linear.  I mean, we do..But I think that 
developers have a tendency to think very linear, too. Ya know, 
look at all the models. Ya know. 
I: Oh, yeah. They all go from left to right. 
(laughter) 
ID: But, it is like any other medium. There is a very appropriate 
time to use it and there are a lot of inappropriate uses of it. And I 
don't know exactly what that is.  I mean, the choices and the 
adaptive learning kinds of things, yeah, I can see. But I'm not sure 
where computers... where you have add and throw in the video. 
But I'm worried because SME keeps saying things like, " We have 
to force them to see this.  It has to be mandatory that they can't go 
into the program without seeing this." And that's one of the 
problems that we've had... we have to teach them how to be 
interactive. We have to teach them how to diagnose their own 
learning and needs. We have to teach them.. how to look for.... I 
mean we're talkin' basic fundamental problem solving 
skills..creative thinking skills..confidence in, "Well I got everything I 
need to know now I'm ready.  I don't need any more." 
Stop.. Time Out, ya know. And those, to me, are a lot more 
fundamental issues than the technological skills to actually do it. 189 
Chapter 9 
Perspectives and Conclusions
 
Linking Theory and Practice
 
After considering a number of general factors that contribute to 
overall effective relationships, effectiveness seems to be a product 
of how the relationship is actually viewed. "The consequences of 
how the relationship is viewed or thought of has a significant 
impact upon the effectiveness of what is accomplished in both the 
long-and short-term" (Davies, 1975, 35). 
All knowledge of cultural reality, as may be seen, is always 
knowledge from particular points of view (Weber, 1949, 81). 
Chapter Nine is a synthesis which spans the projects and the roles 
with the purpose of putting them into a global perspective.  It combines the 
concepts from the literature review and conclusions from the research project. 
Some of the conclusions presented in this chapter were mentioned 
directly by the interviewees. However, some, such as "time," emerged as 
underlying and reoccurring factors that seemed to be the basis for some 
interpersonal communication conflicts or misunderstanding. 
Perspectives - Ranking and Client Satisfaction 
Even though more than one person on a project may have experienced 
some of the same factors and outcomes, these factors and outcomes may have 
been perceived differently. For example, several interviewees may have 
indicated that there were some problems on a project, but in the end, ranked the 
process and the product high. Many also indicated that they would do another 
project in the future. 
I: On a scale of 1-5 how would you rate the process? 
ID:  I'd say that was more of a 3.  I'd say there's definitely room for 
improvement.  It was pretty good on the front end, our plans, and 
multidisciplinary task force. But there's got to be a better way.... It 
was an awful lot of responsibility to all that scheduling and make all 
the contacts and meet people and call people and basically falling 
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I: How would you rank the overall feeling of the team towards the 
process, including your task force at the beginning and the 
production people? 
ID:  I bet they'd rank it about a 3, too. Definite room for improvement. 
And it would be.... And their feelings would probably be colored by, 
"Hey in the end, it did turn out pretty well and I guess it was worth 
that process." Because until anybody in this hospital had worked 
with us, through a whole product and seen the end product and 
appreciated the process, most were pretty critical of the time that 
it takes. 
I: As an instructional product on a scale of 1-5 how would you 
rate, if 5 was high, that video, as far as a production goes? 
VP: I'm gonna put..As far as what now exactly? Run that 
by again? 
I: As far as an instructional product? 
VP: I'm gonna put it at about a 4, I think. You could have gone in 
and done some other things to tighten it up a little bit.. and, uh. But I 
think it definitely serves its purpose. It's a little long, a little drawn 
out. But, you gotta realize who your audience is here. These 
people are like sponges. They wanna hear every last little thing.  I 
don't think you can go too long with these folks. It's not like they're 
"channel surfin'." Ya know? They're going in next week for bypass 
surgery. God, you could probably put a six hour series in front of 
them and they'd sit there and absorb every last minute of it. But as 
far, in terms of actual video production, it could have been done a 
little bit tighter. And ah, we tried very hard not to let some of these 
problems that I've been describing to you show, but they do. 
I: What did you learn from your involvement in this project that, 
when you do your next one or a similar one that you would do 
differently to make it go smoother? 
SME: Well.... Well, I learned number one is that you have to have 
the idea.  I haven't had another good idea.  I'd like to do another 
one but, I realize I don't have an idea. Number two is that I'd see 
how I could make it do even less hands on. Delegate even more, 
myself. Number three is that it just takes one person who can 
bridge the gap between my medical side and the production and 
the educational side.  I did it... like I feel like I wandered around 
finding her, ya know, or finding him or finding the person who, like 
knew how to get it all done. Like they could take my idea and my 
input and translate it into like a plan with deadlines... 
SME's verification letter came several months after the site visit. He 
reported receiving positive feedback when he had shown the videotape to his 
peers and the funding source. He added that he'd had another good idea and 
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I:  Is there anything I've left out that I should have asked you? 
SME: Maybe I didn't reflect it completely, but I found it extremely 
gratifying, what came out at the end.  I told you that, like, it goes on 
my C.V. but so what. But I've gotten more.... derived more 
satisfaction from this than any manuscript I've written. 
I: Why do you think that is or what is it about that? 
SME: Well, I felt because it was a personal issue. And I think that 
it.. well look..yeah( points to wall) "Imagination is more important 
than knowledge."  I think this showed... was able to be... I guess it 
was more expressive. 
ID offered the comments and feelings of those involved at the end of the 
project when the video was complete.  It was not uncommon, regardless of the 
problems and frustrations encountered during the development and production 
of an ISD project, to ultimately have positive feelings. 
And it was fascinating and everyone was so thankful and the 
Surgery Recovery Group showed it at their meetings a few times. 
Everybody was just so excited about it.  Let alone when it won an 
award and we got to tell them all...they were part of this. And it 
made all the people that had complained about how long it was 
taking happy. Ya know, finally, "This is really an outstanding work 
you've done." Just all those people. 
I: What did you find most satisfying about... and rewarding being 
involved in this project? 
VP: Well, huh, I always liked the fact that it is something of real 
value and use to people.  I can't really imagine what somebody 
must be going through who realizes they're going in to a hospital 
for bypass surgery or something like that.  If something we've been 
able to do helps them with that, then that's really rewarding. That's 
why I'm in this end of the business anyway. Instead of working on 
"Wheel of Fortune." Ya know, it's just...I like to be able to 
something that's got some kind of... it sounds a little bit trite...but.. I 
like to be.. it's just rewarding. 
I used to be the director for the Dr. X Health Report. He's 
syndicated nationally and we would get tons of mail. And it was 
always a lot of fun. I'd love to go in and read the mail... and 
somebody'd say.. "I saw your report on skin cancer and I realized I 
had something that looked like what you'd talked about. And I 
went to the doctor and they said we'd just caught it just in time.  I 
wanna thank you so much." Boy, you could really go home with 
this great feeling like, "God I really did something today that's of 
value." And that's something that's rare, especially when you're 
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see it in use and see how it's being used. So you begin to 
wonder, am I doing anything of any value or am I just trying to 
make a living? 
Similarities Across Roles and Projects 
Several factors that influenced interpersonal communications were 
brought up by more than one role. Each person, even describing the same 
situation on the same project, had their own perspective. This often 
produced discrepancies. 
Frequent changes of team personnel were perceived as disruptive by 
team members in all three roles. An ID and a SME both felt that the other one 
was primarily responsible for these changes which caused delays. According to 
Kerzner (1992), when the project-line relationship begins to deteriorate, the 
project almost always suffers. Larson and LaFasto (1989) suggested that the 
most frequent explanation for project failure was that some other issue or focus 
became more important than the team performance; something became a 
higher priority. With the two projects used in this study that were not complete at 
the time of the interview, other projects had replaced those and had taken on a 
higher priority. 
Unrealistic expectations from the SMEs can directly affect the success of a 
project (Kemp, 1985). At least one team member on each project described how 
the SME's expectations resulted in more time being spent in some phase of the 
project. Unrealistic expectations by the SME may also jeopardize the 
developer-client relationship (Davies, 1975; Coldeway and Rasmussen, 1983). 
An example of this was the SME who wanted a new delivery method to deliver 
the information to patients. The SME's ability to understand the basic design 
was hindered by the expectation that the process will follow the previously used 
linear process. 
Conflict or some type of role ambiguity involving IDs and VPs was 
revealed for all projects. One source of this conflict may be found in the common 
practice during the production phase, of shifting of power. Often during 
production the VP replaced the ID and/or the SME as the project manager. Even 
if this was agreed upon in the project planning phase, when it actually happened 
rarely did professionals relinquish turf voluntarily (Branson and Grow, 1987). 193 
One VP sensed that the ID lacked adequate planning skills. VP also 
sensed that the ID under-estimated the scope and complexity of the project 
(Halprin and Greer, 1992).  If the ID did have these skills, it was not clearly 
communicated to the team. 
However, maybe the basis of the problem wasn't really feeling that the ID 
was lacking some skills.  Personality conflicts were relatively constant during all 
phases of the project cycle and tended to be centered on interpersonal or ego-
centered differences rather than on technical issues (Thamhain and Wilemon, 
1975 & 1977). 
The complexity of the "approval process," which was usually used to get 
agreement on content, has been discussed previously by two IDs and several 
SMEs. However, in the literature it was repeated that including more people to 
have input into the project, increased complexity and nature of the relationships. 
The topic of meetings as a method of communication and a factor in 
project success was offered by at least one role for each project. Four team 
members agreed that getting people together more frequently, or at the 
beginning of the project was important, even if they didn't do it.  Posner (1986) 
suggested that integrating, as early as possible, the various functional groups 
affected by the project can help minimize conflict. Greer (1992a) also expressed 
the importance of participation of all team members in initial data gathering 
meetings. He also included that it was one of the least common practices but 
identified as one that is considered key to project success. 
Conclusions of the Study 
The purpose of this study was to investigate interpersonal communication 
factors in the management of biomedical communications instructional 
development projects that utilized electronic media from the perspective of the 
primary project members, Instructional Developer (ID), Subject-Matter Expert 
(SME) and Video Producer (VP).  It is anticipated that the results from this study 
can be used in the training of Instructional Developers. 
However, before specific skills can be identified and included in the 
professional preparation of ID's, it is necessary to determine what commu­
nication factors are, as well as exactly where and when interpersonal 
communication conflicts occur within the ISD process. To provide relevancy, 
these issues need to be linked to actual occurrences in actual settings. This 194 
study provides insight into actual roles, relationships and interpersonal 
communication factors in the context within which they occurred. 
1. Involvement: All five projects in this study were initiated, at least in 
part, by one of the SMEs. Involvement was mostly voluntary as opposed to an 
assigned task. For all SMEs, involvement in project was an added responsibility 
(Davidore, 1993). Several VPs and IDs had expressed a desire to their 
respective supervisors to be involved in the projects. 
2. ID Roles: Examples of the eight ID Roles found in Chapter 2 can be 
found within the five projects. For IDs in a project manager role, one problem 
seemed to be that they didn't have managerial control over the team. The SMEs 
did not report to the IDs. In addition, the IDs had no formal authority over the 
SMEs and their performance or lack of performance. When IDs served as 
consultants, they reported feeling like strangers in the temporary consulting 
relationships with SMEs, even though all IDs were employees of the 
organizations.  It has been said that the SME often doesn't see the ID as part of 
his/her professional field (Bell and Nadler, 1985). The ID role labeled "change 
agent " (Savage 1975) carried with it the concept that the client must first accept 
the change agent before they were willing to accept his recommendation. The 
medical hierarchy was perceived as a problem on several projects. On the 
project with the SME having a lot of trouble with the basic visual concept, could 
this problem be in part because SME has not fully accepted the ID and the 
project manager and "change agent" utilizing new methods? 
3. Time and the ability to meet deadlines: This seemed to be more of a 
concern with, and for, the SMEs. Possibly because, as was mentioned in 
Chapter Two, for most SMEs, the role of content expert on an instructional 
development project was an addition to their regular position, whereas, for the ID 
and VP balancing multiple projects is their job. One SME started her comments 
about the project by pointing to the ID as a major source of stress. However, 
when asked what could be done differently to improve the situation, her 
response was "block out time" away from regular patient responsibilities. 
4. Concern for clients and their satisfaction: The IDs, in general, felt very 
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have been a disagreement, one ID stated that, "in situations like that, I usually 
will opt to the desires of the client.  I don't think it's my position to tell the client 
that they're wrong." On that particular project, in the end, the client was pleased 
and the ID and his department got another project. One measure of success for 
the ID could be seen in the SME's willingness to work with that ID on future 
projects (Pitts, 1990). The prevailing feeling, at all three sites, was that they had 
many repeat customers. 
5. Combining task and relationship orientation: The IDs in this study 
confirmed what was in the literature; the educational ID is concerned with 
learning and individual growth and emphasizes relationship building as a major 
component in dealing with clients (Willis, 1993). 196 
Chapter 10 
Reflections on the Significance of the Study 
The purpose of this study was to investigate interpersonal communication 
factors in the management of biomedical communications instructional 
development projects that utilize electronic media from the perspective of the 
primary project members, Instructional Developer (ID), Subject-Matter Expert 
(SME) and Video Producer (VP).  It is anticipated that the results from this study 
can be used in the training of Instructional Developers. 
However, before specific skills can be identified and included in the 
professional preparation of ID's, it is necessary to determine what commu­
nication factors are, as well as exactly where and when interpersonal 
communication conflicts occur within the ISD process. To provide relevancy, 
these issues need to be linked to actual occurrences in actual settings. This 
study provides insight into actual roles, relationships and interpersonal 
communication factors in the context within which they occur. 
Synthesis 
The significance of this research is twofold: (1) it identified interpersonal 
communication factors as they emerged on a biomedical communications 
instructional development project and (2) developed a template for 
future analysis of factors and outcomes as they impact instructional 
development projects. 
This final chapter is divided in to two sections. The first section answers 
questions about the research process. The second section presents the 
limitations and implications for future study. 
Questions about the Research Process 
1. Why I am interested in this and why I did it? 
2. What influenced my choice of methodology? 
3. What were the results? 197 
4. What did I learn about the research process? 
5. Were there changes in the process from the start to the finish? 
6. Who will benefit from my experience and my results? 
7. Did this tell me what I wanted to know and what did I learn that I am using 
now and other ID's might use? 
1. Why I am interested in this and why I did it? 
The basis for this research study evolved as a result of my experiences 
as an Instructional Developer, Project Manager and a Video Producer. The 
experiences of my peers were also influential. Frequently, a project seemed to 
be following a textbook ISD process, but then things would start to turn "sour" 
between members of the team and would go rapidly down hill from that point. 
On one project, for example, the SME, not completely understanding the 
technical processes involved, requested some basic design changes during the 
completion stage of the project. The SME, unaware of the financial 
ramifications of these changes, did not want to be responsible for the additional 
costs. This resulted in conflicts with the other project personnel. Although the 
project was completed, and received positive feedback from the funding agency 
and audiences, the relationship between the SME and the ID and other 
technicians was irreparably damaged. In another situation, disagreement 
involving conflicting expectations, left canceling the project as the only solution. 
This result was great cost both in a financial as well as dollar sense to both the 
ID and the SME. 
Involvement in professional organizations, brought me in contact with 
other ID's who always had similar stories to share. From these examples, as 
well as other experiences created a need to further explore the ISD  process 
and the associated interpersonal communications. 
Preliminary investigation, through professional associations and the 
literature, indicated that interpersonal communications was a very real problem 
for the ID and had been a problem for some time. A source that was pivotal to 
this study was an article by I. K. Davies, in 1975. Davies' article, "Some aspects 
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evaluator-client relationship," seemed to provide a foundation for what could be 
included in this study. 
2. What influenced my choice of methodology? 
The selection of the methodology, which used the researcher as the 
primary instrument, was based on the lack of actual case study research of 
actual situations with ID's involved with SMEs, Video Producers and other 
technical people. Other studies of Instructional Developers (Halprin and Greer, 
1992 & 1993; and Pinto and Slevin, 1988) in business and industry surveyed 
people in a variety of roles, related to project management. However only one 
person on each project was surveyed. As far as I have been able to determine, 
no other study, other than Price in 1979 (Rutt, 1979 ), interviewed more than 
one person involved in an ID-Client relationship. 
Using the project context to interview provided a framework that was 
common to all of the participants.  It was a natural way to talk with them about 
interpersonal communication factors without relationships being the total focus 
of the interviews.  I was interested in their meanings, the theories, motives, 
excuses, justifications or other explanation that they used in telling "their" story. 
The two ranking questions at the end of the interview served as a way to put 
closure on the interview with a common type of perception. 
The enthusiasm and support of my colleagues also influenced my 
choice. Over the years, as a member of several professional associations, I had 
participated in many the research studies. Being assured that I would be 
welcomed at and have access to many medical institutions around the country 
was a consideration. 
3. What were the results? 
The study provided me with "real-life" examples of many of the problems 
found in the literature. In addition to a multi-faceted examination of the situations 
from the field, I was given recommendations of how experienced IDs get around 
some of the situations. 
Even though experience was stated in the criteria for participation, an 
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didn't hear, as an interviewer were comments or criticism of ID's mis-handling 
the content or not having the ability or sophistication to grasp the concepts. 
Criticism, complaints had more to do with the process. 
When time commitments were involved, it was consistent throughout the 
five projects that SMEs did not know or understand what would be required of 
them in designing and developing an instructional video. 
Critical listening was something that I got to practice. This study 
reaffirmed how important listening is in the ID-Client process. Frequently, a real 
issue can be disguised as something else. An example of that, from  my 
experience was the situation with the SME, who initially in the interview was 
angry at the ID and questioning their ability to do the project. In reality, what 
emerged as the source of her frustration was her time management problems. 
The importance of initial and continual team meetings with participants, 
was given new significance as a key to success.  It became apparent early in 
some of the interviews, how some of the goals and roles had or had not, were or 
were not being communicated to team members. 
4. What did I learn about the research process? 
I had no problem gaining access or getting support from fellow 
professionals, most of whom knew that I had been in ID and VP roles.  I also 
had no problem being accepted as an equal at any of the sites or with any of the 
participants. However, as Neuman (1991) aptly stated, no matter what your 
previous relationship it'll work for or against you. For me, for the most part, it 
was definitely an advantage, whether it was discussing steps in the process, 
sharing content information such as anatomical drawings, or being give access 
to project documents such as patient charts or letters from patients. 
My ISD experiences were much the same as the interviewees. 
However, their awareness of my familiarity with the environment and production 
may have, at times, stopped them from elaborating about an incident. 
Frequently, in an interview someone would simply say, "Well, you know those 
situations..." or "you understand about that" or "you know what it's like... " Had I 
been a "newcomer" to the process or environment, they may have offered more 
details about situations. Or, there is always the possibility that they  may not 
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on my part, to not expand discussions of a familiar topic with my own 
experiences or a sharing of "war stories." 
It was beneficial to go a "foreign" place where the data gathering for this 
study was all that I had to focus on for a week. Starting the first day, a Monday, 
by going to a staff meeting set a positive and purposeful tone that continued 
throughout my visit. The meeting was another opportunity to see the 
participants in their setting and observe the dynamics. Another benefit of 
getting out of my own "backyard" with my clients and fellow video producers 
was the opportunity to look at more than one perspective on projects that 
weren't dependent on my ID or production skills. Looking again at the selection 
criteria which specified EXPERIENCE, one of the ramifications that I knew that I 
would need to guard against expert bias. In this environment, where the SMEs 
and IDs were not only specialists, but also were national and internationally 
recognized.  I knew that I would have to guard against giving more value to their 
comments, than I would to maybe some of the other interviewees. 
It was a continual challenge to guide the interviews and address the 
issues and concerns, in an attempt to get what I needed without totally 
controlling the situations.  I also knew that I had to steer away from discussions 
about media production techniques where it wasn't relevant to the interpersonal 
communication factors and relationships. To me, a benefit of this type of 
research was the opportunity to practice interviewing skills which were recorded 
and transcribed.  I occasionally, during the interviewing process, would check 
the tapes to make sure that I had stayed focused and not gotten too 
conversational or too chatty. 
A change to the original study was the inclusion of the positive factors 
that are beneficial in lieu of focusing just on the negative factors. 
This change was the reason for the + system on the factor/outcome charts. 
When I started interviewing, the focus was primarily on "negative" factors.  It 
wasn't too long into the process that I was realized that in some of the situations 
there was an absence of negative factors. That was worrisome. Then came the 
realization that the IDs that were being interviewed were all experienced and 
were considered "expert" by their peers. What was emerging was a level of 
interaction that was more than a basic level. The interactions that I was 
examining were ones that had been developed through involvement with 
numerous projects and numbers SMEs. As a researcher, I felt that to exclude 
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I realized that there is no "exact" or standard amount of time required for 
an interview to be beneficial. For example, a five minute, emotion filled, intense 
explosion, or a rapid fire 20 minute interview, might be more revealing than ones 
that are substantially longer.  If all you've got is 20 minutes with a SME, then you 
make it the best 20 minutes you can. In 20 minutes, I got a very good 
understanding of the SME's role on the project and how he felt about it, as 
someone who'd never done any kind of electronic media production before. 
A major element to emerge from the interviews which was present in the 
literature was that it is important not to ignore or minimize the how the 
relationships and factors were viewed. That these relationships have more 
impact on projects, sometimes, than we realize. From the researchers 
experience, what Davies recommend in 1975 is still true and appropriate in 
1995. The rapid development and sophistication of electronic media even with 
its limitless visual possibilities for teaching and training should not overshadow 
the impact of the problems of basic interpersonal communication. 
What I re-learned about the health care culture?  Power 
originates in dependence. 
5. Were there changes in the process from the start to the finish? 
The primary change, as discussed in the preceding question, was the 
inclusion of a interpersonal communication factors that were mentioned. They 
were not pre-sorted as positive or negative. 
What I would do differently, if I were to do it again?  I didn't have the 
opportunity to interview as many team members as I originally had planned. 
Some of the SMEs and VPs were not available and some no longer worked at 
the interview sites. Interviewing more team members would be necessary to get 
a better understanding of the whole picture. 
6. Who will benefit from my experience and my results? 
The results of this study are beneficial not only to IDs and VPs, but also 
anyone that works on project with teams. The results are usable in other envi­
ronments in addition to the medical environment. 
7. Did this tell me what I wanted to know and what did I learn that I am using 
now and other ID's might use? 202 
A. As a result of this study, I find that I am much more attentive to
 
SMEs/Clients and their situations.
 
B.  I am more explicit in communicating what I need from SMEs in the 
way of their time and materials. This is an attempt to help the members of the 
project team have a more accurate perception of their role. 
C. In addition, I am trying to give SMEs a more detailed idea of what the 
product will look like, taking into consideration some of their operational styles. 
It is not uncommon for technical specialists such as doctors and engineers to 
be they linear.  It requires creativity to explain proposed visuals or what the 
completed product will look like.  In producing electronic media, with the high 
cost of development in dollars and time, the challenge is to communicate ideas 
in other than the final form so as to get enough of the concept across to get the 
necessary buy-in or approval. 
D. Another valuable lesson when working with SMEs is to keep in mind 
your place and the priority of the project. One of the VPs was appropriate in his 
recommendation to remember that "you are the lowest priority of their day." 
Limitation 
The limitation of this study, stated in Chapter One, was that all members 
of the project teams, IDs, SMEs, and VPs were employees of their institutions. 
This limitation had several ramifications for the projects in this study. In insti­
tutional settings, such as Sites A, B and C, with IDs and VPs as employees, 
there are seldom few options available. For example, a SME doesn't want to 
work with any of "those people." To bypass or supplement the use of their own 
staff some institutions use external contract services. However, that was not an 
available option for any of the sites used in this study. As the researcher, I 
knew this and made a conscious choice to investigate projects in settings 
where external contractors were not used. When money is involved, it has 
the potential of seemingly being able to change the dynamics of the project 
teams.  I didn't want to talk about monetary issues, with the exception of overall 
project budgets, to interfere with the interpersonal communication and 
relationship issues. 
Being employees of the sites, all participants were salaried. They were 
paid on a regular basis, regardless of the status of the project, completed or not, 
used or not. This, too, has an impact on the project team relationships. 203 
Generalizable 
Following a suggestion (Lincoln and Guba, 1985) from the qualitative 
research literature, it was my intention, as the researcher to provide  a 
description that was ample enough, so that others equally knowledgeable 
about the situation could decide whether or not the findings were transferable. 
It is recognized, that due to the limited number of observations and interviews, 
the conclusions drawn from a specific case will not be generalizable to the 
population of Instructional Developers and Biomedical Communicators.  It is 
hoped, however, that generalizations formed across the case studies can 
provide hypotheses which can be further explored with a larger sample of 
Instructional Developers in similar contexts. 
Although the results of this study focus on the complexity of the 
biomedical communication project situations, there are two aspects of this study 
that could be applicable to almost all settings. One of the basic characteristics of 
an instructional developer is the ability, as a "process-oriented" individual, to 
apply a variation of the process to any content or discipline area. Results from 
this study reaffirmed that when working with technical specialists, it is essential 
to know the characteristics of subject specialists regardless of the setting.  In 
dealing with SMEs in any situation, there are bound to be arrogant personalities 
and time constraints which must be managed. 
It also became apparent, in the results of this study, that the ISD  process, 
itself, was often a secondary consideration to the interaction of the projectteam 
and their roles. Mastery of the processes of Instructional Development does not 
guarantee a problem-free, working relationship. 
Implications for Future Study 
To suggest recommendations for future study, it is necessary to restate 
the original purpose of this study, which was to basically, uncover persistent 
problems that might serve as an impetus for change and contribute to increased 
communication and awareness of the leadership and social aspects involved 
in the Instructional Development Process. Consequently, a renewed emphasis 
may need to be placed on the professional development of interpersonal 
communication skills with emphasis on relationship building as a 
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A next step beyond this study's results might be to conduct similar 
research using a larger sample; organizations that operate for profit and 
departments within organizations that are self supporting, have a charge back 
system for services, or use outside contractors. 
Since video and interactive media were selected for their complexity and 
the duration of production time, studying the development of other types of 
electronic media projects may also provide valuable insight to this topic. 
Another suggestion might be to study projects where team members 
have more control of their time, such as those assigned to working full time on a 
particular project. Other areas where research might be beneficial are 
unsuccessful projects, the long range cost of conflict, or the effects of using 
contracts both internally and externally. 
Also, as Coldeway and Rasmussen (1984) suggested, there is a need for 
more research regarding the SME's expectations, the mismatch of expectations 
and reality. What would be the most efficient method of bringing them into line? 
Conclusion 
Although there are and will continue to be technological advances in the 
development and production of materials for education and training, the 
development of relationships seems to have taken a secondary role. And 
personality conflict remains the most constant of all types of conflict common to 
project teams (Hill, 1977) of which few projects escape (Pitts, 1990). As it has 
been determined that relationships can have a significant impact upon the 
effectiveness of what is accomplished, what if anything, can be recommended 
to obtain and maintain a balance between the task and the relationship? 
From Field Notes just before the end of the week at Site B and C: 
Just had a conversation with ID. We talked about how do you 
back off from a project when you are done and have gotten kind of 
emotionally involved. And that's a really good point. 
Researcher's Interview Additions: One week after visiting Sites B and C 
Some of the things that I found that I've read before and since, 
about being involved in the qualitative-participant observer type of 
research is the detachment. And that's certainly, true.  It is hard to 205 
detach. I'm finding, this week, I really kind of miss all those people 
and I wanna call'em up and I wanna talk to 'em about things that 
I've thought about and everything. 
I:  Is there anything that I should have asked you about, to help me
 
get a better sense of this project, and the team and the relation­
ships and roles?
 
(long pause)
 
SME: I don't think so.  I think we've probably covered everything.
 
I: Good. 206 
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Project Completion Action Plan 
1.1 Review Literature
 
1.2 Talk with Peers
 
2.1 Contact OSU Research Office
 
2.2 Complete "Human Subjects Approval" Materials
 
2.3 Establish critieria for case study selection
 
2.3 Call potential sites
 
2.4 Make selections from qualified population
 
2.5 Send letter and "Informed Consent" forms
 
3. Create Interview Guide 
4.1  Establish interview and data collection protocol
 
4.2 Make travel and visitation arrangements
 
4.3 Conduct interviews, make observation and field notes,
 
and gather collateral materials
 
4.4 Develop further questions from audio recordings of
 
interviews and notations.
 
4.5 Second interviews as necessary by phone or letter.
 
5.1 Transcribe Notes
 
5.2 Cluster & Code
 
5.3 Analyze Data
 
6. Make Recommendations 222
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Informed Consent 
The purpose of this research is to investigate the professional interaction and 
communication (interpersonal communication) issues in biomedical communications 
instructional development projects. Particular attention will be given to those issues 
that hinder or delay projects. An important element of this research is to determine 
how these relationships are perceived by team members in the primary roles of: 
Instructional Designer, Subject Matter Expert, Client/Sponsor and Technician 
(audiovisual producer). 
This research is no/ an evaluation of the competency of the Instructional 
Designer/Developer in project management or an evaluation of the project's 
effectiveness. 
In order to protect my privacy and identity, I understand that my real name will not be 
used in any publication or report of this project, nor will my employer be identified. 
,  hereby authorize Julie Ann 
Thomas, a doctoral student at Oregon State University, to interview me for the 
purpose of gathering information as part of an educational research project.  I 
understand that all or part of the interview(s) may be audio recorded. Audio 
recording, however, will be used only for documentation and transcription purposes 
and the tapes will not be duplicated or distributed at any time. (The tapes will be 
destroyed upon completion of the project.) 
Signature 
Date 
Witness 
Thanks very much for your help! 
Julie A. Thomas, M. Ed. Researcher 
Questions about the research, subject's rights, or research-related concerns should be directed
 
to:  Dr. Ruth E. Stiehl, 503-737-6398
 
College of Home Economics and Education,
 
Oregon State University, Corvallis, Oregon 97331-3502
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OFFICE OF DEAN OF RESEARCH 
OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY 
Administrative Services A312  Corvallis, Oregon  97331.2140 
503.737-3437  FAX 503.737-3093  INTERNET scanlanraccmailorstedu 
October 22, 1993
 
Principal Investigator:
 
The following project has been approved for exemption under
 
the guidelines of Oregon State University's Committee for the
 
Protection of Human Subjects and the U.S. Department of Health
 
and Human Services:
 
Principal Investigator:  Ruth E. Stiehl
 
Student's Name (if any):  Julie A. Thomas
 
Department:  Education
 
Source of Funding:
 
Project Title:  Identification of Interpersonal Communicaton
 
Conflict Issues in Biomedical Instructional Design Projects
 
Comments:  The informed consent document with the longer
 
explanation of the purpose of the study should be used.
 
A copy of this information will be provided to the Chair of
 
the Committee for the Protection of Human Subjects.  If questions
 
arise, you may be contacted further.
 
unn
 
red Programs Officer
 
cc:  CPHS Chair
 
Redacted for privacy225 
Letter to Potential Participant 
Dear : 
I appreciated talking with you and discussing the possibility of visiting the 
XXXXXXXX as part of my dissertation research project. The purpose of my 
research is to investigate the professional interaction and communication 
(interpersonal communication) issues in biomedical communications 
instructional development projects. Particular attention will be given to those 
issues that hinder or delay projects. An important element of this research is to 
determine how these relationships are perceived by team members in the 
primary roles of:  Instructional Designer, Subject Matter Expert, Client/Sponsor 
and Technician (audiovisual producer). This research is nca an evaluation of 
the competency of the Instructional Designer/Developer in project management 
or an evaluation of the project's effectiveness. 
The assumptions of this research are that the issues that reportedly exist 
in project management in engineering, industry and business may also exist in 
ISD projects in medical settings. 
This study has been approved by the Oregon State University  Human 
Subjects Committee and will also be conducted in accordance with your 
institutional policies regarding confidentiality and access. Neither the names of 
the institutions nor individuals will be used in the final report of this study. 
Further, the participants will have an opportunity to review the information for 
accuracy before publication of the final report. There will be no cost to 
participating institutions. Basic information about the research project and 
consent forms are included. Criteria for case selection is not rigid! 
I've arranged to be in XX, XX, to be able to interview. Initially, I anticipate 
needing about 2 hours of your time and 1 1/2 hr. for each team member.  I'll 
probably need to return at least once towards the end of November. I'm 
planning on audio recording the interviews, so they'll need to be someplace 
fairly quiet. 
I appreciate your interest in participating in this study. Thank you again 
for your time and interest. 
Sincerely, 
Julie A. Thomas, M. Ed. 226 
Project Selection Criteria 
Working Title:  Identification of Interpersonal Communication Conflict Issues 
in Biomedical Instructional Design Projects 
Purpose of the research: This research will contribute to the field of instructional 
development in biomedical settings as well as instructional settings by identifying issues 
where specific interpersonal skills such as consultation, team and conflict management are 
needed. Before specific skills can be included in the professional preparation of !SD's, it is 
necessary to determine exactly where and when relationship issues occur within the ISD 
process. To provide relevancy, these issues need to be linked to actual occurrences in 
actual settings. 
How many cases will be studied: The data for this study will come from three case 
studies in three types of medical settings: a medical school, a hospital-medical center, and a 
center with a specialization, such as a Heart Institute, cancer center, eye or ear center. 
How cases will be selected: The three projects selected will have the following 
characteristics: 
Electronic media productions (videotape or interactive media) 
Completed within the last year, or near completion 
Budgeted in a range between$15,000-$50,000 
Developed using a procedural instructional design 
model (such as Dick and Carey or M. Greer) 
Project teams consisting of people in the primary roles: 
Instructional Designer/Developer on staff (with a B. A., M. A., 
or M. Ed)., Subject Matter Expert (M. D., nurse or other health 
professional), Client/Sponsor (i.e. Dept. Head) initiated 
or is responsible for the completion of the project. 
Methodology: Once the projects are identified, the team members will be interviewed 
individually and as a group over a period of a week. These conversations will be informal 
with team members being asked to provide their perception, or "story" of the process used in 
the development of the project. Participants may be called upon for further information by 
telephone following the on-site interviews. 227
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Interview Guide 
Date:  /  /  /  Start Time:  End Time: 
Location :  Respondant: 
Project:  Position: 
Proj.Start:  Completed:  Phone # 
Basic information about respondent: 
a. How long have you been at 
b. How long have you been in your current position 
c. (Optional) Education/Training 
Introduction: 
2-3 min.  My credibility, background, Ed/Prof 
My motives and intentions, purpose of the study  preparing 
future ID's 
What I want from them  Their perceptions  "story' of a particular project 
and the process 
What this isn't- product or personnel evaluation 
Confidentiality and use of codes and pseudonyms 
Their opportunity to react and provide feedback 
Logistics issues-Initial time and subsequent interviews 
Check for signed consent forms 
Questions??? 
Preliminary data -Common for project managment to be done in stages 
Use model graphic ID's have models for the way we manage projects, the ISD 
process- only going through DEVELOPMENT phase. 
2. b. Instructional Designers, only: 
What ISD model or model modifiction was used on this projects? 
Use model graphic  Was this model used on other projects? 
Interview Guide/It 
11/93 229 
Interview #1 
1. Involvement in Project: 
1.1.What prior involvment have you had in Instructional projects?
 
how many?  what kind? topics?
 
1.2. Will you tell me your "story" (perception) of the of the	  project?
 
general idea and purpose ?  who was to benefit from it?
 
how it originated? who's idea?
 
Jt: what happened 1st, 2nd etc 
1.3. How and when did you get involved in this project? 
voluntary association? 
were you involved in the project from the beginning? 
was there something about the project that excited you or attracted you at the time? 
steps to involvment 
how did you prepare for this involvment?- collect info/sources? 
2. Roles and Responsbilities 
2.1. Describe the project team - and their roles?	  use paper and
 
were these roles clearly defined?  make a graphic
 
2.2. What was your role and responsbilities?
 
how were these determined by whom?
 
2. Prior to this project, in what kinds of situations have you had similar roles
 
and responsibilities?
 
2.3 What were the team's goals?
 
How were they selected (cooperatively)?
 
Imposed?
 
2.4 How much time was spent "up front" defining goals and clarifying roles and
 
expectations?
 
2.5 How would you describe the feeling of the team in regards to sharing similar 
expectations of the process and product? 
On what is this based--experience, incident, discussion? 
all committed to the same goal ? 
all clearly understood the process? 
2.6 What did you believe to be the strategy for completion of the project?
 
schedule ?  all laid out in the beginning? unveiled along the way?
 
Interview Guide 
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Interview #1 
2.7 Tell me about who was on the team at the beginning and at the end of the
 
project?
 
Did the team remain constant?
 
people change?
 
roles?
 
when and how often? 
2.8	 If you or other project team members were brought into the project after it had
 
started, how were you or others brought up to speed?
 
individually? as a group? meeting with team?
 
in writing?
 
3. Interpersonal Communications 
3.1. What other instruct onal or related projects have you worked on with any of the 
other team members?
 
In other areas or settings?
 
3.2. How did the team members communicate with each other? 
formally-meetings ? in memos? 
informally  in the hallway? by phone? 
3.3 How was work coordinated? and how often? 
formally?  informally? 
in person?  in writing? 
individually or a group setting? 
3.4 What can you tell me about the atmosphere/climate with regard to the expression 
of feelings and Ideas openly? 
3.5 How was leadership provided? 
who?- how? continue? change? 
3.6 Who was the "real" leader In this process? 
Was this a collaborative process? 
Did someone other than the designated project manager want to take the lead? 
3.7 In what ways was the team involved in decision-making or problem-solving? 
who?  why?  result?  topics?  areas of decision?  process used? 
how is this different than the way you make decisions on your own when not part of a 
team? 
Interview Guide 
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Interview #1 
3.8 What are some specific examples of things that worked well or "jelled", so to 
speak? 
what made the team work? communication? problem solving?  reporting? 
3.9 What would be an example of something(s) that didn't work at all? or was there a 
significant problem on the project? 
what impaired the team? 
when did this first become apparent? 
if it escalated -why and when? 
3.10 What were the consequences/costs of the conflict/problem? 
(remember, conflict is not automatically bad) 
short and long term ? to the project? team? staff? patients? organization? 
3.11 Explain how the problem/conflict was resolved? 
by whom? how? 
when? when it first happened or later? 
3. 12 What could have been some other possible solutions to that situation? 
3.13 Please tell me about the most difficult situation for you personally? 
when? was it repeated? 
method of managing the source  self-fueling spirals-"things that happen early set a 
pattern" 
4. Organizational Variables - optional 
4.1 Explain where or how you saw this project fitting into the organization? 
was it a priority? 
an extension of administration? 
4.2 Was this project in competition with others in the organization and if so explain? 
5. Overall 
5.1 Who had ultimate responsibility/ ownership for the project? 
funding source? SME? 
5.2 Tell me about the things that happened to change the project schedule? 
goals?, budget? availibility of case-subject? changes to project team? 
5.3 Did the team members seem commited to the team as a unit? 
Was there a feeling or sense of cohesiveness? 
Example- how they worked together or how committment was demonstrated or seen? 
Heightened morale? 
Interview Guide 
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Interview #1 
5.4 Was there something that you found rewarding or satisfying about being in­
volved in this project?
 
5.5 What did you learn from this project that you would do differently If you were
 
involved in a process like this in the future?
 
more aware of problems?
 
challenge to organizational procedures
 
relationships strengthened?
 
increased awareness of self and others?
 
On a 1-5 scale, 5 being high and 1 being low: 
5.6. How would you rate the Instructional product?
 
1  2 3 4 5
 
5.7. How would you rate the process?
 
1 2 3 4 5
 
5.8. What do you think the overall feeling of the team was about the process? 
1 2 3 4 5 
5.9 What else should I have asked you to get a complete sense of this project and 
the team? 
Closing 
Available materials to help me better understand this project? ­
memos, scripts, plans, etc.
 
Additional meetings or phone calls or people to Interview.
 
Thank You!!!!
 
Interview Guide 
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Post Interview Notes 
Respondant: 
1  2  3  4  5  Specific Examples 
Self-introduction 
Body language 
Eye contact 
Listening 
Detraction of my note-taking/ 
audio recording 
Knowledge of organization 
Knowledge of situation 
Interviewer: 
Questioning techniques: 
general to specific 
open-ended 
Body language 
Interview Guide/jt  2 
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